Taseko Prosperity Gold-Copper Project

Appendix 2-6-A

Prosperity Project Report: Volume #2
6.0 Assessment of Alternatives and Selection of the Proposed Project Development Plan
6.0.1 Introduction
Taseko has always recognised and sought to m eet their obligations to develop the Prosperity
Project with due regard to the protection of the e nvironment. One aspect of these obligations is
the investigation of alternatives and the selection of the final m
ine developm ent plan. The
company first proposed a m ine developm ent plan in 1993, as part of their Pre-Application for
Mine Developm ent. This plan was a product
of significant environm ental, engineering and
financial studies, including the generation and assessm ent of a number of alternatives to the f inal
location of the pit and waste rock and tailings storage facilities.
However, government agency concerns regarding th e potential effects of this plan on Fish Lake
led to an increased emphasis on alternatives assessment to satisfy the regulatory agencies that redesigning the project in such a wa y as to m inimise effects on Fish Lake was not possible. This
emphasis was captured in the Project Report Specifications (PRS) following a period of extensive
discussions between Taseko and the regulatory agenci es. The PRS set out an 8-step process for
the transparent and defensible selection of th e proposed project plan as outlined below and
illustrated in Figure 6.0.1-1
Taseko has undertaken an iterative approach to fulfilling the specific requirem ents of each of
these steps, consulting f requently with the re gulatory agencies, public stakeholders and First
Nations. The result has been one of the most comprehensive and detailed analyses of alternatives
ever perform ed for a proposed m ining project. No tably, this intensive process concluded with
the selection of the same plan selected in 1993.
This chapter presents the alternatives a
ssessment and selection of the proposed m
ine
development plan. The developm ent of other co mponents of the project, including the selection
of the proposed transm ission line and the identif ication of various facilities/activities for which
only alternative was considered, are discussed elsewhere in Volume 2.
From June 25, 1997 to April 1998, continuous disc ussions occurred between Taseko, the Project
Committee and Technical Subcom mittees to establish the Project Report Specifications (PRS).
These discussions focused in part on the defin ition of requirem ents regarding the assessm ent of
alternatives and selection of the proposed project development plan. The PRS were finalised in
April 1998 after a period of public and First Nati ons review, and require the following defined
and transparent process of selecting the proposed project development plan:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

identification of a candidate list of alternatives for assessment
analysis of candidate alternatives based on a set of defined criteria
elimination of unachievable alternatives
identification of potentially achievable alternatives
identification of project components with one preferred alternative
identification of mine development plan options
assessment and comparison of mine development plan options
description of the proposed project development plan.
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Figure 6.0.1-1
Multiply Accounts Evaluation – 8 Step Process
STEP 1
IDENTICATION OF THE PROJECT COMPONENTS & THE
ALTERNATIVES FOR THE CANDIDATE FACILITY &
ACTIVITIES
IDENTICATION OF CRITERIA
TO ASSESS ALTERNATIVES

STEP 2
ANALYZE THE ALTERNATIVES FOR THE CANDIDATE
FACILITIES & ACTIVITIES

STEP 3
ELIMINATION OF UNACHIEVABLE ALTERNATIVES

STEP 4
IDNTIFICATION OF THE POTENTIALLY ACHIEVABLE
ALTERNATIVES

STEP 5
IDENTIFICATION OF PROJECT COMPONENTS WITH ONE
PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

STEP 6
IDENTIFICATION OF MINE DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS

STEP 7
ASSESSMENT & COMPARISON OF MINE DEVELOPMENT
OPTIONS

STEP 8
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
PLAN
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In addition, the PRS require that where only one a lternative was considered, a full explanation of
why only that alternative was considered must be provided.
Notably, the PRS recognise that Taseko is not expected to conduct the sam e detailed level of
analysis that will be required for the proposed
project developm ent plan, once selected.
Furthermore, the PRS require that the iterative pr ocess used to define these 8 steps be followed
through completion of the requirements themselves.
This 8-step process represents one of the m ost exhaustive and detailed set of requirem ents for
alternatives assessment and selection of the proposed development plan for any mining project in
the history of the industry in Canada.
The following sections describe how Taseko has fulfilled the requirem ents of each of these 8
steps in consultation with the Project Committee, public stakeholders and First Nations:
 section 6.1.1 describes how Taseko identified a candidate list of alternatives (i.e., step 1);
 section 6.1.2 outlines how the company identified which candidate alternatives are potentially
achievable (i.e., steps 2, 3 and 4);
 section 6.1.3 details how Taseko com bined poten tially achievable alternatives into m ine
development plan options (i.e., step 6); and,
 section 6.1.4 describes how Taseko evaluated the resulting 5 mine development plan options
 section 6.1.5 describes how the preferred m ine development plan option was selected (i.e.,
step 7).
The selection of the preferred transm ission line corridor is detailed in section 6.2 and project
components for which only one alternative was considered are described in section 6.3.
6.1 Mine Development Plan
6.1.1 Identification of a Candidate List of Alternatives for Assessment
The PRS require that Taseko identif y all reasonable alternatives f or the f acilities and activities
included in the scope of the m ine development plan, and provide the rationale applied to identify
alternatives. A number of specific considerations were required with respect to the following: pit
development alternatives, tailings/PAG waste rock impoundment alternatives, mill makeup water
pipeline alternatives, waste rock storage altern atives, and water treatm ent and treated water
discharge alternatives.
This section describes the process by which the l ong list of candidate alternatives was developed
by Taseko (i.e., step 1 of the PRS). This section is divided into three parts:
 the development of the final approach adopted by Taseko.
 the analyses undertaken to define the list of reasonable alternatives.
 the final list of reasonable alternatives.
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6.1.1.1 Development of Approach
Using the PRS as the term s of reference, Ta seko developed an approach that was rigorous,
systematic, comprehensive, and based on an appropriate level of detail. This approach involved
the use of a screening function to identif
y reasonable alternatives for reviewable
facilities/activities from the infinite number of possible alternatives.
The following reviewable facilities were identified:
a. mine development (including site drainage wo rks, clean water diversion and pollution control
works)
b. tailings storage sites (including site draina
ge works, clean water diversion and pollution
control works)
c. waste rock storage sites (including ore a nd low-grade ore stockpiles, NPAG and tem porary
overburden stockpiles, site drainage works, clean water diversion and pollution control works)
d. m ill f lotation plant and m ake-up water pipeline (including site drainage works, clean water
diversion and pollution control works)
e. overburden borrow/pit areas
f. access road
g. concentrate transfer station facilities and activities
h. transmission line
The following reviewable activities were proposed
a. mining, milling and storage of NPAG waste rock
b. ARD management
c. concentrate transport
These reviewable facilities and activities cover all of those project com
ponents listed as
reviewable in Section 1.1 of the PRS with the following exceptions:
 identification and assessm ent of transm ission lin e corridor alternatives will be discussed in
Section 6.2 of this volume.
 identification and developm ent of m itigation and com pensation plans, and the reclam ation
plan, were deem ed appropriate only followi ng the selection of the proposed project
development plan.
In identifying reasonable alternatives, Taseko utilised the following criteria:
 test of reasonableness criteria to ensure that reasonable alternatives m et the specific demands
of a viable project
 experience criteria to ensure that reasonable alternatives made use of known technology and
proven methods.
 risk/failure adverse principal
 practicality of achieving mitigation and compensation of effects; and,
 optimisation -- multifactoral and integrated
The test of reasonableness criteria comprised five different considerations:
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technical: geotechnical; hydrogeological and
geological conditions; capacity (area and
volume); proxim ity of com panion com ponents (including plant, power and access);
topography; hydrology; elevation differences; area; closure requirements; and, availability of
existing infrastructure.
engineering: practicability; necessity
of design; efficiency of design,
development/construction and operation;
materials size and durability; regulatory
requirements; and, proven experience.
environmental: sensitivity; effects; and, risk.
financial: cost.
socio-economic: First Nations; extent of m
ineral resource extracted; private lands;
stakeholder perceptions.

These criteria are conceptual in nature. More detailed thresholds were not explicitly identif ied
for two reasons:
 in accordance with the PRS,
the level of detail should be conceptual, and therefore
appropriate to the generation of candidate alternatives.
 these thresholds have been the subject of numerous discussions at previous meetings.
When applied to the Prosperity gold-copper depos it, this proposed approach generated a list of
reasonable alternatives for the reviewable fac ilities and activities defined above. Many of these
alternatives had already been presented and discussed at num erous sub-com mittee and project
committee meetings held between June 1997 and July 1998.
Materials describing the proposed approach and the prelim inary list of reasonable alternatives
were circulated on July 13, 1998 to agency repr esentatives for discussion at the July 28, 1998
workshop (see Table 6.1.1-1 for a list of agency pa rticipants). These m aterials included draft
maps of reasonable alternatives. (attached in Appendix A).
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Table 6.1.1 - 1
July 28, 1998, Workshop Participants
Affiliation
BC Environmental Assessment Office
Ministry of Energy and Mines
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks
Ministry of Small Business, Tourism and
Culture
Ministry of Health
Canadian Environmental Assessment
Agency
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Department of Environment
Robertson GeoConsultants
Taseko Mines Limited
Triton Environmental

Name
David Johns
Georgina Naismith
George Meadows
Rick Myers
John Youds
Steve Acheson
Terry Peace
Paul Scott
George Ennis
Herb Klassen
Keith Mountjoy
Andy Robertson
Shannon Shaw
Bruce Jenkins
Ross Banner
Dennis Deans
Roderick Bell-Irving

Comments received from agencies prior to and during the workshop revolved around the
conceptual nature of the criteria used to identify the candidate alternatives. Specifically, DFO
noted the lack of detail within the criteria and s
uggested that this left them uncertain as to
whether it can conclude any list is final (see He rb Klassen em ail of July 24, 1998, to Georgina
Naismith at the EAO). Furtherm
ore, DFO expl ained that in the absence of
m ore detail,
Robertson GeoConsultants -- in their m emorandum of July 23, 1998 -- has developed additional
suggestions for consideration in this list.
In their memorandum, Robertson GeoConsultants also noted the conceptual nature of the criteria
used in generating alternatives. Nevertheless, they recognised the com prehensive nature of the
list of alternatives generated by Taseko, and note th at “with the data presented to date, it would
seem that those alternatives listed are reasonable alternatives for further assessment.” They go on
to suggest a few additions for discussion at the workshop.
At the workshop, Taseko presented their propos
ed approach and discussed it with the
government agency representatives. The follo wing were the m ajor points raised during the
discussion:
1. In response to the com ment regarding the concep tual nature of criteria, Taseko provided the
arguments outlined above, and suggested that
agency reviewers should concentrate on
articulating any misgivings with the criteria or identifying additional reasonable alternatives.
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2. Taseko noted that they have considered all of the facility/activity-specific requirements of the
PRS.
3. Agency representatives questioned whether water quality issues have been satisf
actorily
incorporated into the selection of alternatives.
Taseko then walked agency representatives
through their prelim inary list of candidate
alternatives for each facility and activity. Discussion focused on the following topics:
 mine developm ent alternatives -- Diversions
associated with each m
ine developm ent
alternative should be considered. Water quality aspects of the pits require further discussion.
 tailing storage site alternatives -- Two alternatives (Big Lake and Taseko River valley) should
be removed from the list. The possibility of multiple sites should be considered. A list of
tailings dam construction method alternatives will be developed and assessed once the list of
alternative tailings disposal sites is narrowed.
 waste rock storage site alternatives -- The possibility of multiple sites should be considered.
 mill and inf rastructure -- Three additional altern atives were identif ied as possible sources of
makeup water (Groundhog Creek, Tete Angela Cr eek and groundwater from the Fish Creek
valley).
 overburden/borrow pit areas -- One alternativ e was added to the list (access-road borrow
areas)
 access roads -- Two alternatives were added (Lee’ s Corner to Bella Coola and Williams Lake
to Prince George).
 mining, milling and storage of NPAG waste rock -- Diesel and trolley-assisted trucking were
added to the list of alternatives for the transport of mined products.
 ARD management -- This reviewable activity was subdivided into three subcomponents and a
number of additional alternatives defined: PAG waste rock (blending and/or CaCO 3 addition,
combinations, treatm ent, and integration were added as alternatives); tailings (blending
and/or CaCO 3 addition, combinations, treatment, and integration were added as alternatives);
and, pit (accelerated flooded, passive treatm ent, active treatm ent and sludge disposal were
defined as the alternatives).
In sum mary, closure at the workshop was pr ovided to 11 of the 15 com ponents for which
reasonable alternatives have been identified. Pa rtial closure was provided for the rem aining four
(tailings storage sites, waste rock storag
e sites, m ill m ake-up water supply and ARD
management) pending a review of Taseko’s analys es for steps 2, 3 and 4 of the alternatives
selection process. Also at the workshop, it was decided that a list of unreasonable alternatives
does not have to be provided in the Project Report.
Following the workshop, the EAO com piled a revise d list of candidate alternatives on July 30
and circulated it by em ail. W ith input from Taseko, DFO and Environm ent Canada, the EAO
produced a second draft on October 9, 1998 and circ ulated it for discussion at the October 30,
1998 workshop (see Table 6.1.1- 2 for a list of work shop attendees). The second draft indicated
the conditions for resolution of the alternatives for the four remaining components.
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Table 6.1.1-2
October 30, 1998, Workshop Participants
Affiliation
BC Environmental Assessment Office
Ministry of Energy and Mines
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks
Ministry of Small Business, Tourism and
Culture
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Robertson GeoConsultants
Department of Environment
Taseko Mines Limited
Columbia Pacific

Name
Norm Ringstad
Georgina Naismith
Fred Hermann
Tim Eaton
Garry Alexander
Steve Acheson
Gordon Ennis
Herb Klassen
Andy Robertson
Shannon Shaw
Keith Mountjoy
Bruce Jenkins
Ross Banner
Dennis Deans
Doug Hildebrand

At the October 30, 1998 workshop, agreem ent with the list of m ill m ake-up water alternatives
was achieved. W ith respect to the list of tailings storage sites, waste rock storage site, and ARD
management of the pit, as long as there ar
e no unforeseen surprises as a result of new
information, and recognising that the exact confi guration/details of these alternatives will be
refined, it was agreed that the list of alternatives for assessment is complete. With respect to the
ARD management of the PAG waste rock, it was also agreed that the list of alternatives contains
everything that Taseko should reasonably consider and that there is sufficient flexibility with
those alternatives.

6.1.1.2 Analysis
The environm ental studies undertaken in th e study area provided a detailed understanding of
biophysical and socio-econom ic conditions in th e area surrounding the ore deposit. In addition,
engineering studies explored the full range of possible designs for each of the reviewable
facilities and activities. The five criteria identif ied above for the identification of reasonable
alternatives were then applied against this
environmental and engineering baseline for each
facility and activity. This application led to the definition of all reasonable alternatives for each
facility and activity.
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The PRS required explanation of a num ber of f actors related to pit developm ent, tailings/PAG
waste rock im poundment, m ill m akeup water pipelines, and waste rock storage sites. These
requirements, along with an explanation of how Taseko addressed them , are outlined in Table
6.1.1-3.
Table 6.1.1-3
Requirements of the PRS regarding Reasonable Alternatives and their Consideration
PRS REQUIREMENTS

EXPLANATION

Potential Pit Development Alternatives

Open pit versus underground mining or a
combination of underground/open pit
mining, including consideration of mounting
an underground operation from within an
Option 1 pit to avoid pit intrusion into Fish
Lake rather than expanding to an Option 2
pit
Pit development that preserves Fish Creek
in its present configuration

Pit development that delays moving Fish
Creek as long as technically feasible
Pit development that avoids pit intrusion
into Fish Lake, including consideration of
an intermediate between pit options 1 and 2
that would preserve the integrity of the deep
water habitat in Fish Lake
Pit development that avoids or minimises
post-closure maintenance of all structures
required to maintain diversions, water
control structures or fish habitat.
Criteria used in identifying alternatives,
including a summary, at a conceptual level,
of the resources potentially at risk with the
various pit alternatives and associated
closure measures.
Tailings/PAG waste rock impoundment
Alternative milling processes as they may
relate to ultimate tailings management
Taseko Mines Limited

 All of the alternatives identified are
considered reasonable, as they are proven
methods of pit configuration for
gold/copper porphyry deposits.

 There are no reasonable alternatives to
preserve Fish Creek in its present
configuration, due to the location of the
ore deposit. It would not be economically
viable to develop a pit that would preserve
Fish Creek.
X? The alternatives for diversion around
the pit include those considerations???
 The inclusion of underground mining
methods, as well as the option 1 pit
configuration in the reasonable alternative
candidate list satisfies this requirement.
Pit development in association with
other mine components is considered in
the MAE step of selecting the PPDP.
The criteria are listed above. Summary
of resources at risk with the pit
alternatives is listed elsewhere?

 Different milling processes were
considered independent of the tailings
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PRS REQUIREMENTS

EXPLANATION

practices and selection of suitable disposal
methods and locations that may minimise
impacts to fish and wildlife habitat as well
as other environmental resources
Alternative tailings and waste rock
management regarding the location and
configuration of the tailings facilities
Alternative tailings impoundment design,
management and closure options to
minimise environmental resource impacts
associated with each alternative site

management practices. Consideration of
tailings impoundment alternatives in
association with milling process was done
at the analysis stage of the process.
A total of ten alternatives for tailings
impoundment were identified for the
candidate alternative list.
The main drivers of including the
number of alternatives for the tailings
storage site alternatives were to attempt to
minimise the environmental resource
impacts associated with each alternative
site. These alternatives were included at
the suggestion of DFO and Robertson
GeoConsultants. Seven tailings
management alternatives are also
considered, independent of the
impoundment location. Linkages between
management alternatives and location of
tailing storage sites are addressed in the
analysis stage of the assessment process.
Alternative tailings management practices,
These were all of consideration,
storage efficiencies and use of local
primarily due to economic factors, at the
construction materials
analysis stage of the assessment process.
Assessment of spatial/distal boundaries used  These factors were considered at the
in identifying tailings/PAG waste rock
analysis stage of the assessment process.
impoundments, including technical,
economic and environmental factors
Site-specific conditions as they may relate
It was agreed by all committee
to surface water management, maintaining
members that the conceptual level of
water quality and habitat values from an
analysis required at this stage of the
operational and closure perspective
process does not allow enough
information to consider these factors.
Multiple tailings sites
?
Minimising footprints of the impoundments  This is reflected in the candidate list
within fish-bearing watercourses
of alternatives, especially Fish Creek
North and Fish Creek South sites.
Criteria used in identifying alternatives,
 The criteria are listed above. Summary
including a summary, at a conceptual level, of resources at risk with the pit
of the resources potentially at risk with the
alternatives is listed elsewhere?
various tailings disposal alternatives and
associated closure measures.

Taseko Mines Limited
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PRS REQUIREMENTS

Mill makeup water pipelines
Criteria used in identifying potential
makeup water sources, including
environmental resources and potential risk
to them
Criteria used in identifying potential
pipeline routes

EXPLANATION

 The criteria are listed above. Summary
of resources at risk with the pit
alternatives is listed elsewhere?
Criteria are listed above. The location
of the mill considered the route of
pipelines in order to minimise additional
infrastructure

Waste rock storage site alternatives
Alternative tailings and waste rock
management plans regarding the location
and configuration of the waste rock storage
site facilities, such as alternatives that would
crush and convey waste rock so that dump
sites may be located in non fish-bearing
waters

 A total of eleven alternatives for waste
rock storage sites were identified for the
candidate alternative list. Transport of
waste rock to storage considers crushing
and conveying activities as an alternative
independent of the waste rock storage site.
Consideration of the interaction between
these two alternatives is only considered
at the analysis stage of the assessment
process.
Criteria used to select the waste rock storage  The main drivers of including the
site design, management and closure options number of alternatives for the tailings
to minimise environmental resource impacts storage site alternatives were to attempt to
associated with each alternative site
minimise the environmental resource
impacts associated with each alternative
site.
Criteria used in identifying alternatives,
 The criteria are listed above. Summary
including a summary, at a conceptual level, of resources at risk with the pit
of the resources potentially at risk with the
alternatives is listed elsewhere?
various waste rock storage site alternatives
and associated closure measures
Assessment of spatial/distal boundaries used  These factors were considered at the
in identifying alternative waste rock storage analysis stage of the assessment process.
sites, including technical, economic and
environmental factors
Site-specific conditions as they may relate
 It was agreed by all committee
to surface water management, maintaining
members that the conceptual level of
water quality and fish habitat values.
analysis required at this stage of the
process does not allow enough
information to consider these factors.
Notably, all considerations related to m itigation and compensation as well as reclam ation are not
appropriate to this stage in the alternatives
analysis. Taseko and the governm
ent agency
Taseko Mines Limited
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representatives have agreed that these considerations will only be appropriate following selection
of the proposed project development plan.
6.1.1.3 Results
In light of the above analysis, the following list of reasonable alternatives for each reviewable
facility/activity was determined:
A. Mine Development
1. Mine
1.
Underground
2. Combination underground and open pit
3. Open pit 1
4. Open pit 2
5. Open pit 3
6. “Jelly Bean” open pit
2. Diversions associated with each mine alternative (short and long term)
1.
Tunnel
2. Bench Channel - Eastern
3. Bench Channel - Western
4. Progressive Bench Channel
5.
Through Pit

B.
1.

5.

9.

Figure 6.1.1.3 - 2
Tailings Storage Facility Sites
Tailings Storage Locations
1. Fish Creek North
2. Fish Creek South
3. Tete Hill South
4. Tete Hill North
Cone Hill
6. Tete Angela Creek
7. Tete Angela Creek North
8. Tete Hill East
Beece Creek
10. Groundhog Creek

T7
Vick Lake

West Tete Angela
Creek

East Tete Angela
Creek

Slim Lake

T5

Big
Lake

T6

T4
Lower Fish
Creek

T8

Fish Lake

Taseko River

Big Onion
Lake

5 Kilometres

Taseko
Lake

T1

T3

T2

T10

Wasp Lake

T9

2. Dam Construction
A list of alternative means of constructing the tailings dam will be developed once the list of
alternative tailings disposal sites is narrowed.
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Figure 6.1.1.3 - 3
C. Waste Rock Storage Sites
1. Fish Lake
2. Fish Creek Valley (north of mineral deposit)
3. Tete Hill South
4. Tete Hill North
5. Cone Hill
6. Basalt Ridge
7. Tete Hill East
8. Area just north of Mill site 2 on the north side of
Lower
Fish Creek
9. Area (approx. 2500 m) east of Waste Rock site 2
10. Area approximately 1800 m northeast of Tailings site 3
11. Combination of sm aller, m ultiple waste sites at
locations 1-10

Vick Lake

West Tete Angela
Creek

East Tete Angela
Creek

Slim Lake

Big
Lake

WR4

WR5

Lower Fish
WR8
Creek

WR7

WR2

WR9

WR3

Fish Lake

Taseko River

WR6

WR10

WR1

Big Onion
Lake
Wasp Lake

5 Kilometres

Taseko
Lake

D. Mill Flotation Plant, Mill Make-Up Water Pipeline and Associated Infrastructure
Figure 6.1.1.3 - 4
Mill and associated infrastructure
1. East of pit
Basalt Ridge
2.

Vick Lake

West Tete Angela
Creek

East Tete Angela
Creek

Slim Lake

Big
Lake

Lower Fish
Creek

Taseko River

M1

M2

Fish Lake

Big Onion
Lake
Wasp Lake

5 Kilometres

Taseko
Lake

1.
2.
3.
5.

Figure 6.1.1.3 - 5
Make-up water source
Taseko River
Taseko Lake
Groundhog Creek
4. Tete Angela Creek
groundwater
6. water storage in combination with any of the above

Vick Lake

West Tete Angela
Creek

East Tete Angela
Creek

w4

Slim Lake

Big
Lake

w1
Lower Fish
Creek

Taseko River

M1

Fish Lake

w5

w6
Big Onion
Lake

5 Kilometres

Figure 6.1.1.3 - 6
Taseko Mines Limited

w3
Wasp Lake

Taseko
w2
Lake
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Overburden borrow/pit areas
Sites within pit area
Sites near plant site
Sites within tailings area
Sites along road corridor(s)

Access Road

E.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Vick Lake

West Tete Angela

Slim Lake

East Tete Angela
Creek

OV3

OV4

Big
Lake

West Tete Angela
Creek

Lower Fish
Creek

OV1
Taseko River

OV2
Fish Lake

Big Onion
Lake

5 Kilometres

OV3
Wasp Lake

Taseko
Lake

Figure 6.1.1.3 - 7
F. Access Roads
1. Big Creek via Farwell Canyon
 North Verdan Mountain

 South Verdan Mountain
2. Lee’s Corner and Whitewater road
 Cone Hill East
 Cone Hill West

G. Concentrate transfer station facilities and activities
1. Trucking to Williams Lake – rail to Vancouver
Taseko Mines Limited
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Trucking to Prince George – rail to Prince Rupert
Trucking to Bella Coola
Trucking to Vancouver
Pipeline to Bella Coola

ACTIVITIES
A. Mining, Milling and Storage of NPAG Waste Rock
1. Mining
1. Drilling and Blasting (only method)
2. Transport of mined products
1.
Trucking (diesel)
2. Trucking (trolley assist)
3.
Crush/conveying
3. Milling
1.
Froth Flotation
2.
Leaching
3.
Hydrometallurgy
4.
Pyrometallurgy
4. Waste Transport to Storage
1.
Trucking
2.
Crush/conveying
5. Tailings Transport to Storage
1.
Pipeline
2.
Conveyor
3.
Trucking
B. ARD Management
1. PAG Waste Rock
1.
Sub-aqueous storage
2.
Encapsulation (covers)
3.
Interim storage/pit
4. Blending/zoning and/or CACO3 addition
5.
Combinations
6.
Treatment
7.
Integration
2. Tailings
1. Sub aqueous storage
2.
Encapsulation (covers)
3.
Interim storage/pit
4. Blending/zoning and/or CACO3 addition
5.
Combinations
6.
Treatment
7.
Integration
3. Pit
Taseko Mines Limited
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1.
2.

Accelerated flooding
Treatment options
 passive
 active
 sludge disposal
3. Flooding by natural processes

C.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Concentrate Transport
Trucking to Williams Lake - rail to Vancouver
Trucking to Prince George - rail to Prince Rupert
Trucking to Bella Coola
Trucking to Vancouver
Pipeline to Bella Coola

6.1.2

Identification of Potentially Achievable Alternatives

In the PRS, a conceptual-level analysis is required of the reasonable alternatives identified above.
This analysis, identified as Step 2 in the PRS, should begin with the determ ination of specific
indicators to be used to rank alternatives, with
associated units of m easurement, exclusion
criteria, and im pacts upon these criteria. These indicators are to reflect a level of detail
appropriate to the achievem ent of the objective of the analysis, and are to be developed by the
proponent in consultation with agencies. The PRS direct that these indicators include in general
terms certain considerations, specif
ically technical and engineering considerations,
environmental effects, navigation, social and ec onomic effects, effects on cultural and heritage
resources, health and safety effects, effects on Abor iginal interests, and project cost estim ates.
Analysis of alternatives regarding m aximum anticipated impact to those resources identif ied as
potentially at risk in Step 1 is to include cons ideration of the development, operation, closure and
post-closure phases.
Based on the application of these indicators, the PRS require Taseko to a) identif y alternatives
which m ay be elim inated f rom the list as they are not achievable (i.e., step 3), and b) identify
alternatives which are potentially achievable and ranked high relative to others to com bine into
potential mine development options (i.e., step 4).
This section describes the process by which potentially achievable alternatives were developed
by Taseko (i.e. steps 2, 3 and 4). This section is divided into three parts:
 the development of the final approach adopted by Taseko.
 the analyses that led to the identification and ranking of potentially achievable alternatives.
 the final list of potentially achievable alternatives to be combined into mine development plan
options.
6.1.2.1 Development of Approach
Using the PRS as the term s of reference, Ta seko developed an approach for defining all
reasonable alternatives. This approach was
rigorous, system atic and com prehensive, and
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consisted of the identif ication and application of a num ber of indicators/criteria considered by
Taseko to be appropriate for the assessm ent of candidate alternatives. These indicators/exclusion
criteria comprised economic, engineering/geotechnical and environmental considerations.
Importantly, only those criteria that provide a di scriminating function were used. Accordingly,
economic indicators/criteria were considered
for all facilities and activities as cost was a
distinguishing factor in all cases. Environm ental indicators/criteria were considered for the
tailings storage sites, the m ake up water facilitie s, access road, ARD m anagement for the pit and
waste rock storage, and trucking activities.
These criteria m ainly considered acceptable
environmental risk, with the exception of the ta ilings storage and m ake up water f acilities. The
environmental considerations for these com ponents were more specific to the potential effects to
fish by alteration of flows and disturbance of
habitat. Engineering criteria were used to
distinguish between alternatives for the diversions, tailings storage sites, waste rock storage sites,
the overburden and borrow pit areas, the m illing activities and ARD m anagement of the waste
rock and the pit. These considerations m ainly addressed whether the alternative was a proven
technology or whether it satisfied the physical (e .g. topography) and synergistic requirem ents of
the operating mine
The other considerations (e.g. socio-econom ic im pacts, Aboriginal issues, operations and postclosure phases) specified by the PRS are addresse d in the Multiple Accounts Evaluation (step 7)
where appropriate, as they cannot be effectively an alysed for each individual alternative. Rather,
they are better evaluated as part of a com plete mine development option that takes into account
the interaction between different facilities and activities. Navigation issues will be considered at
the permitting stage of development.
When applied against the list of candidate alternatives developed in step 1, the indicators/criteria
described above differentiated alternatives for each facility and activity into two ranks -- 1
(potentially achievable) or 2 (unachievable). Ma terials describing the proposed approach and the
preliminary results of the analysis were circ ulated by Taseko on October 23, 1998 in preparation
for the October 30, 1998 workshop.
At the workshop, Taseko presented their proposed
approach and their prelim inary findings.
Comments from workshop attendees revolved ar ound the ranking procedure adopted by Taseko.
The following list identifies the specific corres pondence from committee members both directly
preceding and following the workshop:
1. October 29, 1998 m emorandum from Shannon Shaw , Robertson GeoConsultants, to Herb
Klassen, DFO
2. November 5, 1998 m emorandum from Shannon Shaw and Andy Robertson, Robertson
GeoConsultants, to Herb Klassen, DFO
3. November 6, 1998 letter from Herb Klassen, DFO, to Norm Ringstad, EAO
4. November 6, 1998 letter from Keith Mountjoy, DOE, to Norm Ringstad, EAO
The main issues regarding the analysis of altern atives focussed on transparency and clarity of the
process of elim
inating unachievable alte
rnatives. Com ments from DFO, Robertson
GeoConsultants and DOE both at the workshop and in subsequent correspondence indicated that
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a clear explanation of the rationale for eliminating alternatives was necessary (as well as required
by the PRS) to ensure a transparent approach. Specific suggestions included displaying fatal flaw
criteria separately from exclusionary criteri a (Ref 2 above) and providing additional detail
explaining m easures and thresholds (Ref 4 above ). Taseko incorporated these suggestions and
identified “fatal flaw” and “exclusionary” criteri a in their revised approach presented at the
workshop on Dec 2, 1998.
Additional com ments by DFO (Ref 3 above) and DOE (Ref 4 above) indicated concerns that
some of the m ine components listed only econom ic criteria, rather than including environm ental
and socio-econom ic criteria. For exam ple, DOE requested that environm ental indicators be
included in order to ensure transparency of the process. In response to these concerns, Taseko
explained that indicators were only used if th ey provided a basis for distinguishing between
alternatives. If an indicator didn’t distingui
sh between alternatives or is com
mon to all
alternatives, it was not used. At this step of the alternatives assessment process the intention was
to undertake a conceptual level of analysis, as de scribed by steps 1-5 of the PRS. At step 7, a
multiple accounts analysis was used to select from amongst the m ine development options. At
that point, additional criteria (accounts) were c onsidered, such as socio-econom ic effects, the
effects on culture and heritage, health and safety effects and effects on First Nations’ interests.
The final approach, including the consideration of these factors is discussed in Section 6.1.4 of
this report.
Other comments by DOE suggested that associated measures and thresholds should be indicated
for each indicator/exclusion criterion. Accordingly, Taseko revised their approach to present this
information in a clearer and m ore transparent fa shion. Another key issue raised by DFO at the
workshop was whether Taseko had satisfied step
4 in the process of identifying potentially
achievable alternatives that are ranked high and com
bining them into potential project
development options. The comments by DFO (Ref 3 above) and Robertson GeoConsultants (Ref
1 & 2 above) were that a ranking of 1 or 2 (ach ievable and unachievable) does not indicate how
achievable alternatives are chosen to be
included in the MDP options. Robertson
GeoConsultants suggested that the achievable opti ons should be ranked to clearly show how the
decision is m ade. Taseko countered by arguing th at all but one of the potentially achievable
alternative com ponents for the pit, waste rock and tailings storage areas were included in the
draft MDP options presented at the workshop.
The assignm ent of these com ponents to the
various MDP options was based m ore upon the overa ll strategies for defining m ine development
plans (i.e., achieving a certain level of m itigation f or Fish Lake) and the operational synergy
between com ponents than it was upon the ranking of individual com ponents. It was for this
reason that the f ormality of ranking was of limited use, and only served to provide a contextual
basis for the outcom e. However, in deference to agency requests, Taseko agreed to revise their
approach based on these suggestions to indi
cate a ranking of achievable alternatives by
preferable alternatives and acceptable alternatives.
Importantly, notwithstanding the detailed questions raised at the workshop and in these letters,
the workshop confirm ed the com pany’s results regarding the selection of the achievable
alternatives.
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Following the workshop, and in light of the disc ussions and com ments from agency reviewers,
Taseko significantly advanced its approach for the identification of potentially achievable
alternatives. The revised approach built on prelim
inary one, using the suggestions outlined
above to m ore clearly present their findings, but significantly did not result in any different
conclusions.
Accordingly, the m ain revisions to the prelim inary approach discussed at the October 30, 1998
workshop lie in the presentation of inform ation. Remaining from this approach is the display of
indicators/criteria and whether they are econom ic, engineering and environm ental. The specific
considerations under each of these groups also indicate the type of criteria, namely “fatal flaw” or
merely exclusionary. For those alternatives that were considered potentially achievable, a rank
was assigned of 1) preferred or 2) acceptable. Alte rnatives for the type of pit were not ranked as
this was not possible until the pit was combined with the other options.
One of the key issues raised at the Oct
ober 30, 1998 workshop regarding this process of
comparing alternatives against a series of
cr iteria is the applicability of scaling-weightingranking techniques. Robertson GeoConsultants suggested in their m emos of October 29, 1998
and November 6, 1998 to DFO (Ref 1 & 2 above) that SW R methods should be used to rank the
alternatives on a graduated basis. Using these methods, indicators are aggregated into a single
final decision rule, allowing selection between alternatives by com
paring a single num erical
result. Taseko perf ormed a detailed assessm ent of the utility of SWR techniques in alternatives
assessment, and concluded that SW R techniques ar e inappropriate. This decision was m ade due
to the requirement of transformation of data into similar numerical units and applying scaling and
weighing systems, all of which are fraught with difficulties and com plexities that undermine the
transparency of the process. (Refer to Appendix B for Columbia Pacific WSR paper)
On Novem ber 30, 1998 Taseko circulated m aterials describing the revised approach and their
preliminary findings to agency reviewers for discussion at the Decem ber 2, 1998 workshop (see
Table 6.1.2 - 4 for a list of workshop participan
ts). These m aterials included accom panying
notes regarding the rationale for the achievable and unachievable designations and their rankings.
Table 6.1.2–4
December 02, 1998, Workshop Participants
Affiliation
BC Environmental Assessment Office
Ministry of Energy and Mines
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks
Ministry of Small Business, Tourism and
Culture
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Robertson GeoConsultants
Taseko Mines Limited

Name
Norm Ringstad
Georgina Naismith
Fred Hermann
Tim Eaton
Garry Alexander
Michele McLachlan
Steve Acheson
Gordon Ennis
Herb Klassen
Andy Robertson
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Affiliation

Name
Shannon Shaw

Department of Environment

Steve Sheehan
Keith Mountjoy
Lise-Aurore Lapalme
Bruce Jenkins
Dennis Deans
Doug Hildebrand
Ken Brouwer
Roderick Bell-Irving

NRCan
Taseko Mines Limited
Columbia Pacific
Knight Piesold
Triton Environmental

Follow-up com ments from the workshop on this t opic cam e from Robertson GeoConsultants.
They reiterated that the alternatives for seconda ry components (diversion channel, short term and
long term ARD management of the pit tailings a nd waste rock facilities) should rem ain open and
flexible. In other words, they acknowledged that th e level of detail is such that all factors cannot
be taken into account. Should additional inform ation came to light that would drastically change
the ranking or selection of these alternatives, a reassessment of the options may be warranted.
6.1.2.2 Analysis
Taseko’s method of analysis and the rationale for the rankings of the f acilities and activities of
the alternatives and achievable alternatives ar e contained in Appendix A within detailed tables
with explanations.
The following section breaks down Taseko’s approach into the various f acilities and activities of
the m ine and explains the m ethods of analysis and the rationale for the rankings of achievable
alternatives. The same dialoque is contained within the attached tables in Appendix A.
FACILITIES
A1. – Mine Development – Mine
Economic indicators/criteria for the various pit options are the only ones considered, as they are
the only discrim inating criteria. The two criteri a considered are fatal flaw criteria, nam ely
whether the value of m inerals is greater than the cost of the m
ining m ethod and whether a
reasonable portion of ore is recoverable by us
ing the specif ic pit alternative. These
considerations are the essence of the feasibility of the project. If either of these criteria cannot be
met the project would not m ake economic sense and there would be no reason to develop a m ine
at all.
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The results of this analysis indicate that alte rnatives 3, 4, and 5 m eet both requirem ents (all are
open pit) and thus are designated potentially achieva ble alternatives. These alternatives were not
ranked as this is not possible until the pit is combined with the other options.

A2. – Mine Development – Associated Diversions
Both econom ic and engineering indicators are th e discrim inatory criteria to choose between
alternatives for this com ponent. Environm ental considerations would provide distinction, i.e.
indicate a preference, between potentially achievable alternatives
The economic criteria of reasonable cost of constr uction of the pit diversions consider the preproduction costs and total ongoing costs, which are c onsidered fatal flaw criteria. The threshold
for total cost was considered to be $25 m
illion. The engineering criteria are considered
exclusionary and include analysis of risk of fa ilure for each of the alternatives and whether the
each alternative provides flexibility in its ope
rational design. For the form
er criteria,
consideration is taken of the proxim ity of the diversion to the pit and the slope of the pit walls to
minimise the risk of failures. The latter criteri a of design flexibility consider diversion locations
with respect to m ain haul routes and the proxim ity to pit lim its in order to have the f lexibility to
expand the pit walls in response to both engineering and economic factors.
The results of the analysis leave alternatives
2 (tunnel diversion) and 4 (progressive bench
channels) as the achievable alternatives as th
ey both satisfy all criteria whereas the other
alternatives at the very least do not pass the fatal flaw (econom ic) criteria. These alternatives are
respectively ranked 1 (preferred) and 2 (acceptabl e). The tunnel diversion is the preferred
alternative because it is cheaper and the risks are inherently lower due to its distance away from
the pit. All of the other alternatives are de pendent on the final pit arrangem ent and therefore
subject to sim ilar risks as those of the pit. De tailed explanations of the other alternatives and
how they failed to meet the criteria can be found in Appendix A.
B1. Tailings Storage Sites – Location
The analysis of alternatives for this particul ar component was a com plex undertaking due to the
consideration of diverse criteria from econom ic, engineering and environm ental perspectives.
Almost all criteria were considered fatal flaw, except for one of the econom
ic criteria, which
considers the proxim ity of the tailings storage site to the pit and one of the engineering criteria,
which considers quantities of
earth-borrow available f or the construction of
a starter
embankment.
Economic criteria other than that m entioned above consider the acceptable costs with respect to
the am ount of tailings and PAG waste rock dispos al. The threshold value for this cost was
considered to be $1.30/tonne. Engineering criteri a other than that m entioned above consider
physical features of each location, such as topography and soil suitability for hydrologic and
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structural aspects. All of the environm
compensation of fish habitat.

ental criteria consider water m anagement factors and

Results of the analysis indicate that five of th e ten alternatives are achievable. These include
Fish Creek North, Fish Creek South, Cone Hill a nd 2 options in Tete Angela Creek based on pit
size. The rest of the alternatives f ail to pass at least one of the f atal flaw criteria. Of the f ive
achievable alternatives, Fish Creek North is ranke d first while the others are ranked second. The
rationale f or this ranking includes the f act that the Fish Creek North location is the shortest
distance from the pit and has the lowest maximum elevation difference for the tailings pipeline.
C. Waste Rock Sites – Location
Economic, engineering and environm ental criteri a are all considered for this com
ponent,
however, the environm ental criterion (whether fish habitat effects are com pensable) provides no
real distinction between alternatives, as all alternatives satisfy it.
The only econom ic criterion is that of acceptable cost, which is considered fatal flaw. The
engineering criteria consider physical features of each location, such as topography and soil
suitability for hydrologic and structural aspects. Two of the criteria are fatal, including suitable
soil characteristic for a sound foundation and topogra phic features that allow efficient surface
runoff. The exclusionary criteria include su rface area requirem ents and foundation slope. The
thresholds for these indicators are >1000 ha and <20% slope respectively.
Results of the analysis of the waste rock st
orage site alternatives produced two achievable
alternatives out of a possible eleven. These alte rnatives were Fish Lake and Fish Creek Valley
(north). The only way to distinguish between them was by cost, and therefore Fish Lake was
ranked higher than Fish Creek Valley.
D1. Mill, Make-up Water and Associated Infrastructure - Mill
There are only two alternatives considered f or th e location of the Mill – east of the pit and at
Basalt Ridge. Acceptable cost is the only fatal flaw criteria considered for this facility .
Exclusionary criteria include proximity to pit and the need f or additional infrastructure. The mill
location east of the pit was the only achievable alterna tive as it satisfies the fatal flaw criteria. In
addition, road access and power is from the east, t hus a m ill site east of the pit was considered
optimal. Any additional cost to m ove the m ill to the west f or no m easurable benef it was not
considered acceptable.
D2. Mill, Make-up Water and Associated Infrastructure – Make up Water
All criteria for selection of a preferred m ake up water source are considered to be fatal. One
criterion has been adopted for each of the indicator types.
The economic criteria considered is the acceptable cost of the pre-production and the total cost of
establishing and m aintaining an acceptable m ake-up water supply from each of the 6 alternative
locations. These criteria do not distinguish betw
een alternatives, as each the cost of each
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alternative is below threshold lim its. The e ngineering criteria consider the m aximum annual
3
required flow rate with a threshold 0.3 m
/s (the estim ated m ake-up water required). The
environmental criteria address effects on surface wa ter flows due to extraction of m ake-up water
for the mill in an effort to protect fish habitat from unacceptably low flows.
Three acceptable alternative make-up water sources resulted from this analysis, which include the
Taseko River, Taseko Lake and storage in combination of the two. The Taseko River was ranked
as the preferred alternative, due to its low cost and least potential for impact on the fishery.
E. Overburden/Borrow Pit Areas
Sites within the pit area were dete rmined to be the only achievable and preferred alternative. It
was agreed at the October 30th workshop that no further analysis of this component was required.
F. Access Road – Routes
Acceptable cost is the only fatal flaw criteria fo r this com ponent, with environm ental criteria,
namely minimising disturbance, as the exclusiona ry indicator to distinguish between achievable
alternatives. The only alternative of
the f our that satisf ied the f atal f law criteria (and
exclusionary) was that of the Cone Hill East route. This route utilises an existing access corridor
and provides the least cost.
G. Concentrated Transfer Station Facilities – Sites
Two economic criteria are considered to select betw een three alternatives. Acceptable cost is the
fatal flaw criterion, while the presence of existi ng infrastructure facilities is the exclusionary
indicator. The Bella Coola port f acility failed to satisfy either of the criteria, while the W illiams
Lake rail yard was ranked higher than the Prin
ce George rail yard due to cheaper costs of
operation and shorter haul distances.
ACTIVITIES
A1. Mining, Milling and Storage of NPAG Waste Rock – Mining
Only one m ethod of m ining was considered – drilli ng and blasting. All parties agreed with this
selection.
A2. Mining, Milling and Storage of NPAG Waste Rock – Transport of Mined Products
Selection was made between three alternatives – di esel trucks, trucks with trolley assistance, and
crushing and transport by conveyor. The only crite rion considered was acceptable cost, a fatal
flaw indicator. Crushing and c onveying was eliminated as unachievable due to the large capital
costs involved. Trolley assisted trucking was ranked higher than diesel trucking due to a cheaper
cost and the implication of reduced air emissions.
A3. Mining , Milling and Storage of NPAG Waste Rock – Milling
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All three indicator types were considered for
the selection of the preferred m illing m ethod.
Economic (acceptable cost) and engineering (m aximum m etal recovery) were the fatal flaw
criteria, while environmental indicators (low risk of environmental effects) distinguished between
achievable alternatives. The only alternative th at satisf ied both f atal f law criteria was f roth
flotation.
A4. Mining , Milling and Storage of NPAG Waste Rock – Waste Transport to Storage
Two alternatives were identified for this com ponent of operations, trucking and crush/conveying.
Trucking was selected as the only achievable alternative, as it satisfied the only criteria
considered, essentially acceptable cost. Capita
l costs associated with the crush/conveying
alternative were in excess of $400 million, where trucking costs are $0.69/tonne of ore.
A5. Mining , Milling and Storage of NPAG Waste Rock – Tailings Transport to Storage
Tailings transport through a pipeline was selected as the only preferred alternative, as it was the
only alternative of the three that satisfied both th e economic (fatal flaw) criteria of cost and the
engineering (exclusionary) criteria of proven
technology at the proposed scale. The costs
associated with trucking or conveying tailings are above the threshold of $0.30/tonne and the
technology for drying 110,000 tonnes/day has not been proven.
B1. ARD Management – PAG Waste Rock
The criteria for selection between the alternatives include all indicator types. Econom ic criteria
include m inimal operating costs (exclusionary) a nd acceptable cost (fatal flaw), which has a
threshold of $0.70/tonne. The engineering criterion (fatal flaw) considers whether the technology
has been proven at the proposed scale. The e nvironmental criterion (fatal flaw) is acceptable
environmental risk.
Only two alternatives of the seven considered are achievable based on the given indicators. Sub
aqueous storage was ranked higher than com binations of technologies (i.e. sub aqueous with
pockets of CaCO3 addition).
B2. ARD Management – Tailings
Tailings are known to contain only non-reactive m aterial, there fore ARD m anagement would be
irrelevant. This was agreed to by all parties at the October 30th workshop.
B3. ARD Management – Pit
The criteria for selecting between alternatives fo r ARD m anagement of the pit are the sam e as
those considered for PAG waste rock (B.1). Tw
o of the four alternatives considered are
achievable, with the passive care alternative ranking higher than natural flooding because of
lower costs and it provides the least environmental risk.
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C. – Concentrate Transport – Trucking
The fatal flaw criterion for this com ponent of pr oject activities is acceptable cost. Exclusionary
criteria are whether the alternative m inimises environmental risk. The only preferred alternative
from a list of five is trucking to Williams Lake, with rail transport to Vancouver. This alternative
is the only one that satisfied the fatal flaw criterion.
6.1.2.3 Results
Results of the identification of potentially achievable alternatives and by ranking are summarized
in Table 6.1.2-5.
Table 6.1.2- 5
Final Results of Potentially Achievable Alternatives
Reasonable Alternatives

Potentially Achievable
Alternatives

Rank





n/a
n/a
n/a



1



2




1
2




2
2

FACILITIES
A. Mine Development
1. Mine
1.
Underground
2. Underground/Open Pit
Combined
3. Open Pit 1
4. Open Pit 2
5. Open Pit 3
6. “Jelly Bean” open pit
2. Associated Diversions
1.
Tunnel
2. East Bench Channel
3. West Bench Channel
4. Progressive Bench Channels
5.
Through Pit
B. Tailing Storage Sites
1. Tailings Storage Locations
1. Fish Creek North
2. Fish Creek South
3. Tete Hill South
4. Tete Hill North
5.
Cone Hill
6. Tete Angela Creek
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Reasonable Alternatives

Potentially Achievable
Alternatives

Rank




1
2

7. Tete Angela Creek North
8. Tete Hill East
9.
Beece Creek
10
Groundhog Creek
2. Dam Construction
C. Waste Rock Storage Sites
1.

5.
6.

2.
3.
4.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Fish Lake
Fish Creek Valley (north)
Tete Hill South
Tete Hill North
Cone Hill
Basalt Ridge
Tete Hill East
Area north of Mill site 2
Area east of Waste rock site 2
Area northeast of Tailings site 3
Combinations of multiple sites

D. Mill
1. Mill and and Associated
Infrastructure
1. East of pit
2.
Basalt Ridge
2. Make-up Water Source
1.
Taseko River
2.
Taseko Lake
3.
Groundhog Creek
4. Tete Angela Creek
5.
Groundwater
6. Storage in combination 1 or 2
above






1
2



2



1



1



1

E. Overburden Borrow/Pit Areas
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sites within pit area
Sites near plant site
Sites within tailings area
Sites along road corridor(s)

F. Access Road
1. Big Creek via Farwell Canyon
 North Verdan Mountain
 South Verdan Mountain
2. Lee’s Corner and Whitewater
Road
 Cone Hill East
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Reasonable Alternatives

Potentially Achievable
Alternatives

Rank



1



2



1



2



1




2
1



1



1

 Cone Hill West
G. Concentrate Transfer Station
Facilities and Activities
1. Rail yard - Williams Lake (for
Vancouver)
2. Rail yard - Prince George (for
Prince
Rupert)
3. Trucking to Vancouver
4. Port Facility - Bella Coola
5. Pipe line to Bella Coola
H. Transmission Line

6.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Campbell River I
Campbell River II
Bridge River I
Kelly Lake I
Kelly Lake II
Dog Creek
Williams Lake I
Williams Lake II
Soda Creek I
Soda Creek II
Soda Creek III

I. Mitigation and Compensation
J. Reclamation
ACTIVITIES
A. Mining Development
1. Mining
1. Drilling and Blasting
2. Transportation
1.
Trucking (diesel)
2. Trucking (trolley assist)
3.
Crush/Conveying
3. Milling
1.
Froth Flotation
2.
Leaching
3.
Hydrometallurgy
4.
Pyrometallurgy
4. Waste Transport to Storage
1.
Trucking
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Reasonable Alternatives
2.
Crush/Conveying
5. Tailings Transport to Storage
1.
Pipeline
2.
Conveyor
3.
Trucking

Potentially Achievable
Alternatives

Rank



1



1



2

B. ARD Management
1. PAG Waste Rock
1.
Sub-Aqueous Storage
2.
Encapsulation (covers)
3.
Interim Storage/pit
4. Blending/zoning and/or CaCO3
addition
5.
Combinations
6. Open Storage with Water
Treatm
ent
7
Integration
2. Tailings
1. Sub-Aqueous Storage
2.
Encapsulation (covers)
3.
Interim Storage/pit
4. Blending/zoning and/or CaCO3
addition
5.
Combinations
6.
Treatment
7
Integration
3. Pit
1.
Accelerated flooding
2. Passive Care
3. Active Care/Sludge Disposal
3. Flooding by natural processes

Not an ARD problem in all cases



1



2



1



2

C. Concentrate Transport
to

1.Trucking to Williams Lake - rail
Vancouver
2. Trucking to Prince George - rail
to Prince Rupert
3. Trucking to Bella Coola
4. Trucking to Vancouver
5. Pipeline to Bella Coola

 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
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6.1.3

Identification of Mine Development Plan Options

The PRS require that potentially achievable alte
rnatives that have been ranked highly be
combined into several m ine developm ent plan options, considering physical or engineering
constraints in their com bination. The PRS rec ognise that the definition of m ine developm ent
options is highly contingent on the selection
of a few particularly im portant com ponents,
specifically the pit, tailings im poundment and wast e rock storage areas, in order to realise
significant efficiencies. Nevertheless, the PRS
demand that the rationale f or selecting the
particular combinations of alternatives that comprise the mine development plan options must be
provided, with a particularly detailed explanation given if lower ranked alternatives are included.
This step should include consideration of how the selection of technologies to be used will affect
the management plans.
This section describes the process by which the mine development plan options were developed
by Taseko (i.e., step 6). This section is divided into three parts:
 the development of the final approach adopted by Taseko
 the analyses that led to the definition of the mine development plan options.
 the five mine development plan options
6.1.3.1 Development of the Approach
Using the PRS as the term s of reference, Taseko developed an approach for combining all highly
ranked components into mine development plan options. This approach was rigorous, systematic
and comprehensive, and was based on the three m ine development strategies that have driven the
entire process of alternatives generation, a
ssessment and selection of the proposed m
ine
development plan. These strategies are based on the degree of m itigation of the f ish habitat
values in the Fish Creek Valley, and are:
1. use Fish Creek valley for m ine developm ent a nd construct com pensatory f ish habitat to
replace the lost fish habitat values.
2. provide m aximum possible m itigation f or th e ef fects on Fish Lake and construct
compensatory fish habitat to replace residual effects on the existing fish habitat.
3. provide partial mitigation for the effects on Fish Lake and develop com pensatory fish habitat
to replace residual effects on the existing fish habitat.
These three strategies - along with due consideration for operational synergy between alternatives
guided the com bination of the potentially achie vable alternatives for each of the prim
ary
components of the plan, that is the open pit, tailings storage facility and waste rock storage sites.
As recognized by the PRS, these three com ponents are particularly important due to their critical
role in m ine production. Taseko’s approach to th e identification of the m ine development plans
consisted of the following three steps, each of which was guided by the three strategies outlined
above:
1. for each of the potentially achievable pit a
lternatives, identify appropriate potentially
achievable waste rock sites;
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2. identify appropriate potentially achievable taili ngs storage f acility sites f or each of the
pit/waste rock storage site combinations; and,
3. define the secondary components for each mine development plan.
Applying this approach to the list of
poten tially achievable alternatives, Taseko initially
generated 4 m ine developm ent plan options for further assessm ent: Option 1 provided the
maximum possible m itigation for effects on Fish Lake; Option 2 provided partial m itigation for
effects on Fish Lake; Option 3 provided for use of Fish Lake for m ine development; and, Option
4 provided partial m itigation for effects on Fish Lake. These options consisted of all but one of
the potentially achievable alternatives f or pit, waste rock storage site and tailings storage f acility
site.
On October 23, Taseko circulated descriptions of the four m
ine developm ent plan options,
including layout maps, to agency representatives for discussion at the October 30 th workshop. At
the workshop, Taseko presented the options and stressed that the com pany would include any
additional suggested options in the subsequent step s of the analysis. In response, DFO suggested
an Option 5, which consisted of pit #1 and a taili ngs storage facility located in upper Fish Creek
(Fish Creek South or a new TSF). This option was accepted for detailed assessment by Taseko.
6.1.3.2 Analysis
Three pit alternatives rem ained f ollowing the a ssessment of reasonable alternatives. First,
consideration was given to rem oval of all the m ineable reserve in the m ost cost-effective manner
(Pit 3). Second, consideration was given to rem oval of the m ineable reserve but not extending
the project effects on the Fish Creek system
beyond that of pit developm ent (Pit 2). Third,
consideration was given to lim iting the effects on the Fish Creek system to only that part of Fish
Creek downstream of Fish Lake (Pit 1). These are summarised as follows:




Pit 1: Does not affect Fish Lake. The m ineable reserve is 523 m illion tonnes. The total pit
excavation is 1,102 million tonnes.
Pit 2: Affects part of Fish La ke. The m ineable reserve is 675 m illion tonnes. The total pit
excavation is 1,859 million tonnes.
Pit 3: Affects all of Fish La ke. The m ineable reserve is 675 m illion tonnes. The total pit
excavation is 1,735 million tonnes.

Five out of 11 alternate tailings/PAG storage lo cations rem ained af ter the assessm ent of the
reasonable alternatives. These locations are directly related to pit developm
ent strategies
outlined above and are in keeping with the three mine development strategies.



Tailing 1: Situated in the upper portion of
W est Tete Angela Creek valley and only
accommodates the m aterial from Pit 1. The f ootprint of this location, although elim inating
effects on Fish Creek, does affect fish habitat values in the Tete Angela System.
Tailing 2: Situated in the upper portion of West Tete Angela Creek valley and accommodates
the extra m aterial that results from the larger Pit 2. The footprint of this location, although
eliminating effects on Fish Creek, does affect fish habitat values in the Tete Angela System.
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Tailing 3: Situated in the Fish Creek valle
y im mediately up-stream of Fish Lake and
accommodates the m aterial that results from Pit 2 or Pit 3. This location affects fish habitat
in most of the tributaries of Fish Lake.
Tailing 4: Situated in Fish Creek valley up-st
ream of Fish Lake (further upstream than
Tailing 3) such that all the m aterial from Pit 3 can be accom modated and the Fish Lake
tributary system preserved as much as possible.
Tailing 5: Situated in the Fish Creek valle y up-stream of Fish Lake and only accom modates
the material from Pit 1 while preserving as much of the tributary system as possible.

Two of the 10 alternate waste rock storage site
alternatives. These locations are directly rela
outlined above.



s rem ained after the assessm ent of reasonable
ted to the three m ine developm ent strategies

Waste Rock 1: Located im mediately south of th e open pit in an area that includes the Fish
Lake basin.
Waste Rock 2: Located on the north-east side of Fish Creek valley north-east of the open pit.

With respect to the secondary com ponents, only th e preferred alternatives were considered, that
is:
 associated diversion: tunnel
 mill site: east of pit
 make-up water: Taseko River
 overburden borrow pit areas: sites within pit area
 access Road/Route: Lee’s Corner/Whitewater/Cone Hill East (4500 Road)
 concentrate transfer station facilities: Rail yard at Gibraltar Concentrate loadout
 transmission line: Dog Creek (Option 6)
 mining: drilling and blasting
 transport of mined products: trucking -- trolley assist
 milling: froth flotation
 waste transport to storage: trucking
 tailings transport to storage: pipeline
 ARD management -- PAG waste rock: sub-aqueous storage
 ARD management -- Pit: passive treatment
 concentrate transport: trucking to Williams Lake – rail to Vancouver.
The 3 pit alternatives, 2 waste rock storage site s, and 5 tailing/PAG storage sites can be arrayed
in 30 possible com binations (3x2x5). However, not all of the possible com binations will m eet
the intent of the m ine development strategies as dictated by the choice of the pit configurations
and the mitigation strategy they represent.
Pit 1: This pit provides f or maximising mitigation of the ef fects of mining on Fish Lake. It is
therefore not appropriate to couple it with the waste rock storage location sited in Fish Lake (i.e.,
WR1). To do so would com promise the intent of selecting Pit 1. However, W R2 does address
the Pit 1 m itigation strategy. Tailings storage alte rnatives T2, T3 and T4 are too large to be
compatible with the needs of Pit 1. However, tailings storage alternative T1 allows f or the
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maximum mitigation, and tailings storage alternativ e T5 the partial m itigation, of the effects of
mining on Fish Lake, and therefore can be coupled with Pit 1.
Pit 2: This pit provides partial m itigation of the effects of mining on Fish Lake. It is theref ore
not appropriate to couple it with the waste rock storage location sited in Fish Lake. To do so
would compromise the intent of selecting Pit 2. However, WR2 does address the Pit 2 mitigation
strategy. Tailings storage alternatives T1 and
T5 are not appropriate because they are not
designed to accom modate the volum e of tailing and PAG waste rock that will result from Pit 2.
In addition, tailings storage alternative T3 is
not com patible with the m itigation strategy
associated with the selection of Pit 2. Howeve r, T2 does address the partial m itigation strategy,
as does T4 albeit at a slightly lower degree of mitigation.
Pit 3: This pit provides for the use of the Fish
Lake system for m ine developm ent. W 2 is
therefore not an acceptable location because it does not address the developm ent strategy for
which Pit 3 was selected. In addition, since Pit 3 requires that the waters of Fish Lake not be
retained, W2 represents a needless impact on another part of the watershed. In contrast, W1 is an
acceptable location because it is designed to utilise th e Fish Lake basin. This means that the lake
basin would be filled in with m
ined products and water from the up-stream tributaries be
diverted. T1 and T5 are not appropriate b ecause they are not designed to accom modate the
volume of tailings and PAG waste rock that w
ill result f rom Pit 3. T2 and T4 are also
inappropriate because they do not address the deve lopment strategy for which Pit 3 was selected.
A summary of this analysis is illustrated in Table 6.1.3- 6
Table 6.1.3-6
Selection of Primary Components of Mine Development Option Plans
COMBINATIONS OF PIT, TAILING STORAGE AND WASTE ROCK STORAGE
Pit 1

Provides for maximising the mitigation
of the effects of mining on Fish Lake

WR 2
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

WR 1
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

Notes:
 WR 1 is not an acceptable location
for waste rock storage, as it does
not address the mitigation strategy
for which Pit 1 was selected.
Therefore all combinations using
Pit 1 with WR1 are eliminated
from further consideration.
 WR2, however, does address the
Pit 1 mitigation strategy.
 Tailings storage alternatives T2,
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Pit 2

Provides for the partial mitigation of
the effects of mining on Fish Lake.

WR 2
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

WR 1
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

Notes:
 WR 1 is not an acceptable
location for waste rock storage, as
it does not address the mitigation
strategy for which Pit 2 was
selected. Therefore all
combinations using Pit 2 with
WR1 are eliminated from further
consideration.
 WR2, however, does address the
Pit 2 mitigation strategy.

Pit 3

Provides for the use of Fish Lake
System for Mine development.

WR 2
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

WR 1
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

Notes:
 WR 2 is not an acceptable
location for waste rock
storage, as it does not address
the mitigation strategy for
which Pit 3 was selected. In
addition, since Pit 3 requires
that the waters of Fish Lake
not be retained. Therefore all
combinations using Pit 3 with
WR2 are eliminated from
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COMBINATIONS OF PIT, TAILING STORAGE AND WASTE ROCK STORAGE
Pit 1

Provides for maximising the mitigation
of the effects of mining on Fish Lake
T3, T4 are not compatible (too
large) with the needs for Pit 1.
 T1 addresses the mine
development strategy for maximum
mitigation of the effects of mining
on Fish Lake.
 T5 addresses the mine
development strategy for partial
mitigation of the effects on Fish
Lake.

Pit 2

Provides for the partial mitigation of
the effects of mining on Fish Lake.
 Tailings storage alternatives T1
and T5 are not appropriate; as
they are not designed to
accommodate the volume of
tailings and PAG waste rock that
will result from Pit 2.
 Tailings storage alternative T3 is
not compatible with the
mitigation strategy associated
with the selection of Pit 2.
 However, T2 does address the
partial mitigation strategy.
 T4 also meets the partial
mitigation strategy albeit at a
slightly lower degree of
mitigation.

Pit 3

Provides for the use of Fish Lake
System for Mine development.
further consideration.
 WR1 is an acceptable location
for waste rock storage because
it is designed to utilise the
Fish Lake basin. This means
that the lake basin would be
filled in with mined products
and the water from the
upstream tributaries be
diverted.
 Therefore WR1 and T3 are the
logical combination associated
with Pit 3.

6.1.3.3 Results
The analysis presented above led to the defi
alternative components:
Option 1:
P1/WR2/T1
Option 2:
P2/WR2/T2
Option 3:
P3/WR1/T3
Option 4:
P2/WR2/T4
Option 5:
P1/WR2/T5

nition of the following logical arrangem

ents of

Mine Developm ent Plan Option 1 would have th e sm allest pit developm ent and less than f ull
development of the ore body (Figure 6.1.3-8).
At a production rate of 60,000 tonnes of ore
mined per day, the m ine life would be approxim ately 24 years. Pit developm ent would affect
Fish Creek downstream of Fish Lake while taili ngs m anagement would affect the Tete Angela
watershed and creek system . The pit developm ent would include a diversion channel along one
of its walls f or the lower Fish Creek. Com pensation would be required for fish spawning and
rearing stream length lost in Fish Creek and Tete Angela Creek. Fish Lake would be retained
with a 200 m buffer between the northern m ost shore of the lake and the southern pit rim . The
distance between the pit and the lake would allow a normal factor of safety to be applied to the
designed 41 degree slope angle for the south wall of the pit.

Figure 6.1.3-8
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Mine Development Plan Option 1

OPTION 1

1

2

Mine Developm ent Plan Option 2 would have
the largest developm ent of the pit and f ull
development of the ore body (Figure 6.1.3-9). At the production rate of 90,000 tonnes of ore
mined per day, the m ine life would be approxim ately 21 years. Pit developm ent would affect
Fish Creek downstream of Fish Lake and partially impact Fish Lake, while tailings m anagement
would im pact a larger Tete Angela watershed area and creek length than Option 1. The pit
development would include a water retaining berm along its south wall to hold Fish Lake, and a
diversion channel along one of its walls for lowe r Fish Creek. Com pensation would be required
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for fish spawning and rearing stream length lost in Fish Creek and Tete A ngela Creek as well as
fish habitat lost in Fish Lake. The northern poti on of Fish Lake would be retained with a water
retention berm between the pit and lake. The angl e of the south wall of the pit would be shallow
at approximately 36 degrees, as a factor of the sa fety applied to the design of the wall m ust be
large to ensure the safety of the pit workings below lake level. The large size of the pit precluded
the practical use of mechanical wall anchoring systems.
Figure 6.1.3-9
Mine Development Plan Option 2

OPTION 2

2

2
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Mine Developm ent Plan Option 3 would entail full developm ent of the ore body with norm al
factors of safety applied to all wall slope de signs (Figure 6.1.3-10). At a production rate of
90,000 tonnes of ore m ined per day, the m ine lif e would be approxim ately 21 years. Pit
development would elim inate Fish Creek downs tream of the lake while tailing m anagement
facilities would eliminate Fish Lake and upper Fi sh Creek. Compensation would be required for
rainbow trout spawning and rearing stream habitat lost in Fish Creek and habitat lost in Fish
Lake. The entire development would be confined to a single watershed, the Fish Creek drainage.
Figure 6.1.3-10
Mine Development Plan Option 3

OPTION 3

1
3
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Mine Developm ent Option 4 would have the
maximum developm ent of the pit and full
development of the ore body (see Figure 6.1.3-11). At a production rate of 90,000 tonnes of ore
per day, the m ine life would be 21 years. Pit development would affect Fish Creek downstream
of Fish Lake and partially impact Fish Lake, while tailings management would impact upper Fish
Creek, little Fish Lake and the upper Fish Creek wa tershed to the height of the land. The pit
development would include a water retaining berm along its south wall to hold Fish Lake, and a
diversion channel along one of its walls for lowe r Fish Creek. Com pensation would be required
for fish spawning and rearing stream lost in Fish Creek, Little Fish Lake and Fish Lake.
The northern portion of Fish Lake would be retained by a water retention berm situated between
the pit and Lake. The slope of the south wall of the pit would be shallow at approxim ately 36
degrees as the factor of safety applied to the de sign of the wall angle would have to consider the
remaining Fish Lake as perched water above th e open pit workings. Th e large size of the pit
precludes any practical use of mechanical wall anchoring systems.
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Figure 6.1.3-11
Mine Development Plan Option 4

OPTION 4

2

4

Mine Developm ent Option 5 would have the sm
allest pit developm ent and less than f ull
development of the ore body (Figure 6.1.3-12.
At a production rate of 60,000 tonnes of ore
mined per day, the m ine life would be approxim ately 24 years. Pit developm ent would affect
Fish Creek downstream of Fish Lake while ta ilings m anagement would affect the upperm ost
reaches of the Fish Creek system and preserve as much as the tributary system as possible. The
pit developm ent would include a diversion cha nnel along one of its walls for the lower Fish
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Creek. Compensation would be required for fish sp awning and rearing stream length lost in Fish
Creek. Fish Lake would be retained with a 200 m buffer between the northern m ost shore of the
lake and the southern pit rim . The distance be tween the pit and the lake would allow a norm al
factor of safety to be applied to the designed 41 degree slope angle for the south wall of the pit.
Figure 6.1.3-12
Mine Development Plan Option 5

OPTION 5

2

5
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At the October 23, 12998 m eeting and in subsequent correspondence, the agencies accepted the
concept of using select prim ary com ponents to define the MDP options because including all
components would result in an unm anageable number of issues. However, they raised the points
that a m ore transparent process m ust be used in com bining alternatives into the m
ine
development plan options. In addition, the agen
cies requested that that a m ore transparent
process must be used for ranking and selecti ng secondary com ponents for these options. DFO
added that the primary components used in determining the mine development plan option should
include the water diversion and the ARD m anagement system. Taseko responded by stating that
these components will be sim ilar for each option a nd therefore are not useful in distinguishing
between options.
Importantly, notwithstanding the questions raised at the workshop and in the letters, the
workshop confirm ed the com pany’s results regard ing the identification of m ine developm ent
options. In fact, in follow-up correspondence, the EC stated that they were satisfied with the five
mine development options developed at the workshop (see letter of November 6).
As discussed above, Taseko significantly advanced its approach for the assessm ent of reasonable
alternatives. Taseko developed a table which differentiated between preferred and acceptable
alternatives. Using, the ranking system for poten tially achievable alternatives, the process of
defining the m ine developm ent options was m ade m ore transparent. In defining the m
ine
development plan options, Taseko considered a ll potentially achievable alternatives f or the
primary components as well as the strategies ou tlined above. The resulting plans were com bined
with the preferred alternatives fo r all of the secondary com ponents. To illustrate this process,
Taseko developed a matrix which listed all of the potentially achievable alternatives, their rank as
either preferred or acceptable, and where they were incorporated into the five m ine development
plans. These are illustrated in Table 6.1.3–7.
Table 6.1.3–7
Matrix of Alternative Components for Mine Development Plan Options
Potentially Achievable Alternatives

Rank

Facilities

I

Mine












































































 Open Pit 1
 Open Pit 2
 Open Pit 3

n/a
n/a
n/a

Associated Diversion
 Tunnel
 Progressive Bench Channels

1
2

Tailings Storage Sites
 Fish Creek North
Taseko Mines Limited
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Mine Development
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III
IV
V
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Potentially Achievable Alternatives
Facilities
 Fish Creek South
 Cone Hill
 Tete Angela Creek

Rank

2
2
2

Waste Rock Storage Sites
 Fish Lake
 Fish Creek Valley (North)

1
2

Mill Site
 East of Pit*

1

Make Up Water
 Taseko River*
 Taseko Lake
 Storage

1
2
2

Overburden Borrow Pit Areas
 Sites Within Pit Area*

1

Access Road/Route
 Lee’s Corner/Whitewater/ Cone Hill East*

1

Concentrate Transfer Station Facilities
 Rail Yard - Williams Lake*
 Rail Yard - Prince George

1
2

Transmission Corridor
 Dog Creek 1 (Option 6)*

1

Mining
 Drilling and Blasting

1

Transport of Mined Products
 Trucking - Diesel
 Trucking- Trolly Assist*

2
1

Milling
 Froth Floatation

1

Waste Transport to Storage
 Trucking

Taseko Mines Limited
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Potentially Achievable Alternatives

Rank

Facilities

I

Tailings Transport to Storage



























































































 Pipeline

1

Pag Waste Rock
 Sub-Aqueous Storage*
 Combinations

1
2

ARD Management - Pit
 Passive Treatment*
 Natural Flooding

1
2

Concentrate Transport
 Trucking to Williams Lake

1

II

Mine Development
Plan Options
III
IV
V

On November 20 and 21, 1998, Taseko held an open hous e in Williams Lake to describe the five
mine development plans, as well as the preliminary results of the Multiple Accounts Evaluation.
On November 30, 1998 Taseko circulated materials describing their more transparent approach to
the identification of the m ine development option plans to agency reviewers for discussion at the
December 2, 1998 workshop. Comments received from agency reviewers at the workshop and in
subsequent correspondence did not raise any furthe r issues with the approach adopted by Taseko
regarding the identification of the mine development plan options.
6.1.4

Mine Development Plan Options

This section of the report describes the proce
options. Specifically, the section describes:






ss used to com pare the m ine developm ent plan

the requirements of the Project Report Specifications,
the Multiple Account Evaluation (MAE) process,
application of the MAE process to the Prosperity Project,
the analysis undertaken and the findings of the analysis, and
the "results" emerging from the analysis.

6.1.4.1 Summary of Project Report Specification Requirements
The Project Report Specifications require that Taseko assess all potential m ine developm ent
component alternatives and m ine developm ent pl an options with a view to selecting a m
ine
development plan which m inimizes adverse effect s and m aximizes the beneficial effects of the
project. Sections 6.1.1, 6.1.2, and 6.1.3
describe in detail the process that was f
ollowed in
identifying reasonably alternatives, potentially achievable alternatives and the five m
ine
development plan options.
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With respect to the com parison of the f ive m ine developm ent plan options, the Project Report
Specifications require that the options be a ssessed and com pared through the application of
Multiple Account Evaluation (MAE) and that the methodology and rationale used to select the
preferred option be included in the Project Re port. The objective of undertaking a MAE was to
provide a clear basis for identifying the differences between the project development plan options
in the various accounts being exam ined and to pr ovide transparency to the m ine developm ent
plan selection process.
6.1.4.2 Development of Final Approach
a) Overview of Multiple Account Evaluation
Multiple Account Evaluation (a form of m ultiple criteria assessm ent), is a tool designed to
facilitate the decision-m aking process by identif ying dif ferences between various projects or
policy alternatives across a range of factors. Si nce it was first developed in the 1960' s, multiple
criteria assessm ent, in a variety of form s, ha s been used to provide a broader evaluation
perspective than conventional Cost-benefits An alysis (CBA) by incorporating non-quantifiable
measures into the analysis. In British Colum
bia m ultiple criteria assessm ent has been used
successfully in the assessm ent of projects sin ce the 1970' s. During the 1990' s, Multiple Account
Evaluation has been used extensively throughout the province to evaluate the effects of project,
resource use and land use alternatives which have wide ranging implications and important tradeoffs for various stakeholders (i.e., government, local residents, First Nations, project proponents).
For decades prior to the introduction of Multiple Account Evaluation, Cost-Benefits Analysis had
been the standard tool for project selection. CBA 's main goal is to assess the social efficiency
aspects of alternate project plans. In CBA, th e econom ic, social and environm ental effects of
alternate projects are combined quantitatively in dollar terms. Project Benefits less Project Costs
are then calculated on a present-value (tim e va lue of m oney) basis for each option, and Net
Social Benefits (in dollar term s) is the f inal and ultimate result. The Social Rate of Return can
also be calculated for alternate project options and be com pared with the m inimum required
social discount rate (e.g., a real, pre-tax return of 8% is a typical social discount rate benchmark).
MAE explores the distribution of project benefits and costs in order to provide a m ore detailed
sense of project effects from m ultiple pers pectives (e.g., the com munities, the region, the
environment, First Nations, provincial and fede ral governments, company). Hence, MAE goes
beyond CBA in two respects:
 MAE unbundles the CBA estim ates of aggregate Project Benefits and aggregate Project
Costs. This is straightforward to do because the disaggregated inform ation feeding into the
CBA (i.e., from the multiple perspectives) would be available.
 MAE incorporates quantitative inform ation expressed in non-dollar term s and qualitative
information that is not conducive to standard methods of quantification.
In general, MAE estimates are not as simple to interpret as conventional CBA, because unlike the
latter, MAE does not generate a single fina
l decision criterion. MAE provides diverse
information organized under various criteria or
"accounts" which enables trade-offs to be
identified and examined. In this respect, MAE l acks the simple elegance of CBA. On the other
hand, MAE can potentially allow for a m ore co mprehensive analysis, providing the decisionmaker with as much information as possible.
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By design, the MAE fram ework allows the analys t to organize and com pare a wide spectrum of
diverse inform ation. To do so however, MAE often requires large am
ounts of diverse data.
Where possible, inform ation in a m ultiple account evaluation is presented in quantitative term s
(e.g., dollars, cubic m eters, population size). W hen sufficient data does not exist to undertake a
quantitative assessm ent, where conversion m ay be technically im possible or prohibitively
expensive, or where the ef fects can be descri bed m ore ef fectively qualitatively, inf ormation is
presented in qualitative or descriptive terms.
As noted above, Multiple Account Evaluation is
undertaken to identify differences between
alternative project configurations by providi ng diverse inform ation organized under various
"accounts". This presentation form at allows fo r the easy assessm ent of the advantages and
disadvantages of options relative to each other and helps proponents select a preferred project
plan. Multiple Account Evaluation does not repl ace the detailed environm ental, socio-economic
or other studies that are undertaken as part of the impact assessment of a project.
The process of undertaking a multiple account evaluation has six main steps:
 selecting the accounts and sub-accounts to be evaluated (e.g., account: socio-econom ic, subaccount: economic )
 identifying indicators for the accounts (e.g., jobs, income),
 defining the measures that will be used in the analysis (i.e., number, dollars, description),
 collecting the data required to analyze each account,
 analyzing the data collected to identify and
assess the effect of the alternative being
considered on each account and sub-account being considered,
 preparing sum mary tables that present the re
sults of the analysis and allow f
or easy
identification of the dif ferences between the options and the trade-offs that could be
considered.
The accounts evaluated in a MAE vary from pr oject to project. For each project, the accounts
identified and the level of analysis undertaken in each account relate directly to the project, its
setting and the anticipated effects.
b) Multiple Account Evaluation and the Prosperity Project
Overview
Taseko considered a num ber of m ethods through which to short-list the potential m
ine
development plans and determined that undertaking a Multiple Account Evaluation would be the
best m eans through which to identify the differences between the options and, thereby, help
identify the preferred m ine developm ent plan. Taseko discussed this m ethod of selecting a
preferred mine development plan with various gove rnment agencies prior to the form ation of the
Project Committee and with the Project Com mittee after its formation. It was agreed that Taseko
should utilize the Multiple Account Evaluation pr
ocess to help identify the preferred m
ine
development plan and this agreement is reflected in the Project Report Specifications.
Taseko and the Project Com mittee supported use of the Multiple Account Evaluation process as
it was recognized that the process would ensure that:
 the options were evaluated from a num ber of different perspectives (environm ent, socioeconomic, First Nations, project viability);
 that the differences between the options were highlighted; and
Taseko Mines Limited
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 that the advantages, disadvantages, and tr
adeoffs between the five potential m
ine
development options for the com pany, local com munities and stakeholders and governm ents
were clearly visible.
Framework Development
In preparing the first draft of the accounts, sub- accounts, indicators and m easures that would be
used to evaluate the m ine development options, Taseko considered input and com ments received
from the Project Com mittee, other governm ent offi cials, the com pany and project consultants,
local residents and, although in lim ited form , from First Nations. Identification of the broad
accounts was fairly straightforward as all interests were captured in the following accounts:












Project Viability: Technical/Environmental
Project Viability: Economic/Financial
Environmental: Fisheries
Environmental: Air Quality
Environmental: Water Quality
Environmental: Wildlife Biophysical
Socio-Economic: Economic
Socio-Economic: Community
Socio-Economic: Resource Use
First Nations: Socio-economic
First Nations: Culture and Heritage

Once the accounts were identified, sub-accounts which re presented areas of particular interest to
stakeholders or which represented areas where substantial differences exist between the options
were identified. The sub-accounts assessed in the MAE were not intended to identify and address
all potential project effects; rather they were intended to be comprehensive enough to capture and
assess the range of concerns and issues im portant to stakeholders yet lim ited enough to facilitate
the comparison of the alternatives being evalua ted. This com parison would then help Taseko to
identify the preferred m ine developm ent option. This option would then be subject to a full
review in the Project Report. The sub-accounts an alyzed in each of the accounts identified above
are as follows:
Project Viability: Technical/Environmental
 Engineering Design of Project Components
 Risk Assessment
Project Viability: Financial/Economic:
 Unit Cost per Tonne
 Opportunity Cost
Environment: Fisheries
 Physical changes to stream/lake habitat
 Habitat Compensatability
 Mitigation Cost

Environment: Water Quality
 Government Water Quality Standards
 Watersheds
Taseko Mines Limited
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Environment: Air Quality
Not completed prior to 2000
Environment: Wildlife Bio-physical
 Ecosystem Analysis
 Listed Species
 Travel Corridors and Migratory Routes
 Key Species and Habitat
Socio-economic: Economic
 Employment
 Income and Benefits
 Government Revenues related to Labour
Socio-economic: Community:
 Community Stability
 Regional Population
 Infrastructure/Services
 Transportation
Socio-economic: Resource Use
 Land Use
 Agriculture
 Forestry
 Tourism and Recreation
 Guiding and Trapping
 Sport Fishing
First Nations: Socio-economic
 Community Stability
 Population Effects
 Economic Opportunity
First Nations: Culture and Heritage
 Archaeology
 Traditional Use
 Aboriginal Land Claims
Following the identification of appropriate
accounts and sub-accounts, Taseko and its
consultants, based on their professional experien ce and on input received from the stakeholders
identified above, identified the indicators and m easures that would be used to assess the subaccounts. At this point, the first draft of the framework was com plete and the draft fram ework
outlining the accounts, sub-accounts, indicator s and m easures was prepared. Appendix C
contains the final version of the framework.

Review, Comments and Response
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The MAE fram ework was first presented to th e Project Com mittee at a m eeting on October 30,
1998. This was followed by a presentation of the fram ework, analysis and prelim inary results to
the public at open houses in W illiams Lake in Novem ber 1998. At the open house, displays
outlining the prelim inary findings of the analysis were available f or attendees to review, Taseko
and project consultants were available to answer questions, and attendees were asked to provide
their input and com ments on the m aterial that they reviewed. The revised fram ework and
preliminary results, incorporating input received at the public open houses were then presented to
the Project Com mittee on Decem ber 2, 1998. The re vised fram ework and prelim inary results
were also sum marized in booklet form at and the booklet has been distributed to study area First
Nation's com munities interested in receiving it. Throughout this period there was also ongoing
contact with m embers of the public and project com mittee to discuss various aspects of the
framework and/or the preliminary results.
During the period from October 30, 1998 to
February 1999, a num ber of com ments and
suggestions regarding the m ultiple account eval uation fram ework, analysis and prelim inary
results were received from the Project Com mittee and other stakeholders. Certain of the
comments and concerns were easily dealt with and resolved while others proved to be points of
ongoing discussion throughout the MAE study peri od and beyond. Following is a listing of the
comments received from Project Committee members and Taseko's response to those com ments.
The comments are grouped according to the specific issue to which they relate.
Framework
 Request that the MAE fram ework be reform atted to include sub-accounts and separate
columns for indicators and measures
The framework was reform atted to incorporat e the com ments received. The final fram ework
identifies accounts, sub-accounts, indicators and measures.
 Request for more detailed definition of indicators and measures
A more detailed definition of the indicators and m easures that would be used in the analysis
was included in the fram ework. The definitions were prepared based on input from Project
Committee members, other stakeholders and project consultants.
 Comment that indicators must consider conditions during operations and post closure
The im portance of considering conditions dur ing operations as well as post-closure for
certain accounts was recognized and operations and post-closure conditions are considered
within the Multiple Account Evaluation where appropriate (e.g., water quality).
 Suggestion to reorganize framework into spreadsheet format
The proposed fram ework was reviewed to
identify areas where it differed from
the
framework being used in ways other than orga nization of information. A number of additions
to the fram ework were identified and, after revi ewing them, it was determ ined that the level
of detailed required by the proposed form at and tables is m ore appropriate to a detailed
impact assessment than a multiple accounts evaluation.
 Requests to expanding the MAE to include
water quality, navigation, a sustainability
indicator and long-term option and preservation values.
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A water quality sub-account was added to the MAE assessment.
The inclusion of navigation in the Multiple
Account Evaluation was discussed with the
Canadian Coast Guard (CCG). The CCG indicated that it was their intent to m ake Taseko
aware of the process by which the CCG reviews an application for a NWPA permit and not to
have navigation included in the MAE. In view of these com ments, navigation was not added
to the MAE but will be addressed in the de
tailed im pact assessm ent undertaken for the
preferred mine development plan option.
The potential contribution of a sustainability indicator recognized. However, Taseko believes
that it belongs in the impact assessment of the preferred mine development plan rather than in
the multiple account evaluation.
Regarding long term option and preservati on values, governm ent policy and industry
standard practice both dictate that long term option and preservation values should not be
quantified within the context of cost-benefit analysis or m ultiple account evaluation because
they are speculative issues; qualitative reference is sufficient.
Technical
 Concern that although standards would be m et, the effects would be different for different pit
sizes.
There is not a direct relationship between pit
similar irrespective of pit size.

size and effects. In fact, m ost effects were

Approach to Multiple Account Evaluation
 Comment that the MAE approach does not satis
Specifications

fy the requirem ents of the Project Report

Prior to the f inalization of the Project Report Specifications there were extensive discussions
about the form that the MAE analysis shoul d take. During these discussions a num ber of
different opinions were put forth and discussed. As in any process, not all opinions as to how
the analysis should be undertaken were incor porated into the requirem ents of the Project
Report Specifications. However, it is only th
e requirem ents in the final Project Report
Specifications that must be met. Therefore, although the approach being used to undertake the
MAE may not satisfy all of the requirem ents that were discussed during the drafting of the
Project Report Specifications, it does satisfy the requirements contained in the final Project
Report Specifications.
 Suggestion that the MAE address the impacts/risks to resources from development
The MAE is not intended to be an environm ental im pact assessm ent but rather a tool by
which choices between different options can be m ade at a conceptual level. This approach is
entirely consistent with the Project Report Specifications. A detailed impact assessment of the
preferred mine development plan option will be undertaken..
 Request that a system of Weighting-Scaling-Ranking be used
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This issue generated considerable discussi on between Taseko and certain m embers of the
Project Committee. In response to the positi on taken by m embers of the Project Com mittee
that use of W eighting-Scaling-Ranking (W SR) was essential to provide an objective
comparison of the options being considered, th e suitability of applying W SR as a basis to
compare developm ent options was assessed. Th e assessm ent found that the W SR approach
would be logically inconsistent, could sacrifice transparency of analysis, and may not even be
a necessary step to accomplish the goals of the Project Committee.
As MAE, in and of itself, does not generate a single final result to guide the decision-m aker,
certain analysts advocate the use of W SR to a ggregate indicators into a single final decision
rule. WSR involves four steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Data Transf ormation: Data is f irst tran sformed f rom its natural unit f orm into
numerical units.
Scaling: Transformed values are "scaled" su ch that they f all within a constant range
(e.g., zero to one). This allows the analyst to apply weights.
Weights are applied to capture the relative importance of each account.
Ranking: Final results are compared across alternative options.
The goal of WSR is to allow the decision-m aker to select between alternative project
options by com paring a single num erical resu lt. In this respect, W SR attem pts to
replace an elegant feature of conventional CBA that is lacking in MAE — a final
decision criterion that is readily comparable with other projects.

In the context of Prosperity, W SR faces a num ber of lim itations. First, W SR involves
mathematical m anipulations that logically cannot be applied to accounts expressed in
nominal, ordinal or interval units. The exam ples contained in Appendix B illustrate this f act.
Second, W SR reduces the transparency of an
alysis by "rolling" econom ic, social and
environmental accounts into one single m easure. As well, the selection of "weights" for each
indicator can also bias the results as no single set of
"weights" will adequately def ine the
views of all stakeholder groups. Third, W SR may even be unnecessary in the context of
evaluating Mine Developm ent Plan options for the Prosperity Project. It m ay be that the
ranking of Options flows naturally from the "raw" MAE results, or that raw MAE results
involve very limited trade-off decisions.
In view of the above, preserving the natural unit form from the MAE analysis would offer
benefits both in term s of m ethodological va lidity and transparency. A m ore detailed
description of the reasons for not proceeding with a system of WSR is contained in Appendix
B.
Presentation of Results
 Perception that Taseko is "selling" Option 3
This comment arose as a result of inaccurate in formation being provided to a reviewer of the
MAE public presentation package. The review
er was inform ed that the m aterial being
reviewed was a MAE report when in fact, it was a booklet sum marizing the findings-to-date
for public stakeholder m eetings. This booklet contained colored charts and other m aterial
normally used in public presentations but that may not be found in a formal report.
However, based on the inf ormation that was av ailable, this conclusion is still f actually
incorrect as even the sum mary document provides the tentative conclusion that only Options
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3 and 4 are suitable for further analysis. Speci fically, it states that "Options 3 and 4 have
significant advantages over 1,2 and 5 in the areas of environmental effects, economic criteria
and project safety."
 Comment that presentation of data is unbalanced
Again, reference was m ade based on m aterial in a "presentation" rather than report form at.
The Multiple Account Evaluation contains detailed inform ation on all accounts and, in the
summary tables, the inf ormation is all presen ted in num erical or descriptive form at only
allowing reviewers to draw their own conclusions.
Financial Information
 Comment that revenue information should be provided
Revenue information is not related to this anal ysis - not only is it sensitive inform ation, but it
is also standard practice not to disclose this type of financial information in the project review
process. The reasons include the lack of
mechanisms to ensure conf identiality, the m any
statutory controls on reporting of financial information and, finally, competitive advantage.
Risk Assessment
 Including risk associated with each sub-component in the indicators for that sub-component
A detailed risk assessm ent (Project Risk A ssessment – Knight and Piesold Ltd. - Appendix
D) is an integral part of the m ultiple account evaluation and it is of less importance where the
risk assessment is documented than is its completeness and validity.
 Risk Assessment is relative rather than absolute
Risk assessment provides both a relative and absolute assessm ent. The analysis showed that
the conclusions of the risk assessm ent were the sam e f or both the relative and absolute
methods, namely that all options are safe and Op tion 3 is the safest in term s of consequence
type and mine component.
 Questions about the color coded system as th ere is no distinction between 1C and 2B for
example
The color-coded system does use the sam e co lor for 1C and 2B. However, because 1C
represents a lower probability and a higher consequence and 2B represents a higher
probability and lower consequence, the net ef fect is that they both result in a sim ilar overall
risk. To test the validity of this analysis, as a separate exercise, a num erical scaling system
based on the product of likelihoods and conseque nces was developed; each ranked from one
to five. This results in num bers ranging from one to twenty-five. Using the sam e likelihood
and consequences as presented in the Nove mber 30, 1998 report, the risks were recom piled
and resulted in no changes to the overall conclusions of the analysis.
 Comment that with "pit depth and critical stru
distinction in reality".
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This statem ent is incorrect. The various pits are designed with different factors of safety
(likelihood) in recognition of the differing consequences of failure. As a result, the overall
risks associated with each are similar.
 Comment that "There is a risk applied to every '
consequence' under every ' failure m ode'
where often there is no risk" and the suggestion that "many of the ratings should be blank".
Consistent with the principle of thoroughness and com pleteness, and the desire to include all
stakeholder interests, it is inappropriate to de lete any possible failure modes. The entire point
of the risk analysis is to show all potential risks on a scale. As well, inclusion of these low
risk events does not bias the results in any way. To confirm this, as a separate exercise, the
example of risk to human life from the icing of diversion structures was used and a total of 28
failure mode/consequence combinations that could be considered by som e to be less relevant
or inapplicable were identif ied. These 28 co mbinations represent only 15% of the total
number of com binations (190). Their analysis showed that the m ajority, 23 of these 28,
potentially inapplicable com binations are from the open pit m ine com ponent or hum an life
consequence receptor. The hum
an life a nd open pit com ponents show the sm allest
differences between the options in term s of risk and therefore their inclusion creates no bias.
Overall, even with these risks applied to ev ery consequence, the sum mary results are not
significantly changed.
 Comment that the risk assessment is misleading
The level of detail and the risk assessm
ent analysis conducted to-date is thorough and
unprecedented. Other projects have not provided
anywhere near the level of detail for
alternatives analysis and multiple account evaluation at the site selection stage that have been
provided in the review of the Prosperity Project.
 Comment that "the equal weighting of all failure modes biases the results".
This statement is correct but the bias introduced by equal weighting is far less than that which
would be introduced by the application of different weighting schemes.
Comments from the Public
In addition to the com ments received from the Project Committee, Taseko received a number
of comments from the Open House attendees. Th e comments covered a wide range of issues
and a sum mary of the com ments received at the Open House are contained in Volume ,
Section . The questions and comments raised by attendees were responded to at the open
house by the proponent and the consultants attending the event. After viewing the open house
information and discussing the project with Tase ko and the consultants, attendees were asked
to identify which of the five m ine development plan options they preferred. Option 3 was by
far the preferred choice of those who com pleted their questionnaire with Option 4 being the
second choice.
6.1.4.3 MAE Analysis
This section presents the findings of the Multiple Account Evaluation of the five potential m ine
development plan options. As indicated earlier, the focus of the m ultiple account evaluation of
the options was to identify differences between
the options and not to undertake an im
pact
assessment of each of the options. As a result, some of the accounts have been assessed in greater
detail than have others. For exam ple, if it was determined after a prelim inary overview that the
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effect of the options would not be different on a particular account, detailed studies were not
undertaken. However, in areas where differences between the options were identified, m ore
detailed assessm ent was undertaken. A full im
pact assessm ent will be undertaken on the
preferred mine development plan option once it is identified.
a) Project Viability: Technical/Environmental
Engineering Design of Project Components
The objective of this sub-account was to confirm that each of the mine development plan options
could be built to an acceptable standard. To ensure that this was possible, each of the options
examined to determ ine whether a com mon engin eering standard could be m et by each of the
options. This was determ ined to be possible and, as a result, the design criteria for the open pit,
tailings storage f acility, waste rock storage ar ea, f isheries com pensation f acilities, water and
tailings m anagement and m ill site are com mon to all options. All options m eet f ederal and
provincial engineering standards and can be built and operated safely. Tables 6.1.4-8, 6.1.4-9,
6.1.4-10, 6.1.4-11, 6.1.4-12 and 6.1.4-13 provide detailed in formation related to the technical
aspects of the five options.
Risk Assessment
A risk assessm ent (Project Risk Assessm ent – Knight and Piesold Ltd. - Appendix D) was
undertaken as part of the Multiple Account Ev
aluation of the Prosperity Mine. The Risk
Assessment was designed to dem onstrate the techni cal merits or disadvantages between the five
options in term s of potential risks. As such, th e assessm ent should not be interpreted to be an
absolute, or quantitative assessm ent of the ri sks associated with each option and project
component
The objective of the risk assessm ent was to provide a rational basis for com parison of the five
mine developm ent options in term s of likeli hood of occurrence of potential failure m odes and
their consequences on hum an life, water quality, fi sheries, wildlife bio-physical and operations.
Comparative (to the Baseline Option — Option 3) and absolute assessments were undertaken for
each of the five mine development plan options.
The comparative risk assessm ent was lim ited primarily to the technical constraints for possible
failure m odes associated with the five potentia l Mine Developm ent Plans. The assessm ent was
further lim ited to the following com ponents, om itting the transportation and transm ission line
corridors and their associated risks:







Open pit
Tailings storage facility
Waste Rock storage areas
Fisheries Compensation Facilities
Water and Tailings Management and Distribution
Mill Site

Each of the above com ponents was then further s ub-divided into 39 separate failure m odes. This
sub-division served to item ize and record specifi c differences between Mine Developm ent Plans
and to force the independent and consistent treat ment of failure m echanisms and resources at
risk.
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As noted earlier, the com plete Risk Assessment is contained in Appendix D to this report. Table
6.1.4-14 provides the sum mary table outlining th e differences between the five m
ine
development plan options.
The subjective ranking scheme (absolute) used in the comparison of the 5 options was as follows:

Consequences

Likelihood of Occurrence (Probability)
1

Extremely Low (~ 1:50,000)

A

Extremely Low

Low (~ 1:10,000)
Low
2
B
Moderate (~ 1:1000)
Moderate
3
C
High (~ 1:100)
High
4
D
Extremely High (~ 1:10)
Extremely High
5
E
Note: Likelihoods estimated for duration of construction, operations and closure periods.
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Table 6.1.4-8
Option I – Subjective Likelihood and Consequence Rating (Absolute Rating)

Project
Component

Failure
Mode

Likelihood
of
Occurrence

Consequences
Human
Life

Water
Quality

Fisheries

Wildlife /
Biophysical

Operations

1
1
1
2
1
4
3
2

C
B
B
B
A
B
A
A

A
A
B
B
A
A
A
A

C
A
C
B
A
A
A
A

B
A
A
D
A
A
A
A

E
E
E
E
C
B
C
B

1
1
1
1
1
2
4
1
4
2
2

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

C
C
C
D
D
E
D
D
E
E
C

C
B
C
C
D
E
D
D
E
E
C

C
A
C
B
C
D
B
B
C
C
B

B
B
C
E
E
E
C
B
B
C
B

3
3
4
2
2

B
A
A
A
A

C
C
E
D
E

C
D
E
E
E

D
C
B
C
D

D
C
B
C
D

4
2
4
2
5
1

A
A
A
A
A
A

B
D
A
D
D
C

D
C
D
E
D
D

B
B
B
B
B
B

A
C
C
C
B
C

Water pipeline rupture
Water pump station failure
Tailings pipeline rupture
Tailings pump station failure
Tailings distribution failure - poor pond
location
Excessive make-up water requirements

4
5
4
5

A
A
A
A

C
C
E
D

C
C
D
C

C
C
D
C

E
E
E
E

3

A

B

B

B

C

2

A

B

B

B

C

Reagent / chemical spills
Hydrocarbon spills

2
2

A
A

B
C

B
C

C
E

B
B

1. Open Pit
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

Large South pit wall failure
Large East pit wall failure
Large Other pit wall failure
Excessive seepage from Fish Lake
Excessive seepage from deep aquifer
Inter-ramp pit wall failure (localized)
Vertical depressurization pump failure
Pit sump pump (and backup) failure

2. Tailings Storage Facility
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11

Seepage through main embankment
Seepage through saddle embankment(s)
Seepage through foundations
Internal erosion (piping)
Overtopping of embankment (spillway failure)
Embankment instability
Insufficient PAG waste rock submergence
Seepage collection / recycle system failure
Excessive sedimentation during construction
Excessive sedimentation during operations
Relaease of ARD from PAG - outside TSF

3. Waste Rock Storage Areas (WRSA)
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

Instability
Improper sorting in pit (PAG to WRSA)
Excessive sedimentation during construction
Excessive sedimentation during operations
Release of ARD from PAG - outside WRSA

4. Fisheries Compensation Facilities
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

Failure of diversions (insufficient flows)
Excessive flows (PMF)
Icing of channels or habitat areas
Dam instability
Excessive sedimentation during construction
Excessive sedimentation during operations

5. Water and Tailings Management / Distribution
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6. Mill Site
6.1
6.2

Table 6.1.4-9
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Option II – Subjective Likelihood and Consequence Rating (Absolute Rating)
Project
Component

Failure
Mode

1. Open Pit
1.1 Large South pit wall failure
1.2 Large East pit wall failure
1.3 Large Other pit wall failure
1.4 Excessive seepage from Fish Lake
1.5 Excessive seepage from deep aquifer
1.6 Inter-ramp pit wall failure (localized)
1.7 Vertical depressurization pump failure
1.8 Pit sump pump (and backup) failure
2. Tailings Storage Facility
2.1 Seepage through main embankment
2.2 Seepage through saddle embankment(s)
2.3 Seepage through foundations
2.4 Internal erosion (piping)
2.5 Overtopping of embankment (spillway failure)
2.6 Embankment instability
2.7 Insufficient PAG waste rock submergence
2.8 Seepage collection / recycle system failure
2.9 Excessive sedimentation during construction
2.10 Excessive sedimentation during operations
2.11 Relaease of ARD from PAG - outside TSF
3. Waste Rock Storage Areas (WRSA)
3.1 Instability
3.2 Improper sorting in pit (PAG to WRSA)
3.3 Excessive sedimentation during construction
3.4 Excessive sedimentation during operations
3.5 Release of ARD from PAG - outside WRSA
4. Fisheries Compensation Facilities
4.1 Failure of diversions (insufficient flows)
4.2 Excessive flows (PMF)
4.3 Icing of channels or habitat areas
4.4 Dam instability
4.5 Excessive sedimentation during construction
4.6 Excessive sedimentation during operations
5. Water and Tailings Management / Distribution
5.1 Water pipeline rupture
5.2 Water pump station failure
5.3 Tailings pipeline rupture
5.4 Tailings pump station failure
Tailings distribution failure - poor pond
5.5
location
5.6 Excessive make-up water requirements
6. Mill Site
6.1 Reagent / chemical spills
6.2 Hydrocarbon spills

Likelihood
of
Occurrence

Consequences
Human
Life

Water
Quality

Fisheries

Wildlife /
Biophysical

Operations

1
2
1
3
3
3
3
3

C
B
B
B
A
B
A
A

A
A
B
B
A
A
A
A

C
A
C
B
A
A
A
A

B
A
A
D
A
A
A
A

E
E
E
E
D
B
C
B

1
1
2
1
1
2
3
1
4
2
2

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

C
C
C
D
D
E
D
D
E
E
C

C
B
C
C
D
E
D
D
E
E
C

C
A
C
B
C
D
B
B
C
C
B

B
B
C
E
E
E
C
B
B
C
B

3
3
4
2
2

B
A
A
A
A

C
C
E
D
E

C
D
E
E
E

D
C
B
C
D

D
C
B
C
D

4
2
4
2
5
1

A
A
A
A
A
A

B
D
A
D
D
C

D
C
D
E
D
D

B
B
B
B
B
B

A
C
C
C
B
C

4
5
4
5

A
A
A
A

C
C
E
D

C
C
D
C

C
C
D
C

E
E
E
E

2

A

B

B

B

C

3

A

B

B

B

C

2
2

A
A

B
C

B
C

C
E

B
B

Table 6.1.4-10
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Option III – Subjective Likelihood and Consequence Rating (Absolute Rating)

Project
Component

Failure
Mode

Likelihood of
Occurrence

Consequences
Human
Life

Water
Quality

Fisheries

Wildlife /
Biophysical

Operations

2
2
2
1
2
4
3
3

B
B
B
B
A
B
A
A

A
A
A
B
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
C
A
A
A
A

D
E
D
C
C
B
C
B

1
2
2
1

A
A
A
B

B
D
B
C

B
D
B
C

B
C
B
B

B
C
C
E

1

B

C

C

B

E

1
3
2
2
1
1

B
A
A
A
A
A

C
B
B
D
D
B

C
B
B
D
D
B

C
B
B
C
C
B

E
C
B
B
B
B

2
3
2
1
2

B
A
A
A
A

B
B
C
C
D

B
C
C
D
D

C
C
B
C
C

C
B
B
B
C

3
3
3
2
4
2

A
A
A
A
A
A

A
C
A
C
D
C

D
C
D
D
D
D

B
B
B
B
B
B

A
C
C
C
B
C

Water pipeline rupture
Water pump station failure
Tailings pipeline rupture
Tailings pump station failure
Tailings distribution failure - poor pond
location
Excessive make-up water requirements

2
3
2
3

A
A
A
A

B
B
C
C

B
B
C
C

B
B
C
B

D
D
D
D

2

A

B

B

B

C

3

A

B

B

B

C

Reagent / chemical spills
Hydrocarbon spills

2
2

A
A

B
B

B
B

C
D

B
B

1. Open Pit
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

Large South pit wall failure
Large East pit wall failure
Large Other pit wall failure
Excessive seepage from Fish Lake
Excessive seepage from deep aquifer
Inter-ramp pit wall failure (localized)
Vertical depressurization pump failure
Pit sump pump (and backup) failure

2. Tailings Storage Facility
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11

Seepage through main embankment
Seepage through saddle embankment(s)
Seepage through foundations
Internal erosion (piping)
Overtopping of embankment (spillway
failure)
Embankment instability
Insufficient PAG waste rock submergence
Seepage collection / recycle system failure
Excessive sedimentation during construction
Excessive sedimentation during operations
Relaease of ARD from PAG - outside TSF

3. Waste Rock Storage Areas (WRSA)
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

Instability
Improper sorting in pit (PAG to WRSA)
Excessive sedimentation during construction
Excessive sedimentation during operations
Release of ARD from PAG - outside WRSA

4. Fisheries Compensation Facilities
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

Failure of diversions (insufficient flows)
Excessive flows (PMF)
Icing of channels or habitat areas
Dam instability
Excessive sedimentation during construction
Excessive sedimentation during operations

5. Water and Tailings Management / Distribution
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6. Mill Site
6.1
6.2

Table 6.1.4-11
Option IV – Subjective Likelihood and Consequence Rating (Absolute Rating)
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Project
Component

Failure
Mode

Likelihood
of
Occurrence

Consequences
Human
Life

Water
Quality

Fisheries

Wildlife /
Biophysical

Operations

1
2
1
3
3
3
3
3

C
B
B
B
A
B
A
A

A
A
B
B
A
A
A
A

C
A
C
C
A
A
A
A

B
A
A
D
A
A
A
A

E
E
E
E
D
B
C
B

1
2
3
1

A
A
A
C

C
D
C
D

C
B
C
C

C
A
C
B

B
C
C
E

1

C

E

D

C

E

2
3
2

C
A
A

E
C
C

E
D
D

D
B
C

E
C
B

4

A

E

E

C

B

2
2

A
A

E
C

E
C

C
B

C
B

3
3

B
A

C
C

C
D

C
C

D
C

1. Open Pit
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

Large South pit wall failure
Large East pit wall failure
Large Other pit wall failure
Excessive seepage from Fish Lake
Excessive seepage from deep aquifer
Inter-ramp pit wall failure (localized)
Vertical depressurization pump failure
Pit sump pump (and backup) failure

2. Tailings Storage Facility
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11

Seepage through main embankment
Seepage through saddle embankment(s)
Seepage through foundations
Internal erosion (piping)
Overtopping of embankment (spillway
failure)
Embankment instability
Insufficient PAG waste rock submergence
Seepage collection / recycle system failure
Excessive sedimentation during
construction
Excessive sedimentation during operations
Relaease of ARD from PAG - outside TSF

3. Waste Rock Storage Areas (WRSA)
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

Instability
Improper sorting in pit (PAG to WRSA)
Excessive sedimentation during
construction
Excessive sedimentation during operations
Release of ARD from PAG - outside
WRSA

4

A

E

E

A

B

2

A

D

E

B

C

2

A

E

E

D

D

4
2
3
2

A
A
A
A

A
C
A
C

D
C
D
E

B
B
B
B

A
C
C
D

5

A

E

E

B

B

1

A

D

E

B

D

Water pipeline rupture
Water pump station failure
Tailings pipeline rupture
Tailings pump station failure
Tailings distribution failure - poor pond
location
Excessive make-up water requirements

3
4
3
4

A
A
A
A

C
C
E
D

B
B
D
D

B
B
D
C

E
E
E
E

2

A

C

B

B

D

3

A

B

B

B

C

Reagent / chemical spills
Hydrocarbon spills

2
2

A
A

B
C

B
C

C
D

B
B

4. Fisheries Compensation Facilities
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

Failure of diversions (insufficient flows)
Excessive flows (PMF)
Icing of channels or habitat areas
Dam instability
Excessive sedimentation during
construction
Excessive sedimentation during operations

5. Water and Tailings Management / Distribution
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6. Mill Site
6.1
6.2

Taseko Mines Limited
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Table 6.1.4-12
Option V – Subjective Likelihood and Consequence Rating (Absolute Rating)
Project
Component

Failure
Mode

1. Open Pit
1.1 Large South pit wall failure
1.2 Large East pit wall failure
1.3 Large Other pit wall failure
1.4 Excessive seepage from Fish Lake
1.5 Excessive seepage from deep aquifer
1.6 Inter-ramp pit wall failure (localized)
1.7 Vertical depressurization pump failure
1.8 Pit sump pump (and backup) failure
2. Tailings Storage Facility
2.1 Seepage through main embankment
2.2 Seepage through saddle embankment(s)
2.3 Seepage through foundations
2.4 Internal erosion (piping)
Overtopping of embankment (spillway
2.5
failure)
2.6 Embankment instability
2.7 Insufficient PAG waste rock submergence
2.8 Seepage collection / recycle system failure
2.9 Excessive sedimentation during construction
2.10 Excessive sedimentation during operations
2.11 Relaease of ARD from PAG - outside TSF
3. Waste Rock Storage Areas (WRSA)
3.1 Instability
3.2 Improper sorting in pit (PAG to WRSA)
3.3 Excessive sedimentation during construction
3.4 Excessive sedimentation during operations
3.5 Release of ARD from PAG - outside WRSA
4. Fisheries Compensation Facilities
4.1 Failure of diversions (insufficient flows)
4.2 Excessive flows (PMF)
4.3 Icing of channels or habitat areas
4.4 Dam instability
4.5 Excessive sedimentation during construction
4.6 Excessive sedimentation during operations
5. Water and Tailings Management / Distribution
5.1 Water pipeline rupture
5.2 Water pump station failure
5.3 Tailings pipeline rupture
5.4 Tailings pump station failure
Tailings distribution failure - poor pond
5.5
location
5.6 Excessive make-up water requirements
6. Mill Site
6.1 Reagent / chemical spills
6.2 Hydrocarbon spills

Taseko Mines Limited

Likelihood of
Occurrence

Consequences
Wildlife /
Fisheries
Biophysical

Human
Life

Water
Quality

1
1
1
2
1
4
3
2

C
B
B
B
A
B
A
A

A
A
B
B
A
A
A
A

B
A
B
B
A
A
A
A

B
A
A
D
A
A
A
A

E
E
E
E
C
B
C
B

1
2
3
1

A
A
A
C

C
D
C
D

C
B
C
C

C
A
C
B

B
C
C
E

1

C

E

D

C

E

2
4
2
4
2
2

C
A
A
A
A
A

E
C
C
E
E
C

E
D
D
E
E
C

D
B
C
C
C
B

E
C
B
B
C
B

3
3
4
2
2

B
A
A
A
A

C
C
E
D
E

C
D
E
E
E

D
C
B
C
D

D
C
B
C
D

4
2
3
2
5
1

A
A
A
A
A
A

A
C
A
C
E
D

D
C
D
E
E
E

B
B
B
B
B
B

A
C
C
D
B
D

3
4
3
4

A
A
A
A

C
C
E
D

B
B
D
D

B
B
D
C

E
E
E
E

3

A

C

B

B

D

2

A

B

B

B

C

2
2

A
A

B
C

B
C

C
E

B
B
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Table 6.1.4-13
Comparative Subjective Summary of All Options with Absolute Ratings

Taseko Mines Limited

Operations

Human Life

Water Quality

Fisheries

Wildlife /
Biophysical

Operations

Human Life

Water Quality

Fisheries

Wildlife /
Biophysical

Operations

Human Life

Water Quality

Fisheries

Wildlife /
Biophysical

Operations

Human Life

Water Quality

Fisheries

Wildlife /
Biophysical

Operations

Option V

Wildlife /
Biophysical

Option IV

Fisheries

1. Open Pit
1.1 Large South pit wall failure
1.2 Large East pit wall failure
1.3 Large Other pit wall failure
1.4 Excessive seepage from Fish Lake
1.5 Excessive seepage from deep aquifer
1.6 Inter-ramp pit wall failure (localized)
1.7 Vertical depressurization pump failure
1.8 Pit sump pump (and backup) failure
2. Tailings Storage Facility
2.1 Seepage through main embankment
2.2 Seepage through saddle embankment(s)
2.3 Seepage through foundations
2.4 Internal erosion (piping)
2.5 Overtopping of embankment (spillway failure)
2.6 Embankment instability
2.7 Insufficient PAG waste rock submergence
2.8 Seepage collection / recycle system failure
2.9 Excessive sedimentation during construction
2.10 Excessive sedimentation during operations
2.11 Release of ARD from PAG - outside TSF
3. Waste Rock Storage Areas (WRSA)
3.1 Instability
3.2 Improper sorting in pit (PAG to WRSA)
3.3 Excessive sedimentation during construction
3.4 Excessive sedimentation during operations
3.5 Release of ARD from PAG - outside WRSA
4. Fisheries Compensation Facilities
4.1 Failure of diversions (insufficient flows)
4.2 Excessive flows (PMF)
4.3 Icing of channels or habitat areas
4.4 Dam instability
4.5 Excessive sedimentation during construction
4.6 Excessive sedimentation during operations
5. Water and Tailings Management / Distribution
5.1 Water pipeline rupture
5.2 Water pump station failure
5.3 Tailings pipeline rupture
5.4 Tailings pump station failure
5.5 Tailings distribution failure - poor pond location
5.6 Excessive make-up water requirements
6. Mill Site
6.1 Reagent / chemical spills
6.2 Hydrocarbon spills

Option III

Water Quality

Project Component and
Failure Mode

Option II

Human Life

Option I

1-C
1-B
1-B
2-B
1-A
4-B
3-A
2-A

1-A
1-A
1-B
2-B
1-A
4-A
3-A
2-A

1-C
1-A
1-C
2-B
1-A
4-A
3-A
2-A

1-B
1-A
1-A
2-D
1-A
4-A
3-A
2-A

1-E
1-E
1-E
2-E
1-C
4-B
3-C
2-B

1-C
2-B
1-B
3-B
3-A
3-B
3-A
3-A

1-A
2-A
1-B
3-B
3-A
3-A
3-A
3-A

1-C
2-A
1-C
3-B
3-A
3-A
3-A
3-A

1-B
2-A
1-A
3-D
3-A
3-A
3-A
3-A

1-E
2-E
1-E
3-E
3-D
3-B
3-C
3-B

2-B
2-B
2-B
1-B
2-A
4-B
3-A
3-A

2-A
2-A
2-A
1-B
2-A
4-A
3-A
3-A

2-A
2-A
2-A
1-A
2-A
4-A
3-A
3-A

2-A
2-A
2-A
1-C
2-A
4-A
3-A
3-A

2-D
2-E
2-D
1-C
2-C
4-B
3-C
3-B

1-C
2-B
1-B
3-B
3-A
3-B
3-A
3-A

1-A
2-A
1-B
3-B
3-A
3-A
3-A
3-A

1-C
2-A
1-C
3-C
3-A
3-A
3-A
3-A

1-B
2-A
1-A
3-D
3-A
3-A
3-A
3-A

1-E
2-E
1-E
3-E
3-D
3-B
3-C
3-B

1-C
1-B
1-B
2-B
1-A
4-B
3-A
2-A

1-A
1-A
1-B
2-B
1-A
4-A
3-A
2-A

1-B
1-A
1-B
2-B
1-A
4-A
3-A
2-A

1-B
1-A
1-A
2-D
1-A
4-A
3-A
2-A

1-E
1-E
1-E
2-E
1-C
4-B
3-C
2-B

1-A
1-A
1-A
1-A
1-A
2-A
4-A
1-A
4-A
2-A
2-A

1-C
1-C
1-C
1-D
1-D
2-E
4-D
1-D
4-E
2-E
2-C

1-C
1-B
1-C
1-C
1-D
2-E
4-D
1-D
4-E
2-E
2-C

1-C
1-A
1-C
1-B
1-C
2-D
4-B
1-B
4-C
2-C
2-B

1-B
1-B
1-C
1-E
1-E
2-E
4-C
1-B
4-B
2-C
2-B

1-A
1-A
2-A
1-A
1-A
2-A
3-A
1-A
4-A
2-A
2-A

1-C
1-C
2-C
1-D
1-D
2-E
3-D
1-D
4-E
2-E
2-C

1-C
1-B
2-C
1-C
1-D
2-E
3-D
1-D
4-E
2-E
2-C

1-C
1-A
2-C
1-B
1-C
2-D
3-B
1-B
4-C
2-C
2-B

1-B
1-B
2-C
1-E
1-E
2-E
3-C
1-B
4-B
2-C
2-B

1-A
2-A
2-A
1-B
1-B
1-B
3-A
2-A
2-A
1-A
1-A

1-B
2-D
2-B
1-C
1-C
1-C
3-B
2-B
2-D
1-D
1-B

1-B
2-D
2-B
1-C
1-C
1-C
3-B
2-B
2-D
1-D
1-B

1-B
2-C
2-B
1-B
1-B
1-C
3-B
2-B
2-C
1-C
1-B

1-B
2-C
2-C
1-E
1-E
1-E
3-C
2-B
2-B
1-B
1-B

1-A
2-A
3-A
1-C
1-C
2-C
3-A
2-A
4-A
2-A
2-A

1-C
2-D
3-C
1-D
1-E
2-E
3-C
2-C
4-E
2-E
2-C

1-C
2-B
3-C
1-C
1-D
2-E
3-D
2-D
4-E
2-E
2-C

1-C
2-A
3-C
1-B
1-C
2-D
3-B
2-C
4-C
2-C
2-B

1-B
2-C
3-C
1-E
1-E
2-E
3-C
2-B
4-B
2-C
2-B

1-A
2-A
3-A
1-C
1-C
2-C
4-A
2-A
4-A
2-A
2-A

1-C
2-D
3-C
1-D
1-E
2-E
4-C
2-C
4-E
2-E
2-C

1-C
2-B
3-C
1-C
1-D
2-E
4-D
2-D
4-E
2-E
2-C

1-C
2-A
3-C
1-B
1-C
2-D
4-B
2-C
4-C
2-C
2-B

1-B
2-C
3-C
1-E
1-E
2-E
4-C
2-B
4-B
2-C
2-B

3-B
3-A
4-A
2-A
2-A

3-C
3-C
4-E
2-D
2-E

3-C
3-D
4-E
2-E
2-E

3-D
3-C
4-B
2-C
2-D

3-D
3-C
4-B
2-C
2-D

3-B
3-A
4-A
2-A
2-A

3-C
3-C
4-E
2-D
2-E

3-C
3-D
4-E
2-E
2-E

3-D
3-C
4-B
2-C
2-D

3-D
3-C
4-B
2-C
2-D

2-B
3-A
2-A
1-A
2-A

2-B
3-B
2-C
1-C
2-D

2-B
3-C
2-C
1-D
2-D

2-C
3-C
2-B
1-C
2-C

2-C
3-B
2-B
1-B
2-C

3-B
3-A
4-A
2-A
2-A

3-C
3-C
4-E
2-D
2-E

3-C
3-D
4-E
2-E
2-E

3-C
3-C
4-A
2-B
2-D

3-D
3-C
4-B
2-C
2-D

3-B
3-A
4-A
2-A
2-A

3-C
3-C
4-E
2-D
2-E

3-C
3-D
4-E
2-E
2-E

3-D
3-C
4-B
2-C
2-D

3-D
3-C
4-B
2-C
2-D

4-A
2-A
4-A
2-A
5-A
1-A

4-B
2-D
4-A
2-D
5-D
1-C

4-D
2-C
4-D
2-E
5-D
1-D

4-B
2-B
4-B
2-B
5-B
1-B

4-A
2-C
4-C
2-C
5-B
1-C

4-A
2-A
4-A
2-A
5-A
1-A

4-B
2-D
4-A
2-D
5-D
1-C

4-D
2-C
4-D
2-E
5-D
1-D

4-B
2-B
4-B
2-B
5-B
1-B

4-A
2-C
4-C
2-C
5-B
1-C

3-A
3-A
3-A
2-A
4-A
2-A

3-A
3-C
3-A
2-C
4-D
2-C

3-D
3-C
3-D
2-D
4-D
2-D

3-B
3-B
3-B
2-B
4-B
2-B

3-A
3-C
3-C
2-C
4-B
2-C

4-A
2-A
3-A
2-A
5-A
1-A

4-A
2-C
3-A
2-C
5-E
1-D

4-D
2-C
3-D
2-E
5-E
1-E

4-B
2-B
3-B
2-B
5-B
1-B

4-A
2-C
3-C
2-D
5-B
1-D

4-A
2-A
3-A
2-A
5-A
1-A

4-A
2-C
3-A
2-C
5-E
1-D

4-D
2-C
3-D
2-E
5-E
1-E

4-B
2-B
3-B
2-B
5-B
1-B

4-A
2-C
3-C
2-D
5-B
1-D

4-A
5-A
4-A
5-A
3-A
2-A

4-C
5-C
4-E
5-D
3-B
2-B

4-C
5-C
4-D
5-C
3-B
2-B

4-C
5-C
4-D
5-C
3-B
2-B

4-E
5-E
4-E
5-E
3-C
2-C

4-A
5-A
4-A
5-A
2-A
3-A

4-C
5-C
4-E
5-D
2-B
3-B

4-C
5-C
4-D
5-C
2-B
3-B

4-C
5-C
4-D
5-C
2-B
3-B

4-E
5-E
4-E
5-E
2-C
3-C

2-A
3-A
2-A
3-A
2-A
3-A

2-B
3-B
2-C
3-C
2-B
3-B

2-B
3-B
2-C
3-C
2-B
3-B

2-B
3-B
2-C
3-B
2-B
3-B

2-D
3-D
2-D
3-D
2-C
3-C

3-A
4-A
3-A
4-A
2-A
3-A

3-C
4-C
3-E
4-D
2-C
3-B

3-B
4-B
3-D
4-D
2-B
3-B

3-B
4-B
3-D
4-C
2-B
3-B

3-E
4-E
3-E
4-E
2-D
3-C

3-A
4-A
3-A
4-A
3-A
2-A

3-C
4-C
3-E
4-D
3-C
2-B

3-B
4-B
3-D
4-D
3-B
2-B

3-B
4-B
3-D
4-C
3-B
2-B

3-E
4-E
3-E
4-E
3-D
2-C

2-A
2-A

2-B
2-C

2-B
2-C

2-C
2-E

2-B
2-B

2-A
2-A

2-B
2-C

2-B
2-C

2-C
2-E

2-B
2-B

2-A
2-A

2-B
2-B

2-B
2-B

2-C
2-D

2-B
2-B

2-A
2-A

2-B
2-C

2-B
2-C

2-C
2-D

2-B
2-B

2-A
2-A

2-B
2-C

2-B
2-C

2-C
2-E

2-B
2-B
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COMPARATIVE COLOUR CODING

Absolute and
Relative
Likelihood of
Occurrence
(Probability)
Absolute and
Relative
Consequences

Extremely Low

Low

Moderate

High

1

2

3

4

5

Less Likely

or
Slightly Less

or
Similar

or
Slightly More

or
More Likely

Likely

Likelihood

Likely
(iv)

(v)

i – a or 1-A

ii – a or 2-A

iii – a or 3-A

iv – a or 4-A

v – a or 5-A

i – b or 1-B

ii – b or 2-B

iii – b or 3-B

iv – b or 4-B

v – b or 5-B

i – c or 1-C

ii – c or 2-C

iii – c or 3-C

iv – c or 4-C

v – c or 5-C

i – d or 1-D

ii – d or 2-D

iii – d or 3-D

iv – d or 4-D

v – d or 5-D

i – e or 1-E

ii – e or 2-E

iii – e or 3-E

iv – e or 4-E

v – e or 5-E

or

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Extremely High

Extremely Low (A)
or
Less Significant (a)
Low (B)
or
Slightly Less
Significant (b)
Moderate (C)
or
Similar (c)
High (D)
or
Slightly More
Significant (d)
Extremely High (E)
or
More Significant (e)
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Table 6.1.4-14
Summary of Absolute Rankings by Consequence and by Mine Component (A+ to B-)
BY CONSEQUENCE TYPE (ABSOLUTE RATINGS):
Option I

Option II

Option III

Option IV

Option V

Human Life
Water Quality
Fisheries
Wildlife / Biophysical
Operations

A+
B
BB+
B-

A+
BBB+
B-

A+
AAA
B+

A
BBB+
B-

A+
B
BB+
B-

OVERALL

B+

B

A-

B

B

Option I

Option II

Option III

Option IV

Option V

Open Pit
Tailings Storage Facility
Waste Rock Storage Area
Fisheries Compensation
Water and Tailings Management
Mill Site

A+
A
B
B+
BA

A
A
B
B+
BA

A+
A+
A
B+
AA+

A
AB
B+
B
A

A+
AB
B+
B
A

OVERALL

A-

B+

A

A-

A-

BY MINE COMPONENT (ABSOLUTE RATINGS):

Taseko Mines Limited
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b) Project Viability: Economic/Financial
The com parative econom ic viability of the five m ine developm ent plan options is exam ined
under this account. Unit cost per tonne of ore and the opportunity cost difference with the least
cost option are addressed. The com parative cost assessments (i.e., both unit cost and opportunity
cost) include costs associated with the fisheries compensation facilities for each option.
Unit Cost per tonne of ore
Unit cost per tonne over the econom ic life of a m ine plan is a key m easure of relative cost
efficiency of each of the five m ine development plan options. Unit cost is a key m easure of cost
efficiency because of the different output levels of 60,000 tonnes/day versus 90,000 tonnes/day
as well as the different operating periods of 24 years versus 21 years.
If the m ine plans were identical in term s of out put level and m ine life, then the com parison of
cost efficiency could be m ade on the basis of e ither aggregate costs or unit costs. The unit cost
includes all capital, operating, and reclam ation expenditures (including those associated with the
fisheries compensation facilities) for each option.
The unit cost per tonne is calculated on a presen t value (i.e., tim e value of m oney) basis under a
range of alternative discount rates. The techni cal calculation can be m ade in two alternative
ways. One m ethod is sim ply aggregate costs di vided by aggregate tonnage , with both costs and
tonnage discounted to present value. A second (equi valent) method is to discount all costs, then
re-express present value of costs as an annu ity (constant am ount per year) over the operating
period, and finally sim ply divide average
annual cost by average annual tonnage. All
expenditures are expressed in constant 1998 dollars, and for illustrative purposes, the unit cost
per tonne assum es a real, pre-tax discount
of 13.5%. (By com parison, B.C. and federal
governments frequently assum e a benchm ark discount rate of 8% real, pre-tax as representative
of the average rate-of-return on investment in the economy).
In Table 6.1.4-15, Option 3 has the lowest opera ting and capital costs ($8.39 per tonne) followed
by Option 4 ($9.25 per tonne), Option 2 ($9.73
per tonne), Option 5 ($10.33 per tonne) and
Option 1 ($10.54 per tonne). It is im portant to note that although changing the discount rate will
change the unit cost per tonne, it does not change the ranking of the Options from least costly to
most costly.
Table 6.1.4-15
Project Viability: Economic/Financial - Cost

Operating
Capital
Total

Option 1
5.91
4.63
10.54

Cost Per Tonne ($)
Option 2
Option 3
5.69
4.93
4.04
3.45
9.73
8.39

Option 4
5.40
3.84
9.25

Option 5
5.86
4.47
10.33

Opportunity Cost
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This efficiency criterion examines the difference in cost (including costs associated with fisheries
compensation facilities) relative to the least-co st option on an opportunity cost basis. The
opportunity cost represents "what is sacrificed" in econom ic value in com paring the lowest cost
option with other options.
The calculation procedure is one of first calcula ting the Net Present Value (NPV) of each option.
The next step is to then estim ate the "foregone value" or opportunity cost of each option by
subtracting the highest NPV from the NPV of each option.
The opportunity cost between the MDP options with the sam e level of output is essentially the
difference in present value of costs. The opportun ity cost of the smaller options (MDP #1 and 5),
however, is represented by two com ponents: the difference in cost for the "com mon tonnage"
(60,000 TPD), plus the foregone economic value of the unmined reserves.
The results of our opportunity cost calculations
at an eight-percent pre-tax discount rate are
indicated in Table 6.1.4-16. As the Table shows, th ere is an opportunity cost associated with
developing any option other than Option 3 w
ith that cost ranging from
approxim ately
$203,000,000 for Option 4 to $437,000,000 for Option 1. The opportunity cost of Options 1 and
5 (60,000 TPD) is significantly higher than that fo r Options 2 and 4 as a result of the foregone
economic value of the unmined reserves which would be permanently lost.
Table 6.1.4-16
Project Viability: Economic/Financial — Opportunity Cost

Increased cost
over least cost
option
Value of
foregone ore
reserves
Total

Increased Cost and Lost Economic Reserves ($)
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4
253,441,000 310,708,000
0
203,047,000

Option 5
234,253,000

183,084,000

0

0

0

183,084,000

436,525,000

310,708,000

0

203,047,000

417,337,000

c) Environm ent: Fisheries
This account documents the changes to stream and lake habitat that would occur as a result of the
development of each of the m ine developm ent pl an options, identifies the com pensatability of
lost habitat in each of the options and discusses mitigation efficiency.
Physical changes to stream/lake habitat
In assessing the potential physical changes to str eam and lake habitat, the num ber and nam e of
the prim ary watersheds involved, the length and
area of fish bearing stream s directly and
indirectly affected, and the area of lake habitat directly and indirectly affected were considered.
In determining the watershed affected, the m ost recent project layouts for Options 1 — 5 were
overlaid on the 1:20,000 TRIM base m aps for the area which has had watershed boundaries
added. The watershed boundaries delineated were:
  Fish Creek
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Slim Lake
Vick Lake
Tete Angela West Tributary
Tete Angela East Tributary

Table 6.1.4-17 provides the estimated areas (km 2) for each of the watersheds that are overlapped
by a m ine developm ent option. As the table shows, Options 1 and 2 affect three and four
watersheds respectively while Options 3, 4 and 5 each affect one watershed.
Table 6.1.4-17
Environment: Fisheries — Physical Changes to Stream and Lake Habitat
Physical Changes to Stream/Lake Habitat
(normal conditions)
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4

Option 5

Primary Watersheds Involved
Number
Name

3
Fish Creek
Tete Angela
Vick Lake

4
Fish Creek
Tete Angela
Vick Lake
Slim Lake

1
Fish Creek

1
Fish Creek

1
Fish Creek

7.4
7.9
15.3

5.5
8.6
14.1

.02
.02
.04

.01
.02
.03

Length of fish bearing streams affected (km)
Directly
Indirectly
Total

7.8
13
20.8

8.9
11.9
20.8

8.6
6.7
15.3

Area of fish bearing streams affected (km2)
Directly
Indirectly
Total

.02
.04
.06

.02
.03
.05

.02
.02
.04

Area of lake affected (km2)
Directly
.06
.38
1.18
.38
.07
Indirectly
.24
.28
0
.31
.22
Total
.30
.66
1.18
.69
.29
The amount of fish bearing habitat directly or indirectly affected by each m ine development is
provided in Table 6.1.4-17. These have been m easured off 1:240,000 scale maps with an overlay
of each option footprint. A direct im pact has b een defined as im pacts to all known fish bearing
stream segm ents that will be displaced by som e component of the m ine, i.e. open pit, tailings
pond, waste rock, overburden stock piles and low grad e ore piles. These m easurements have not
been made for habitat affected by access roads or transmission lines.
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Indirectly impacted fish bearing habitat are t hose areas where f lows will be signif icantly altered
by each m ine option but the stream channel will re main intact. This will include those stream s
that are downstream of areas where water will be diverted away f rom its norm al course or if
upstream stream segments are cut off from the m ain watershed or from connecting with habitats
that are required to support a critical component of a fishes life stage.
The length m easurements were calculated usi ng a m ap wheel. Areas are estim ated based on
average wetted widths of stream segments impacted as m easured during field surveys in August
and September of 1996 and 1997. Therefore the areas of habitat affected represent the habitat
available for the critical late summer rearing period.
In addition to the habitat discussed above,
the Taseko River downstream of the point of
extraction for make-up water and the conf luence of Fish Creek will be ef fected by a reduction in
flow. This would be considered an indirect effect of project developm ent. However, each of the
mine development plan options will require make-up water and there are insignificant differences
in the am ounts of water used by each option. Al so, the am ount of water extracted from the
Taseko River is for the most part, an insignificant amount of water. Therefore, the make-up water
used by each option was not included as a m easure of differences between the options as there is
virtually no difference between the options in terms of indirect effects.
As Table 6.1.4-17 illustrates, the analysis found th at Options 1 and 2 would have the greatest
effect on stream habitat as they affect three a nd four watersheds respectively while Options 3, 4
and 5 each affect one watershed. Option 3 has the greatest effect on lake habitat as it results in
the consumption of Fish Lake in its entirety. Op tion 5 has the least effect, by a sm all margin, on
fish and lake habitat overall.
Habitat Compensatability
Key to assessing the effect of the m ine development plan options on fisheries was determ ining
whether the habitat that would be affected or lo st could be com pensated for. This was assessed
from two perspectives; first, from the perspectiv e of being able to physically com pensate for or
recreate the habitat that was affected or lost and, secondly, from the perspective of com pliance
with the Department of Fisheries and Oceans principle of "no net loss".
To ascertain whether habitat af
fected was compensable, a qualitative assessm ent of the
probability of success of the com
pensation pl ans proposed for each of the options was
undertaken. The plan for each option contains all of the same elements:
Creation of impoundments as lake habitat and provide storage for water releases to enhance or
maintain creek habitat (spawning and juvenile rearing)
Deepening or raising levels of existing lakes to minimize the chance of depleted oxygen levels
both during under ice conditions in late winter and during the high production/warm water period
of summer.
Constructing stream channels that will transfer water from one lake to the next and to provide
for migration of adults and juveniles to and from spawning and rearing areas
Providing stream habitat including spawning areas and rearing areas that are suitable for use by
rainbow trout.
Options 1, 2, 4 and 5 all require some method of passing water from Fish Lake around the pit and
into the lower section of Reach 5 of Fish creek.
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All of the elem ents listed above have been used to enhance, restore existing fish habitat or to
compensate for habitat lost. There are m any examples of channels being built that subsequently
support fish. Reservoirs have been created to
store water and water releases have been
manipulated to the benefit of downstream
fish populations. Reservoirs have also been
successfully colonnaded by trout sp ecies. All of these aspects of the com pensation habitat could
be given an equal probability of success with in each option leaving the m easure of differences
between options to be the cost of constructing each option.
The aspect of greatest uncertainty is the water transport around the pit as required for Options 1,
2, 4 and 5. If this transport is only to move water the probability of success is high. However, if
the channel is required to transport f ish or if th e channel is to contain useable f ish habitat the
success becom es less certain with each increase
in com plexity. The probability of creating
channels around the pit that contain useable fish ha bitat and to move those channels every five to
seven years (i.e. four times over the life of the mine) have been rated here as having a high risk of
failure. The channel would have to exist and function in the middle of a very active industrial site
(i.e., regular blasting) and it takes several seasons for a new creek habitat to becom e seasoned to
the point where it is stable a nd producing food organism s for the fish that will be utilizing the
area.
As is evident from Table 6.1.4-18, all affected la ke and stream habitat can be com pensated for
and all five options m eet the Departm ent of Fish eries and Oceans principle of "no net loss". In
view of the findings, this account is not a discriminatory account.
Table 6.1.4-18
Environment: Fisheries — Habitat Compensatability
Habitat Compensatability
(normal conditions)
Ability to compensate for
affected lake habitat
Ability to compensate for
affected stream habitat
Satisfies Department of
Fisheries and Oceans
principle of "NO NET
LOSS"

Option 1
Yes

Option 2
Yes

Option 3
Yes

Option 4
Yes

Option 5
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Mitigation Efficiency
All options other than Option 3 have been designe d to satisfy the Departm ent of Fisheries and
Oceans Habitat Managem ent Policy. Satisfyi ng the Habitat Managem ent Policy involved
changing the location of the principal m ine components to avoid affecti ng Fish Lake. As such,
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the dif ference in cost between Option 3 and the other Options is the "m
itigation cost" or
additional cost incurred to satisfy the Habitat Managem ent Policy. As Table 6.1.4-19, the added
cost ranges from approximately $203,000,000 for Option 4 to $ 437,000,000 for Option 1 at the
general federal-provincial discount rate of 8% real, pre-tax.
Table 6.1.4-19
Environment: Fisheries — Mitigation Cost
Mitigation Cost ($) (normal conditions)
Mitigation cost
above leastcost option

Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
436,525,000 310,708,000 0

Option 4
Option 5
203,047,000 417,337,000

d) Environment: Water Quality
Government Water Quality Standards
As is evident in Table 6.1.4-20, all five options
during operation and post closure.

will m eet governm ent water quality standards

Table 6.1.4-20
Environment: Water Quality — Government Water Quality Standards
Compliance with Government Water Quality Standards
(normal conditions)
Option 1
Yes
Yes

During operations
Post-closure

Option 2
Yes
Yes

Option 3
Yes
Yes

Option 4
Yes
Yes

Option 5
Yes
Yes

Watersheds
As discussed in the Fisheries and illustrate
d in Table 6.1.4-21, Option 1 will affect three
watersheds, Option 2 will affect four watershe ds and Options 3, 4, and 5 will each affect one
watershed. All five options affect the Fish Creek watershed however, as noted above, government
water quality standards will be met by all Options.

Table 6.1.4-21
Environment: Water Quality - Watersheds
Watersheds Involved (normal conditions)
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Number
Name

Option 1
Option 2
3
4
Tete Angela Tete Angela
Fish Creek Fish Creek
Vick Lake
Vick Lake
Slim Lake

Option 3
1
Fish Creek

Option 4
1
Fish Creek

Option 5
1
Fish Creek

e) Environment: Air Quality
Table 6.1.4-22
Environment: Air Quality
No Information Received Pre 2000.
f) Environment: Wildlife Biophysical
The wildlife biophysical account exam ined and assessed ecosystem s, listed species, travel
corridors and migratory routes and key species and habitat for each of the five mine development
plan options.
Ecosystem Analysis
As Table 6.1.4-23 illustrates, one red-listed ecosyst em was identified in each of Options 1 and 2
while Options 3, 4, and 5 do not affect any identified rare ecosystems.
Table 6.1.4-23
Environment: Wildlife Biophysical — Ecosystem Analysis
Rare Ecosystems Affected (normal conditions)
Number
Type
Aerial extent affected (km2)

Option 1
1
Redlisted
0.44

Option 2
1
Redlisted
0.87

Option 3
0
-

Option 4
0
-

Option 5
0
-

-

-

-

Listed Species
There is the potential for the following red and blue listed species to occur in the study area.
Red (Chilcotin FD CDC Tracking List)
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American White Pelican

Blue Listed
 American Bittern
 Great Blue Heron
 Short-eared owl
 Swainson's Hawk
 Sandhill Crane
 Lewis' Woodpecker
 Long-billed Curlew
 Spotted Bat
 Wolverine
 Fisher
 Western Small-footed Myotis
 Fringed Myotis
 Townsend's Big-eared Bat
 Grizzly Bear
Although there is potential for the bird species id entified above to utilize the study area habitat at
some time during the year, there is little likeli hood of breeding and no record of occurrence to
date other than migratory records of blue herons feeding in the area.
Records of Fisher use in the area were obtaine d during winter surveys during 1998. Grizzly bears
are known to occur in low num bers in the im mediate vicinity and have been recorded at W asp
Lake and the surrounding southern portion of the study area. Bat inventory during the spring and
summer of 1998 indicate that it would be highly unlikely for the blue-listed bat species listed
above to occur in the area due to a lack of roos ting habitat, distance from potential hibernacula,
high elevations and cool tem peratures. Tabl e 6.1.4-24 sum marizes the num ber of listed species
that could occur in each mine development plan option.
Table 6.1.4-24
Environment: Biophysical — Listed Species
Potential Number of Listed species (#)
(normal conditions)
Red-listed
Blue-listed

Option 1
0
14

Option 2
1
14

Option 3
1
14

Option 4
1
14

Option 5
0
14

All five mine development options appear to have a roughly equal likelihood of use from the blue
listed species identified above. The only red-liste d species, the Am erican white Pelican, could
potentially use Fish Lake for feeding, but there are no known records for this species in the area
so any use is likely to be minimal. Consequently, red and blue listed species are not considered to
be a significant factor for mine site placement evaluation.
In addition to the red and blue listed species id entified above, there are ot her wildlife species of
management interest in the study area including:
Moose (feeding habitat and winter range)
Deer (winter range)
Bald Eagles, Osprey and other nesting raptors
Waterfowl
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Black Bear
Again, all mine development plan options appear to have a roughly equal likelihood of use from
the species of management interest identified above.
Travel corridors and migratory routes
The southern portion (Little Fish Lake and sout h) of the study area is well known as a travel
corridor for m oose, deer and bear (from the Tase ko Lake to the river through the forest towards
the numerous open wetlands and shallow water lakes).
It is also thought that Bighorn sheep use th e western boundary of the study area (below the
plateau) for traveling north and south along the
warm aspect slopes which have high forage
values (to and from adjacent escape terrain).
Noise f rom the proxim ity of Options 3, 4 and 5 to the southern corridors m ay have an initial
negative effect on travel use to the south (some animals may become accustomed to the noise and
continue to use the southern travel route). Table 6.1.4-25 summarizes the effect that the five mine
development plan options will have on travel corridors and migratory routes in the study area.
Table 6.1.4-25
Environment: Wildlife Biophysical — Travel Corridors and Migratory Routes
Travel corridors and migratory routes (normal conditions)
Number
Location
(watershed)
Type

Option 1
1
Tete Angels

Option 2
1
Tete Angela

Option 3
1
Fish Creek

Option 4
1
Fish Creek

Option 5
1
Fish Creek

Ungulate

Ungulate

Ungulate

Ungulate

Ungulate

Key Species and Habitat

Table 6.1.4-26
Environment: Wildlife Biophysical — Key Species and Habitat
Key species and habitat (normal conditions)
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Number of known raptor
nests
Rating of waterf owl habitat
directly affected
Rating of winter range
directly affected
Wetlands affected (km2)
Area of m ature and oldgrowth forest affected (km2)
Area of lakes affected (km2)
Area of shallow open water
affected (km2)

Option 1
1

Option 2
2

Option 3
1

Option 4
1

Option 5
1

Medium

Medium

High

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Low

1.61
4.79

2.12
9.27

4.22
8.49

3.52
9.12

1.32
8.47

0.07
0.01

0.24
0.01

1.05
0.02

0.02
0

0.06
0

g) Socio-econom ic: Economic
This account identifies and assesses the nature, m agnitude and significance of the differences in
employment, em ployment incom e and labour related governm ent incom e between the five
options during both construction and operations.
Estimates of em ployment, incom e and revenue were derived sequentially: em ployment figures
were estim ated f irst; incom e and benef its we re then estim ated based on person years of
employment and average wage figures; and reve nues were estim ated based on em ployment and
average income. Finally, spin-off em ployment figures were rounded to the nearest 25 jobs, and
income/revenue figures to the nearest million dollars.
Employment
Employment im pacts are frequently broken down into
direct im pacts, indirect im pacts and
induced im pacts. Direct em ployment essentially re fers the num ber of jobs or person-years of
employment at the minesite. Additional employment impacts result from purchases of goods and
services for m ine construction/operations (indir ect employment) and the spending of direct and
indirect labour incom e (induced em ployment). Indirect and induced im pacts are som etimes
combined and referred to as "spin-off" impacts.
Direct em ployment figures for each option in
the construction and operations phases were
provided by Taseko. Indirect and induced em ployment for each of the m ine development plan
options were estim ated at the local, provincial a nd national levels. These estim ates were based
on employment multipliers that indicate the number of indirect and induced jobs per direct job.
Estimates of spin-off employment at the local level (Williams Lake area) are based on multipliers
in British Columbia Local Area Economic Dependencies and Impact Ratios (Garry Horne and
Charlotte Powell, 1995). The ratio of local spin-o ff jobs to direct jobs was assum ed to be 0.63
for the operations phase, and 0.59 during construction.
At the provincial level, indirect and induced m ultipliers were derived f rom information provided
in Provincial Economic Multipliers and How to Use Them (Garry Horne and Charlotte Powell,
1996). For the operations phase, indirect
and induced m ultipliers of 1.135 and 1.065 were
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assumed, based on the average of
m ultipliers for the gold m ining and other m etal m ines
industries. For the construction phase, the i ndirect m ultiplier was assum ed to be 0.93 and the
induced multiplier was estimated at 0.77. These m ultipliers were based on figures for the "other
engineering construction" sector.
Estimates of indirect and induced em ployment at the national level were based on the estim ated
provincial im pacts and input-output analyses of other BC projects in recent years. For the
operations phase, this led to the assum ption of 1.42 indirect and 1.29 induced jobs in Canada for
each direct job in BC. W ith regard to th e constructions phase, em ployment m ultipliers were
assumed to be 1.16 and 0.93 for the operations and construction phases, respectively.
The total num ber of person years of em ployment associated with the construction phase ranges
from 2515 with Options 1 and 5 to 3285 for
Options 2, 3 and 4. Table 6.1.4-27 provides a
breakdown of the direct, indirect and induced pe rson years at the local, provincial and national
levels for the construction phase.
During operations, the annual number of jobs associated with the mine development plan options
range from Option 5 at 1345 to Option 2 at 2600. The other three options fall between the two
extremes with Option 1 creating 1475 jobs, Option 3 creating 2400 and Option 4 creating 2500.
Table 6.1.4-28 provides a breakdown of the annual direct , indirect and induced jobs at the local,
provincial and national levels for the m ineral extraction com ponent of the operations phase.
Table 6.1.4-29 shows the duration of the mineral extraction phase for each of the Options.
Employment Income and Benefits
Employment income and benefits for operations are estimated as the product of em ployment and
average earnings per year. Average earnings (incom e and benefits) estim ates for direct, indirect
and induced em ployment at the provincial and national level were m ultiplied by the num ber of
direct, indirect, and induced jobs at the local
, provincial and national level to calculate the
employment income and benefits during the construction and operations phases.
Employment income and benefits is directly rela ted to the em ployment tables as the sam e wage
rates were used for employment on all of the mine development plan options.
The total wages and benefits associated with the construction phase ranges from $124,000,000
with Options 1 and 5 to $162,000,000 with Op
tions 2, 3 and 4. Table 6.1.4-30 provides a
breakdown of the direct, indirect and induced in come and benefits at the local, provincial and
national levels for the construction phase.
During the operations phase, annual wages and be
nefits associated with the five m
ine
development plan options range from $70,000,000 for Option 5 to $136,000,000 for Option 2.
The other three options fall between the two extrem es with annual wages and benefits associated
with Option 1 totalling $78,000,000, with Opti on 3 totalling $127,000,000 and with Option 4
totalling $131,000,000. Table 6.1.4-31 provi des a breakdown of the annual direct, indirect and
induced income and benefits at the local, provincial and national levels for the operations phase.
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Table 6.1.4-27
Socio-economic: Economic — Construction Phase Employment
Construction Phase Employment (person years)
Option 1

Direct
Indirect
Induced
Total

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn.

815
475

0
900

0
325

1,060
625

0
1175

0
425

1,060
625

0
1175

0
425

1,060
625

0
1175

0
425

815
475

0
900

0
325

1,290

900

325

1,685

1175

425

1,685

1175

425

1,685

1175

425

1,290

900

325

Table 6.1.4-28
Socio-economic: Economic — Operations Employment
Operations Employment - Mineral Extraction Phase (# of jobs/year)
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn.

400
250
650

0
625
625

0
200
200

700
450
1150

0
1100
1100

0
350
350

650
400
1050

0
1025
1025

0
325
325

675
425
1100

0
1050
1050

0
350
350

365
230
595

0
570
570

0
180
180

Direct
Indirect/Induced
Total
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Table 6.1.4-29
Socio-economic: Economic — Mineral Extraction Phase
Mineral Extraction Phase
Option 1
24

Length (years)

Option 2
21

Option 3
21

Option 4
21

Option 5
24

Table 6.1.4-30
Socio-economic: Economic — Construction Phase Employment Income and Benefits
Construction Phase Employment Income & Benefits (total $ million)
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn.

47
22
69

0
40
40

0
15
15

61
28
90

0
53
53

0
19
19

61
28
90

0
53
53

0
19
19

61
28
90

0
53
53

0
19
19

47
22
69

0
40
40

0
15
15

Direct
Indirect/Induced
Total

Table 6.1.4-31
Socio-economic: Economic — Operations Employment Income and Benefits
Operations Employment Income & Benefits — Mineral Extraction Phase ($ million/year)
Option 1

Direct
Indirect/Induced
Total

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn

Local

Other
B.C.

Other
Cdn.

29
11
40

0
29
29

0
9
9

51
20
71

0
49
49

0
16
16

47
18
66

0
46
46

0
15
15

49
19
68

0
48
48

0
15
15

26
10
36

0
26
26

0
8
8
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Government Revenues Related to Labour
We have estim ated direct governm ent revenues per em ployee (operations) and per person year
(construction), as well as government revenues per indirect/induced employee. Total government
revenues in each Option are then estim
ated as the product of revenue per em
ployee and
employment for that Option.
Government revenues related to direct and sp
in-off labour include personal incom e taxes,
Workers' Com pensation prem iums and em ployer/employee contributions to Em ployment
Insurance and the Canada Pension Plan. Prelim inary estimates of government revenues related to
construction and operating labour. Other governm ent revenue sources will include corporate
income (including mining) taxes, sales and excise taxes and local property taxes.
Government revenues related to labour associat ed with the construction phase ranges from
$45,000,000 with Options 1 and 5 to $60,000,000 w
ith Options 2, 3 and 4. Table 6.1.4-32
provides a breakdown of the governm ent revenues re lated to direct, indirect and induced person
years at the local, provincial and national levels for the construction phase.
Table 6.1.4-32
Socio-economic: Economic — Government Revenues Related to Construction Labour
Government Revenues Related to Construction Labour ($ million)
(employment taxes and non-wage benefits (WCB, EI, CPP))

Direct
Indirect/Induced
Total

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

B.C.

B.C.

Cdn

B.C.

B.C.

Cdn

B.C.

Cdn.

8
6
15

16
29
45

8
6
15

8
6
15

16
29
45

7
5
11

12
22
34

7
5
11

Cdn
.
12
22
34

Cdn
.
16
29
45

During the operations phase, annual governm ent reve nues related to labour associated with the
five m ine developm ent plan options range from $25,000,000 for Option 5 to $50,000,000 for
Option 2. The other three options fall between
the two extrem es with annual governm ent
revenues related to labour associated with Option 1 totalling $28,000,000, with Option 3 totalling
$46,000,000 and with Option 4 totalling $48,000,000. Ta ble 6.1.4-33 provides a breakdown of
the direct, indirect and induced jobs at the local , provincial and national levels for the operations
phase.
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Table 6.1.4-33
Socio-economic: Economic — Government Revenues Related to Operations Labour
Sub-account: Government Revenues Related to Operations Labour ($ million annually)
(employment taxes and non-wage benefits (WCB, EI, CPP))
Option 1

Direct
Indirect/Induced
Total

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

B.C.

Other
Cdn.

B.C.

Other
Cdn

B.C.

Other
Cdn.

B.C.

Other
Cdn

B.C.

Other
Cdn.

4
3
7

7
14
21

7
5
12

13
25
38

7
5
12

11
23
34

7
5
12

12
24
36

4
3
6

6
13
19

h) Socio-econom ic: Community
The intent of this account was to identify and document the differences between the options in
terms of their effects on com munities in the study area. This account exam ines the effect of the
five m ine developm ent plan options on com munity stability, population, infrastructure and
services, and transportation. Again, the intent of the MAE was not to undertaken an im
pact
assessment in each of these areas but rather to attempt to identify differences between the options
in each of the areas.
Community Stability
In examining community stability as it relates to the operation of the various m ine development
plan options, we considered two factors — the length of the operations period and the operational
stability. As shown in Table 6.1.4-34, the length of the operations period for m ine development
plan Options 2, 3 and 4 would be 25 years while the operations period for Options 1 and 5 would
be longer at 28. The reason for the longer operati
ons phase was because of inefficiencies in
extracting the ore and, as a result, increased cost s. These factors reduced the operational stability
of the m ine and, as a result, could lead to temporary or prem ature perm anent shutdowns and
instability in study area communities.
Table 6.1.4-34
Socio-economic: Community — Community Stability
Community Stability
Likelihood of premature mine
closure (A is lowest, C highest)
Length of Operations Phase
(years)

Option 1
C

Option 2
B

Option 3
A

Option 4
B

Option 5
C

28

25

25

25

28

For the purpose of this analysis, we assum ed that operational stability was directly related to the
cost of production. As a result, Option 3, which ha s the lowest cost of production was deem ed to
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be the m ost stable during the operations period followed by options 4, 2, 5 and 1 in that order.
Therefore, although Options 1 and 5 had the longest mine life, it was also the least stable during
the operations period and would be less able to abso rb any price falls in ore prices, etc. Option 3,
as the m ost operationally stable would be in the best position to deal with com modity price
fluctuations.
The length of the operations period was im portant to certain stakeholders who felt that a sm aller
mine with fewer em ployees that operated for a longer period of tim e would be better for the
community. However, local residents are also ve ry familiar with the start-up, shutdown scenario
that m ines in the im mediate com munity and in other areas of the province have experienced.
Therefore, f or Options 1 and 5, the increased in stability associated with the sm aller m ine f ar
outweighs the benefits of a longer mine life.
Population
The construction and operations of any of the m ine developm ent plan options will result in a
population increase in the area. The size of the increase and the effect that it has on the
community will depend, in large part, on the situ
ation in the com munity at the tim e of the
construction and operation of the mine.
For the purpose of the Multiple Account Evaluation, our objective was to identify any differences
between the m ine developm ent plan options in term s of their potential effect on population
growth related to direct employment at the mine during construction and operations.
To identify the potential population increase associ ated with each mine development plan option,
we assum ed that one-third of the workers would come from the local area, one-third from the
region and the rem aining one-third would m ove to the study area. W e assumed a fam ily size of
approximately two people and m ultiplied the number of workers potentially m oving to the study
area by the fam ily size to arrive at the estim ated population increase. The potential increase was
then rounded to the nearest twenty-five. As Table 6.1.4-35 illustrates, the population increase
during construction ranges between 275 for Opti ons 1 and 5 to 350 for Options 2, 3, and 4.
During operations, the difference between Options 1 and 5 and Options 2, 3 and 4 was m
ore
notable with Option 5 experiencing the lowest potential population increase at 250 and Option 2
the highest potential population increase at 475.
Table 6.1.4-35
Socio-economic: Community — Regional Population
Regional Population Change (direct #)
Construction
Operations

Option 1
250
250
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Option 2
350
475

Option 3
350
425

Option 4
350
450

Option 5
275
250
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Community Infrastructure/Services
In exam ining the effect that the m ine deve lopment plan options would have on com munity
services, the objective once again was to identify a ny differences between the options rather than
to undertake an im pact assessm ent of any one option. As noted in the population section, the
actual impact of mine development will depend, in large part, on the situation in the com munity
at the tim e of construction and operation. For exam ple, if there has recently been notable outmigration, the effect will likely be less than if there has recently been notable in-migration.
The assessment of the potential effect on services and infrastructure was based on the population
estimates outlined above and on inform ation gathered from various service providers in the area.
The assessm ent found that although Options 1 and 5 would place less dem and on com munity
services and infrastructure as a result of th e smaller population increase, local area com munities
have the capacity to absorb the population increase that would be associated with any of the mine
development plan options. Recent problem s in the forestry and m ining sectors in the area have
resulted in som e out m igration. Adjustm ent will be required in certain areas (i.e., housing in
Alexis Creek) however; these are prim
arily in areas currently being addressed by the
communities. In addition, under any of the m
ine developm ent plan options, an increase in
population will result in an increased tax base fo r the area and this will help offset the costs
associated with providing any new services or infrastructure that m ay be required. (Table 6.1.436)
Table 6.1.4-36
Socio-economic: Community — Infrastructure and Services
Infrastructure Table
Not available pre 2000.

Transportation and Traffic
All five potential m ine development plan options will be accessed along the sam e route. Traffic
will travel along Highway 20 from Williams Lake to Hanceville and then along the W hite Water
Road to the Riverside Haul Road. Only two kilo meters of new road building will be required f or
the Prosperity Project.
There is however som e difference between the sm aller options (Options 1 and 5) and the larger
options (Options 2, 3 and 4) in term s of traffic volum es and frequency. Table 6.1.4-37 shows
peak and average traffic volum es for the constr uction and operations phases of each of the five
options. Peak construction traf fic will occur duri ng year two of construction and peak operations
traffic will begin during year 10 of operations.
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Table 6.1.4-37
Socio-economic: Community - Transportation
Transportation — One Way Vehicle Movements (#daily)
Option 1
Construction
Operations

60 peak
40 average
70 peak
56 average

Option 2
64 peak
43 average
93 peak
74 average

Option 3
64 peak
43 average
93 peak
74 average

Option 4
64 peak
43 average
93 peak
74 average

Option 5
60 peak
40 average
70 peak
56 average

As the Table shows, peak and average traffic dur ing construction is sim ilar for all five options.
Options 1 and 5 will have an average of 40 and peak of 60 one way vehicle m ovements per day
while Options 2, 3 and 4 will have an average of 42 and peak of 64 one way vehicle m ovements
per day.
During operations, the difference in traffic volum es between the sm aller and larger options is
more notable. Options 1 and 5 will have an av
erage of 56 and peak of 70 one way vehicle
movements per day during operations while Options 2, 3, and 4 will have an average of 74 and
peak of 93 one way vehicle movements per day during operations.
i) Socio-economic: Resource Use
Land Use
The five mine development plan options are situ ated on Crown Land currently used prim arily as
forested wildlife habitat. Trapping, guiding, agri culture, recreation and tourism all occur to a
limited extent in the area of the m ine development plan options but it does not appear that any
plan affects existing land use to a greater ex
tent than another. The Cariboo Land Use Plan
identifies perm itted land use in the study area.
As Table 6.1.4-38 illustrates, all five m ine
development plan options comply with the land use designation for the area.
Table 6.1.4-38
Socio-economic: Resource Use — Land Use
Land Use
Complies with CCLUP

Option 1
Yes

Option 2
Yes

Option 3
Yes

Option 4
Yes

Option 5
Yes

Agriculture
Agricultural activity in the area covered by the m ine development plan options includes grazing
and hay land. The project areas is used for su
mmer and fall grazing, prim arily from June to
October or Decem ber depending on the type of liv estock, or until snow covers the ground. All
five mine development plan options will affect rangeland and, as a result, drift fencing will be
required. Only Options 3, 4 and 5 will affect hay land.
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As is evident from Table 6.1.4-39, the amount of hay land affected by Options 3, 4 and 5 is the
same for all three options. This hay land is located in the area that will be covered by the tailings
pond for these Options.
Table 6.1.4-39
Socio-economic: Resource Use - Agriculture
Agriculture

Hay land lost (km2)
Rangeland lost (km2)
Rangeland (AUM's lost)
Drift fencing needed (km)

Option 1
0
2.83
106
12

Option 2
0
5.27
146
12

Option 3
0.25
5.49
22
6.8

Option 4
0.25
5.14
21
6.8

Option 5
0.25
3.93
16
7.0

In terms of the effect on rangeland, Option 3 results in the greatest loss of rangeland in term s of
area while Option 2 results in the greatest loss of Animal Unit Months. Option 1, which results in
the smallest area of rangeland being lost, also re sults in the second highest loss of Anim al Unit
Months.
Based on the information provided in Table 6.1.4-39, Options 3, 4 and 5 have less of an effect on
agriculture in the study area than do Options 1 and 2. However, agriculture in the area represents
a very small portion of the agricultural activity in the area and the effect of any of the options on
agriculture in the broader Cariboo Chilcotin area is negligible.
Forestry
Forests in the area are within the W illiams Lake Timber Supply area (TSA) and are adm inistered
by the Chilcotin Forest District of the BC Ministry of Forests with their headquarters in Alexis
Creek. The Williams Lake TSA covers about 4,870,000 hectares and has an annual allowable cut
of 3,810,000 cubic m eters per year. The proposed m ine developm ent site is within the interest
areas of Riverside Forest Products and the Forest Service's SBFEP. The effect of the five m ine
development plan options on m erchantable timber, annual allowable cut, m ean annual increment
and the forecast value of current, non-m
erchantable, im mature lodgepole pine stock was
assessed.
As Table 6.1.4-40 shows, Options 1 and 5 have the least effect on m erchantable tim ber while
Options 2, 3 and 4 have a greater effect w
ith Option 4 affected the largest am
ount of
merchantable tim ber. Sim ilarly, Options 1 and 5 have the least effect on m erchantable tim ber
while Option 3 has the greatest effect. In term
s of the effect on current, non-m erchantable,
immature, lodgepole pine growing stock, Option 2 has the greatest effect followed by Options 4,
5,1 and 3 in that order. Although the values estim ated in Table 3.6-40 m ay appear large, they
represent a very small percent (less than 0.1%) of the area of the Williams Lake TSA.
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Table 6.1.4-40
Socio-economic: Resource Use – Forestry
Option 1
Merchantable timber affected (m3) 195 717
Effect on Annual Allowable Cut
No effect
Mean annual increment lost (m3/yr) 2116
Forecast value of current, non6,064
merchantable, immature lodgepole
pine growing stock ($)

Option 2
262 920
No effect
2883
12,136

Option 3
258 708
No effect
3541
5,184

Option 4
288 885
No effect
3487
8,024

Option 5
204 824
No effect
2314
6,350

Recreation and Tourism
The Cariboo-Chilcotin, with its many front, mid and backcountry recreation features provides for
a variety of outdoor experiences for tourists
and recreationists. Many areas in the CaribooChilcotin, including the areas surrounding the five mine development plan options, offer a variety
of wilderness experiences including hiking, fi shing, wildlife viewing, cam ping, trail riding,
hunting, trapping, etc. However, although the opportunity to participate in these activities in the
area covered by the mine development plan options may be high, use is relatively low as the area
is, at m inimum, a two hour drive from W illiams Lake and the road conditions are often poor.
Equally as im portant is the fact that there are num erous alternative locations in the Cariboo
Chilcotin for tourists or recreationists to undert ake the activities that are undertaken in the m ine
development plan areas.
Users of the area have expressed concern about
potential noise, preservation of viewscapes,
increased access to the area and, in general, change to the wilderness character of the area. These
specific concerns are the sam e f or all Options and will be addressed in detail in the Project
Report for the preferred mine development plan.
The m ajor difference between the m ine developm ent plan options in term s of their potential
effect on recreation and tourism is that Options 1 and 2 involve two valleys — Fish Creek and
Tete Angela while Options 3, 4 and 5 are containe d within the Fish Creek Valley. As a result of
their containment in one valley, Options 3, 4 and 5 preserve the wilderness characteristics of the
Tete Angela Valley. Table 6.1.4-41 sum marizes the e ffect of the five m ine development options
on recreation and tourism.
Table 6.1.4-41
Socio-economic — Resource Use — Recreation, Tourism and Visual
Recreation, Tourism and Visual
Project area (km2)
Valleys involved
Activities affected

Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
25.3
36.8
32.2
Fish Creek
Fish Creek
Fish Creek
Tete Angela Tete Angela
Fishing
Various mid-back country activities
Guest lodge use
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Sport Fishing
One of the activities currently undert aken in the Fish Creek Valley is sport fishing at Fish Lake.
Although Fish Lake is not a destination of the s easoned sports fisher, it does attract m any return
visitors. Fish Lake is known for its high population of fish and the relative ease with which sports
fishers are able to have a successful day.
All five mine development plan options will af fect sports fishing at Fish Lake f or the duration of
the construction and operation period of the mine. For safety reasons, there will be no f ishing at
Fish Lake during the construction and operation of any on the m ine development plan options.
The m ain difference between the five m ine development plan options in term s of sport fishing
comes in the area of com pensation. With Option 3, Taseko would develop a sport fishery at Big
Onion Lake to replace the fishery that would be lost at Fish Lake. The compensation plans for the
other Options would not be as extensive as Fish Lake would be partially retained in Options 2
and 4 and fully retained in Options 1 and 5.
As Table 6.1.4-42 shows, the construction and opera tion of the Prosperity Mine would have no
effect on sport fishing overall in the Cariboo Chilco tin. The Table also shows that the experience
lost at Fish Lake during the construction and
operation of the Prosperity m ine is easily
replaceable in the Cariboo Chilcotin even without the developm ent of a sport fishery at Big
Onion Lake.
Table 6.1.4-42
Socio-economic: Resource Use — Sport Fishing
Sport Fishing
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Quality of experience in project area - Fish Lake/ compensation areas
During operations
After closure

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

High
High

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

High
High

High
High

High
High

High
High

High
High

High
High

Quality of experience in Cariboo/Chilcotin
During operations
After closure

High
High

High
High

Ability to replace lost activity in the area
During operations
After closure

High
High

High
High

Guiding and Trapping
Guiding and trapping activities are undertaken in
the area covered by all five of the m
ine
development plan options and, as such, any of the m ine developm ent plan options will affect
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guiding and trapping to som e degree. As Ta ble 6.1.4-43 and Table 6.1.4-44 show, the num ber of
guiding and trapping territories directly and indir ectly affected by the m ine development options
are the sam e for each Option. A line or area was deem ed to be directly affected if it fell within
the actual footprint of the mine site and indirectly affected if it was not within the actual footprint
but immediately adjacent to it. However, as Op tions 3, 4 and 5 are contained within one valley,
they may have less of an effect on guiders and trappers than do Options 1 and 2, which involve
two valleys. The concerns that guiders and tra ppers have relating to the developm ent of the
Prosperity mine will be addressed in the Project Report.
Table 6.1.4-43
Socio-economic: Resource Use - Trapping
Trapping Lines in Project Area (#)
Direct
Indirect
Total

Option 1
3
1
4

Option 2
3
1
4

Option 3
1
3
4

Option 4
1
3
4

Option 5
1
3
4

Option 4
1
3
4

Option 5
1
3
4

Table 6.1.4-44
Socio-economic: Resource Use - Guiding
Guiding Territories in Project Area (#)
Direct
Indirect
Total

Option 1
2
2
4

Option 2
2
2
4

Option 3
1
3
4

First Nations: Socio-economic
There was little participation in the Multiple Account Evaluation process by local First Nations
due to a com bination of factors including other commitments, the tim e required to establish and
develop relationships between the com pany a nd First Nation' s com munities and other local
issues.
To date, Taseko has spent considerable tim
e discussing the term s of the First Nations
involvement in the study process and the company is still attempting to resolve that issue. Taseko
recognizes that all five m ine developm ent options are located in the traditional territory of the
Tshilqotin National Government and that the Eskete mc First Nation claim also covers part of the
area covered by the m ine development plan options. Taseko will continue to work with the First
Nations involved to ensure that negative proj
ect effects are m inimized and positive effects
enhanced to the extent possible with any of the mine development plan options.
Based on the inform ation available, it appears that from a socio-econom ic perspective the effect
on First Nation' s com munities will be generally the sam e f or all options. As with the broader
study area com munity, the Options that have lower overall costs will result in increased
operational stability and are preferable from
a com munity perspective (Table 6.1.4-45).
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Population increase associated with the project (Table 6.1.4-46) will vary from com munity to
community and will be assessed, to the extent possible in the Project Report.
Table 6.1.4-45
First Nations: Socio-economic — Community Effects (Community Stability)
Community Stability

Likelihood of premature mine closure
(A is lowest, C highest)
Length of Operations Phase
Potential for Band members to return to
their home communities during
construction/operations

Option Option Option Option Option
1
2
3
4
5
C
B
A
B
C
28
years
High

25
years
High

25
years
High

25
years
High

28
years
High

Table 6.1.4-46
First Nations: Socio-economic — Community Effects (Population and Infrastructure)
Population and Infrastructure
Population change
Ability of community
infrastructure to handle
population increase

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

There will be em ployment and econom ic opportun ities for First Nation' s individuals in all
Options (Table 6.1.4-47). As a result, there will be the opportunity with all Options for First
Nations Band m embers who have left the area b ecause of econom ic conditions in the area to
return to their home communities.
Although the effects of each of the mine development plan options is expected to be sim ilar for
each of the First Nations com munities, the effects may be different for the different Bands in the
study area. This will be assessed, to the extent possible, in the Project Report.


Table 6.1.4-47
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First Nations: Socio-economic - Community Effects (Jobs, Income, Economic Opportunity)
Jobs, Income, Economic Opportunity
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Construction/operations jobs There will be employment and economic opportunities for
available to local First
First Nations individuals in all Options.
Nations individuals
Potential employment
Current with employment standards of the day
income
Opportunities for joint
ventures/economic
development
j) First Nations: Culture and Heritage
Archeology and Traditional Use
All projects have the potential to affect archaeological resources and traditional use in the project
area. Preliminary archaeology and traditional use st udies covering a part of the project area were
undertaken in 1993. Taseko is currently in the process of confirm
ing and com pleting the
information gathered in the archaeology study and is discussing with local First Nations the best
means through which to address traditional use.
The preliminary studies, which covered only a por tion of the Fish Creek Valley and none of the
Tete Angela Valley, identified a num ber of arch aeological sites in the Fish Creek Valley study.
As well, the traditional use study identified a vari ety of traditional use activities occurring in the
area studied including hunting, tra pping, fishing, berry and plant harvest areas, aesthetically
pleasing areas, haying and grazing land, and cabin areas (Table 6.1.4-48 and Table 6.1.4-49).
Although it is evident from previous studies and pr eliminary discussions with area First Nations
that the project will have some effect on archaeological sites and traditional use, it is unlikely that
the effect will differ significantly between the five mine development plan options.
Table 6.1.4-48
First Nations: Culture and Heritage - Archaeology
Archaeology
Option 1
Identified sites in project
area (#)
Table 6.1.4-49
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First Nations: Culture and Heritage — Traditional Use
Traditional Use
Option 1
Activities in
project area

Option 2

Option 3

Hunting, trapping, fishing &
cabin areas, aesthetically
pleasing areas, berry and plant
harvest areas in the Fish Creek
Valley.
Activities in the Tete Angela
Valley to be identified

Option 4

Option 5

Haying and grazing, hunting, trapping, fishing
& cabin areas, aesthetically pleasing areas,
berry and plant harvest areas in the Fish
Creek Valley

Aboriginal Rights/Claims
All five mine development plan options are within the traditional territory of the Tshilqot’in First
Nations, Esketemc First Nation and Cariboo Tribal Council Bands. Table 6.1.4-50 identifies the
First Nations Bands and organizations who have identified the study area as being part of their
traditional territory.
Table 6.1.4-50
First Nations: Culture and Heritage — Traditional Territory
Traditional Territory
Option 1
First Nations
Nemiah
with traditional Stone
territory in the TNG
project area
Esketemc
Canoe
Cariboo
Tribal
Council

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Nemiah
Stone
TNG
Esketemc
Canoe
Cariboo
Tribal
Council

Nemiah
Stone
TNG
Esketemc
Canoe
Cariboo
Tribal
Council

Nemiah
Stone
TNG
Esketemc
Canoe
Cariboo
Tribal
Council

Nemiah
Stone
TNG
Esketemc
Canoe
Cariboo
Tribal
Council

6.1.4.4 Final Results
After completing the analysis of all of the Multiple Account Evaluation accounts, it was
determined that the following accounts differentiated between the options:







Environment: Fisheries (Physical Changes to Stream and Lake Habitat)
Environment: Water Quality (Watersheds)
Environment: Wildlife Biophysical (Ecosystem Analysis)
Socio-economic: Economic (Employment, Income and Benefits, Government Revenues)
Socio-economic: Community (Community Stability)
Socio-economic: Resource Use (Sport Fishing)
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 First Nations: Community (Community Stability)
 Project Viability: Technical/Environmental (Risk Assessment)
 Project Viability: Financial/Economic (Cost per tonne, Opportunity Cost)
Table 6.1.4-51 presents the data related to these accounts for the five mine development plan
options.
Once the differences between the Options in these accounts were examined more closely, it was
determined that:
 Options 1 and 2 affect more than one watershed
 Option 3 is the safest of five safe options
 Option 3 will create the best recreational fishery
 The larger projects (Options 2, 3 and 4) will have the greatest economic benefits for the local
area, British Columbia and Canada
 Options 1 and 5 result in 17.4% of the economic reserve being left in the ground and
permanently lost
 Options 3 and 4 have the lowest total cost
 Option 3 offers the highest degree of operational stability because of its favorable economics
Based on the above, it was determined that Options 3 and 4 have significant advantages over
Options 1, 2 and 5 in the areas of environmental effects, economic criteria and project safety.
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Table 6.1.4-51
Summary Table
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Number of watersheds involved
Names of watersheds involved

3
Fish Creek
Tete Angela
Vick Lake

1
Fish Creek

1
Fish Creek

1
Fish Creek

Length of fish bearing streams affected
(km)
Area of fish bearing streams affected
(km2)
Area of lake affected (km2)
Number of rare ecosystems affected
Type of rare ecosystem affected
Aerial extent of rare ecosystem affected
(km2)
Construction employment (person years)
Construction income and benefits ($
million)
Government revenues related to labour
during construction ($ million)
Operations employment (annual)
Operations income and benefits ($
million annual)
Government revenues related to labour
($ million annual)
Likelihood of premature mine closure
(A is lowest, C highest)
Length of Operations Phase (years)

20.8

4
Fish Creek
Tete Angela
Vick Lake
Slim Lake
20.8

15.3

15.3

14.1

.06

.05

.04

.04

.03

.30
1
Red-listed
.44

.66
1
Red-listed
.87

1.18
0
-

.69
0
-

.29
0
-

2515
124

3285
162

3285
162

3285
162

2515
124

45

60

60

60

45

1475
78

2600
136

2400
127

2500
131

1345
70

28

50

46

48

25

C

B

A

B

C

28

25

25

25

28
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Cost per tonne ($) Capital & Operating
Opportunity Cost ($)
Risk Assessment
Quality of fishing experience in project
area during operations
Quality of fishing experience in project
area after closure
Quality of fishing experience in Cariboo
Chilcotin during operations
Quality of fishing experience in Cariboo
Chilcotin after closure
Ability to replace lost fishing activity
during operations
Ability to replace lost fishing activity
after closure
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Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

10.54
436,525,000
B+
Low

9.73
310,708,000
B
Low

8.39
0
A+
High

9.25
203,047,000
B
Low

10.33
417,337,000
B+
Low

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High
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6.1.5 Selection of the Preferred Mine Development Plan Option
The categories from Table 6.1.4-51 were analyzed in light of environmental sensitivity, socio
economic impact and project viability. The results with least environmental impact, and the
greatest socio economic benefit and project viability were highlighted in Table 6.1.52 Results
clearly indicated that Options 3 & 4 were the most desirable. Results from Table 6.1.5-52 were
then summarized into Environmental, Socio Economic and Project Viability in Table 6.1.5-53.
Table 6.1.5-52
Preferred Options 3 & 4 from the Summary Table
Parameter

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Number of watersheds involved

3

4

1

1

1

Names of watersheds involved

Fish Creek

Fish Creek

Fish Creek

Fish Creek

Fish Creek

Tete Angela

Tete Angela

Vick Lake

Vick Lake
Slim Lake

Length of fish bearing streams affected
(km)

20.8

20.8

15.3

15.3

14.1

Area of fish bearing streams affected (km2)

0.06

0.05

0.04

0.04

0.03

Area of lake affected (km2)

0.3

0.66

1.18

0.69

0.29

1

1

0

0

0

Red-listed

Red-listed

-

-

-

Aerial extent of rare ecosystem affected
(km2)

0.44

0.87

-

-

-

Construction employment (person years)

2515

3285

3285

3285

2515

Construction income and benefits ($
million)

124

162

162

162

124

Government revenues related to labour
during construction ($ million)

45

60

60

60

45

1475

2600

2400

2500

1345

Operations income and benefits ($ million
annual)

78

136

127

131

70

Government revenues related to labour ($
million annual)

28

50

46

48

25

Likelihood of premature mine closure (A is
lowest, C highest)

C

B

A

B

C

Length of Operations Phase (years)

28

25

25

25

28

10.54

9.73

8.39

9.25

10.33

436,525,000

310,708,000

0

203,047,000

417,337,000

B+

B

A+

B

B+

Number of rare ecosystems affected
Type of rare ecosystem affected

Operations employment (annual)

Cost per tonne ($)
Opportunity Cost ($)
Risk Assessment
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Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Quality of fishing experience in project area
during operations

Low

Low

High

Low

Low

Quality of fishing experience in project area
after closure

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

Quality of fishing experience in Cariboo
Chilcotin during operations

High

High

High

High

High

Quality of fishing experience in Cariboo
Chilcotin after closure

High

High

High

High

High

Ability to replace lost fishing activity
during operations

High

High

High

High

High

Ability to replace lost fishing activity after
closure

High

High

High

High

High

Table 6.1.5-53
Preferred Options 3 & 4 Condensed from the Summary Table 6.1.5-52
MINE OPTIONS

DISCRIMINATING ACCOUNTS
1

2

3

ENVIRONMENT
* Physical Changes to Stream
* Physical Changes to Lake
* Number of Watersheds
* Wildlife Biophysical
SOCIO - ECONOMIC
Employment
Income & Benefits
Government Revenues
Community Stability
PROJECT VIABILITY
* Risk Assessment ( Technical/Environment)
* Economic
* Increased Cost & Lost Economic Revenue
* Key Indicators
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Preliminary Assessment of the MAE Process
 Option 1 and 2 affect more than 1 watershed
 Option 3 is the safest
 Option 3 will create the best recreational fishery
 Option 2, 3 & 4 have the greatest economic benefits for B.C. and Canada
 Options 1 & 5 leave a portion of the economic reserve undeveloped
 Options 3 & 4 have the lowest total cost
Preliminary Outcome
 Options 3 & 4 have significant advantages over 1, 2 & 5 in the areas of environmental
effects, Socio-economic criteria and project viability.
Final Analysis
A risk assessm ent (Project Risk Assessm ent – Knight and Piesold Ltd. - Appendix D) was
undertaken as part of the Multiple Account Eval uation of the Prosperity Mine. The objective of
the risk assessment was to provide a rational basis for com parison of the five m ine development
options in terms of likelihood of occurrence of potential failure modes and their consequences on
human life, water quality, fisherie s, wildlife bio-physical and operations. The com parative risk
assessment was lim ited prim arily to the technical constraints f
or possible f ailure m odes
associated with the five potential Mine Development Plans.
The assessment was further lim ited to the follo wing components, omitting the transportation and
transmission line corridors and their associated risk s: Open pit, Tailings storage f acility, Waste
Rock storage areas, Fisheries Com pensation F acilities, W ater and Tailings Managem ent and
Distribution, and Mill Site.
In a previous section, Table 6.1.4-14 provided the summary of risk assessment results for the five
mine development plan options. For the purpose of the final analysis, Options 3 & 4 were only
shown as the risk assessm ent work is being used to select the safest m ine option in light of these
failure modes. Table 6.1.5-54 clearly indicates that Option 3 exceeds Option 4 in light of the risk
analysis and as a result is selected as the option that addresses safety, environm
ental, socioeconomic, technical and project viability criteria.
Figure 6.1.5-13 illustrates the key components of the Option 3 design. These components
include the mine access road, the power line, open pit, waste and low grade stock piles, tailing
area.

Table 6.1.5-54
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Summary of Absolute Rankings by Consequence and by Mine Component (A+ to B-)
BY CONSEQUENCE TYPE (ABSOLUTE
RATINGS):
Option
III

Option
IV

Human Life
Water Quality
Fisheries
Wildlife / Biophysical
Operations

A+
AAA
B+

A
BBB+
B-

OVERALL

A-

B

Option
III

Option
IV

Open Pit
Tailings Storage Facility
Waste Rock Storage Area
Fisheries Compensation
Water and Tailings Management
Mill Site

A+
A+
A
B+
AA+

A
AB
B+
B
A

OVERALL

A

A-

BY MINE COMPONENT (ABSOLUTE RATINGS):

Figure 6.1.5-13
Option 5 General Arrangement
Figure 6.1.5-13 illustrates the key components of
the Option 3 design. These components include
the mine access road, the power line, open pit,
waste and low grade stock piles, tailing area and
plant site along with the Taseko River and
adjoining lakes.
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6.2.

SELECTING THE PREFERRED TRANSMISSION LINE CORRIDOR

6.2.1

Introduction

This section docum ents the reconnaissance-level assessm ent and evaluation of transm ission line
corridor options, and the selection of the preferred option, for providing el ectrical power to the
Prosperity Project m ine site. Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 describe the corridor options and the
criteria used to evaluate them . Section 6.2.4 outlines the first step of the evaluation process that
reduced the num ber of options from nine to tw o, and identified Option 6 as preferred. Section
6.2.5 compares Options 6 and 9 through the applica tion of additional environm ental criteria and
identifies concerns related to Option 6. Sec
tion 6.2.6 discusses, in detail, four specific
environmental concerns with Option 6 and how they can be m itigated or otherwise m anaged.
Section 6.2.7 weighs the effect of the additional environmental considerations against the other
selection criteria, and confirms Option 6 as the preferred corridor.
6.2.2

Description of Transmission Line Corridor Options

Based on map studies, nine potential corridor options were identified (Figure 6.2- 14).
Option 1: Powell River to Prosperity Mine Site 138 kV T/L
Option 1 is approximately 210 km in length, beginning at the 138 kV substation at Powell River.
The corridor proceeds in a north easterly directi on and at approximately the halfway point passes
over the Coast Mountains, approaching elevations of 2,500 m . Virtually none of the corridor is
accessible, defined as the length or percentage of the corridor that can be reasonably accessed
from good existing roads via a rough bladed constr uction track down the right of way (i.e. roads
within a short distance of the corridor that could be connected to the corridor without the need for
extensive work and tree removal), and most of it is in terrain characterized as “rough” (defined as
steep side hills with intervening creeks and ri vers and num erous slide areas) and “very rough”
(defined as “rough” terrain with the added diffi culties of winding valleys, heavy snow packs, or
exposed routes through high mountain passes).
Option 2: Tyax Lake 69 kV Substation to Prosperity Mine Site
Option 2 is approximately 94 km in length and begins at the 69 kV Tyax Lake substation located
on the north-western shore of Carpenter Lake. Th e corridor proceeds in a northerly direction and
is accessible for the first 26 km. The corridor then veers to the northwest, curving to the south of
Dash Hill for the remaining 68 km. The first 51 km of the corridor reaches elevations of 2,100 m
and covers terrain characterized as “m edium” (d efined as rolling with gullies and/or som e side
hills) and “m edium-rough” (defined as following valley side hills with intervening creeks and
rivers as well as defined slide paths). The terra in for the rem aining 43 km is “easy” (defined as
flat or gently rolling).
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FIGURE 6.2-14
Alternate Transmission Line Routes

FN RESERVE

OPTION 9

OPTION 8

OPTION 7
PRIVATE LAND
OPTION 6

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

OPTION 5
PROTECTED AREA
OPTION 4

OPTION 3

Option 3: Bridge River to Prosperity Mine Site 230 kV T/L (via Carpenter Lake)
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Option 3 is 142 km long and originates at the Bri dge River 230 kV substation in the Slosh Indian
Reserve. The corridor stretches northeast to the eastern side of Carpenter Lake and passes over
the Terzaghi Dam . The terrain for the first 20 km of the route is “very rough.” The corridor
continues northwest, passing Tepee Mountain, and th en veers between Red Hill and Dash Hill.
At this point, it enters the Big Creek South Chilc otin Provincial Park, designated as a Protected
Area in the Cariboo-Chilcotin Land-Use Plan (CCL UP). The corridor travels approxim ately 24
km through the Park and em erges north of Anvil M ountain. The terrain for the last 44 km of the
route is “easy.” Fifty percent of the corridor is currently accessible.
Option 4: Bridge River to Prosperity Mine Site 230 kV T/L (via Yalakom River)
Option 4 is 142 km long and follows a sim ilar r oute to Option 3 for the first 11 km from the
Slosh Indian Reserve to the Terzaghi Dam. Here the corridors separate and Option 4 heads north
to the Yalakom River. Just south of Poison Mountain, the corridor heads west until it again
overlaps with Option 3 to enter the Big Creek S outh Chilcotin Provincial Park. From here, the
two corridors continue to the Prosperity m ine site along the sam e path. The terrain is “very
rough” for the first 17 km and “rough” for the fo llowing 52 km. The remaining 73 km alternates
between “easy” and “medium/rough” terrain. The corridor is accessible for 41% of its length.
Option 5: Kelly Lake to Prosperity Mine Site 230 kV T/L
Option 5 is 146 km long and originates at the Kelly Lake substation, southwest of Clinton, on the
Clinton Indian Reserve. The first 17 km of the corridor parallels the existing BC Hydro ROW
and then turns west to cross the Fraser River north of the High Bar Indian Reserve. The corridor
turns gradually northwest and cuts between Red Mountain and Poison Mountain. It crosses
Churn Creek before passing through approxim ately 20 km of the Big Creek South Chilcotin
Provincial Park and joining the same corridor as Options 3 and 4. Most of the terrain covered by
Option 5 is “m edium” and “m edium/rough.” The fi rst 73 km of the corridor, equivalent to 50%
of the total length, is accessible.
Option 6: Dog Creek to Prosperity Mine Site 230 kV T/L
Option 6 is 124 km long and begins near Dog Creek at a proposed switching station to be
constructed as part of the Prosperity project. The switching station would tap off from the 230
kV transmission line located within the existing BC Hydro 500/230 kV ROW . The corridor does
not follow a specific access route, but the entire ar ea is networked by logging roads. W est of the
Fraser River, the corridor passes to the south of the Junction Sheep Range, a Protected Area. The
corridor veers gradually to the northwest, join ing the access road heading towards Big Creek.
Once past Tilton Creek, the corridor turns west until it passes Mons Lake to the south. The
corridor then heads southwest, passing W illan La ke to the south and Kloakut Lake to the
northwest. The remaining 16 km to the mine site does not follow existing access corridors. The
terrain can be sum marized as: 5 km “medium/rough”, 28 km “medium”, and 91 km “easy.” The
corridor overlaps private land and several fish-bear ing streams, and is accessible for 87% of its
length.
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Option 7: Soda Creek to Prosperity Mine Site 230 kV T/L (via Big Creek)
Option 7 is 168 km long and originates at BC H ydro’s Soda Creek Substation. The first 41 km
heads south, paralleling the existing BC Hydro ROW past Williams Lake. At the municipality of
Springhouse, the corridor veers to the west and cro
sses the Fraser River. It then intercepts
Highway 20 at Riske Creek. From here, the corri dor travels south over “very rough” terrain and
crosses the Chilcotin River at Farwell Canyon. The corridor veers sharply southwest near the
Junction Sheep Range and joins the sam e corridor as Option 6 on an access road to Big Creek.
Most of the terrain covered by the corridor is “easy.” The corridor is accessible for 83% of its
length and crosses both private land and several fish-bearing streams.
Option 8: Soda Creek to Prosperity Mine Site 230 kV T/L (via Highway 20)
Option 8 begins at the Soda Creek Substation a nd is 175 km long. The corridor follows the same
route as Option 7 until it intercepts Highway 20 at Riske Creek. From here the corridor f ollows
Highway 20 to just east of Lees Corner where it crosses the Chilcotin River over “rough” terrain.
The corridor then follows existing access roads to Fish Lake. The corridor overlaps private land
and several fish-bearing streams, and is 83% accessible.
Option 9: Soda Creek to Prosperity Mine Site 230 kV T/L (North Route)
Option 9 is 145 km long and also begins at the Soda Creek Substation. It crosses the Fraser
River 5 km southwest of the substation and bypasses the Military Training Zone, covering “easy”
and “medium” terrain. Approxim ately 70 km from the substation, the corridor crosses Highway
20, joins corridor 8 just north of Hanceville, cro sses the Chilcotin River and continues to the
mine site via various access roads. The corridor is accessible for 89% of its length and overlaps
private land and several fish-bearing streams.
6.2.3

Evaluation Criteria

Each corridor option was evaluated against a number of criteria. As directed by the Guide to the
BC Environmental Assessment Process, the scope of the evaluation encom
passed: (a)
technical/engineering difficulty, (b) cost estim ates, (c) socio-econom ic features and effects and
(d) environm ental features and effects. W ithin each of these categories, specific evaluation
criteria were identified as discussed below.

Technical/Engineering Criteria
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The preferred corridor should:
 Begin at a BC Hydro or Independent Power
Producer supply point with sufficient load
capacity to m eet the needs of the project. Th is may consist of a high voltage substation, a
switching station, or just an approved inte
rconnecting transm ission line. High voltage
supplies in the project area are 69 kV, 138 kV , 230 kV, and 500 kV. However, due to the
long distances involved, excessive line losse s elim inate the use of 69 kV and 138 kV
transmission lines.
 Avoid difficult or unstable terrain, elevati ons exceeding 2,000 m , high m ountain ridges and
peaks, large bodies of water and areas with a high degree of marshland.
Cost Criterion
The preferred corridor should:
 Minimize the econom ic costs of the transm ission line, consisting of both construction costs
(including the costs of the substation and/or switching station) and operating costs.
The Guide to the BC Environmental Assessment Process identifies ten components to be included
in an assessment of environment, resources and land uses: clim ate and air quality; hydrology and
water quality; soils, terrain and natural hazards; vegetation; wildlife resources; aquatic resources;
recreation and tourism resources; forest res ources; agricultural resources; and, m ining and
petroleum resources. Som e components are appropr iate for the definition of a specific right-ofway within a three kilom eter-wide corridor whereas others are appropriate for a reconnaissancelevel evaluation of corridor options. Six of the ten components were considered appropriate to
corridor selection. Applied to the study area,
these six com ponents generated a num ber of
specific evaluation criteria as follows:
Socio-Economic Criteria
The preferred corridor should:
 Comply with existing land-use zones, includi ng protected and recreation areas, such as
Provincial Parks and various CCLUP-designated zones, in order to respect the planning
initiatives of local residents and the BC government;
 Minimize overlap with surface and subsurface land tenures, such as private land, in order to
avoid impinging on existing landholdings;
 Minimize overlap with agricultural resources , as indicated by the am
ount of land in
Agricultural Land Reserves (ALRs). Land is
designated as ALR in recognition of its
potential or realized value as agricultural land;
 Consider land-use plans, such as forestry harves t plans, in order to respect the future land-use
activities;
Environmental Criteria
The preferred corridor should:
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Minimize the length of the corridor to reduce the area of environmental disturbance.
Maximize the percentage of the corridor accessibl e from existing roads. Accessibility can be
defined in two ways: (a) the percentage of the corridor accessible from good existing roads
via a rough, bladed construction track down the RO W (i.e. roads within a short distance of
the corridor that could be connected to the co rridor without the need for extensive work and
tree removal); and (b), the ratio of the total length of roads in the corridor to the total length
of the corridor itself. Higher accessibility us es land m ore efficiently and m inimizes the
construction of new roads with their direct and associated environmental implications; and,
Consider the following environmental factors:
a) wildlife resources, consisting of assessm ents of land capability and, where inform ation
available, suitability for specific wildlife species, including red and blue listed species;
b) vegetation, consisting of biogeoclim atic dive rsity and assessm ents of capability and,
where information available, suitability for rare and endangered ecosystems and plants.

The rem aining four com ponents of an assessm ent of environm ent, resources and land uses
outlined in the Guide to the BC Environmental Assessment Process were not appropriate to this
analysis because they were not useful in disti nguishing a preferred corridor or had already been
considered under one of the technical/engineering criteria. The four components are:
 Climate and air quality: this com ponent was not deem ed a distinguishing factor in the
comparison of corridor options;
 Hydrology and water quality: this com ponent was not deemed a distinguishing factor in the
comparison of corridor options;
 Soils, terrain and natural hazards: this com ponent was included in technical/engineering
criteria #2; and,
 Aquatic resources: this com ponent was not deem ed a distinguishing factor in the com parison
of corridor options.
Evaluation of the nine corridor options occurred
in two steps. The f irst step applied the
technical/engineering, cost, socio-econom ic and environmental criteria to identify feasible
corridor options (Section 6.2.4 below). This firs t step concluded that Option 6 was strongly
preferred but that Option 9 was also potentially feasible. The second step (Section 6.2.5) applied
the environmental criteria in more detail to the two corridor options.
6.2.4

Initial Screening and Comparative Evaluation of Corridor Options

Several corridor options conflicted with speci
fic technical/engineering and socio-econom ic
criteria and were therefore eliminated from the selection process:
 Options 1 and 2 supply 138 kV and 69 kV power respectively and were elim inated by the
requirement for a 230 kV power source; and,
 Options 3, 4 and 5 overlap with the Big Creek South Chilcotin Provincial Park (a Protected
Area in the CCLUP) and were eliminated by the need to avoid protected areas.
The following technical/engineering, cost, socio-econom ic and environm ental criteria were then
applied to differentiate the remaining corridor options (6, 7, 8 and 9) (Table 6.2- 55):
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Power Supply
The Soda Creek Substation site m ay not accom modate the expansion required to provide a 230
kV off-take for the Prosperity project. From
a physical standpoint, the expansion would be
dependent upon the availability of property. Howe ver, the relevant landowner has repeatedly
refused to sell the necessary land. From a technical standpoint, the surrounding terrain m ay
preclude expansion altogether, even if land were available.
Terrain Roughness
Option 6 covers the gentlest terrain; only 4% of the corridor is rougher than “easy” or “m edium”
designation (i.e., “m edium-rough”, “rough” and “very rough”). In contrast, 10% of the terrain
covered by Option 9, 12% of the terrain covered by Option 7 and 13% of the terrain covered by
Option 8 is rougher than an “easy” or “m edium” classification. Option 7 is further distinguished
by the only occurrence of “very rough” terrain.
Economic Costs
The construction cost of the transm ission line was lowest for Option 6 (including substation
construction). The cost was at least 32% hi gher for Option 9, 34% higher for Option 7 and 40%
higher for Option 8. The operating cost of th
e transm ission line was lowest f or Option 6.
Operating costs, consisting of both line losse
s and ROW m aintenance, increase roughly in
proportion to line length and would thus be 26% higher for Option 9, 36% higher for Option 7
and 41% higher for Option 8.
CCLUP Land-Use Zones
Option 7 passes within one kilom eter of the J unction Sheep Range and Bechers Prairie Goal 2
Study Area (Protected Areas in the CCLUP), as
well as the McIntyre Lake Recreation Site.
Option 8 overlaps Bechers Pond Recreation Site a nd passes within one kilom etre of the Bechers
Prairie and the Chilcotin River Goal 2 Study Areas (Protected Areas in the CCLUP) as well as
the McIntyre Lake Recreation Site.
Private Landholdings
Option 6 crosses only 2,850 ha of private land, the sm allest area of overlap of the four remaining
options. In contrast, Option 9 crosses 3,328 ha , Option 7 spans 9,649 ha and Option 8 traverses
10,887 ha. Option 9 is further im peded by at least one landholder who m ay not allow the
transmission line to cross his ranch.
Agricultural Resources
Option 6 crosses only 8,718 ha of Agricultural Land Re serve, the smallest area of overlap of the
four remaining options. In contrast, Opti on 9 crosses 12,083 ha, Option 8 spans 24,610 ha and
Option 7 traverses 25,171 ha.
Corridor Length
Option 6, at only 124 km , is the s hortest corridor of the four rem aining options. In contrast,
Option 9 is 156 km, Option 7 is 168 km, and Option 8 is 175 km in length.
Accessibility
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Options 6 and 9 both lack existing access for 16 km using the first definition (the length of the
corridor not accessible from existing roads vi a a rough bladed construction track down the
ROW). In contrast, Option 7 lacks existing access for 29 km and Option 8 for 30 km.
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Table 6.2-55
Summary of Initial Screening and Comparative Evaluation of the Nine Corridor Options
Option Power
#
Supply
1

CCLUP-Designated Zones

Length
(km)

Terrain
(% Easy,
Med.)

Existing
Access
Routes

0% Easy,
Medium

0%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

ALR
Private
(ha) Land (ha)

94 km

N/A

N/A

>46% Easy,
Medium

28%
=26 km

3

Not N/A
adequate
**
Not N/A
adequate
**
Adequate Protected.**

142 km

N/A

N/A

4

Adequate Protected.**

142 km

N/A

N/A

5

Adequate Protected.**

146 km

N/A

N/A

6

Adequate Enhanced, Integrated; Special.

124 km

22,759

100%

7

Adequate Enhanced, Integrated, Special.
Passes close to Protected
Areas and Recreation Sites.*

168 km*

30,586*

136%*

50%
N/A
=71 km
41%
N/A
=58 km
50%
N/A
=72 km
87%
8,718
=108 km
83% 25,171*
=139
km*

8

Adequate Enhanced, Integrated.
Overlaps Recreation Site.
Passes close to a Protected
Area and a Recreation Site.*
Adequate Enhanced, Integrated.

175 km*

31,894*

141%*

31% Easy,
Medium
30% Easy,
Medium
68% Easy
Medium
96% Easy,
Medium
88% Easy,
Medium
(3% V.
Rough)*
87% Easy,
Medium*

156 km

29,997a

126%

90% Easy,
Medium

89%
12,083
=129 km

2

9

Taseko Mines Limited

210 km

Construction
Relative
Cost
Operating Cost
($ ‘000s)
(base: Option
6)
N/A
N/A

2-102

83%
=145
km*

N/A
N/A
N/A
2,850
9,649*

24,610* 10,887*

3,328
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**
*

Reason for elimination during screening.
Reasons for elimination during comparative evaluation.
a
Estimate does not include any provisions for construction using helicopters and hand clearing unlike estimate for Option 6.
N/A Not Applicable. Criteria were not applied because option was already eliminated from consideration.
access % of corridor length that can be reasonably accessed from good existing roads via a rough bladed construction track down the
ROW (i.e. roads within a short distance of the corridor that could be connected to the corridor without the need for extensive
work and tree removal).
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In light of these findings, Option 6 emerged as the preferred corridor. In particular, Option 6 has:
1. No foreseen difficulties in constructing a 230
kV off-take for Prosperity m
ine site.
Expanding the Soda Creek substation for Options 7, 8 and 9 may not be feasible.
2. Gentler terrain. The next best alternative (Option 9) covers rougher terrain for an additional
6% of its length, equivalent to 9.5 km.
3. Substantially lower construction costs. The next best alternative (Option 9) costs at least an
additional 32%, equivalent to an extra $7.2 million.
4. Substantially lower operating costs. The next best alternative (Option 9) costs an additional
26%.
5. No conflicts with existing land-use zones. The next best alternative (Option 9) also has no
conflicts.
6. Significantly sm aller area of overlap with priv ate landholdings. The next best alternative
(Option 9) covers an additional 17%, equivalent to 478 ha.
7. Significantly sm aller area of overlap with Ag ricultural Land Reserves. The next best
alternative (Option 9) covers an additional 39%, equivalent to 3,365 ha.
8. Shorter corridor. The next best alternative (O ption 9) is 32 km longer, equivalent to an
additional 26%; and
9. Shorter stretches not already accessible from
ex isting roads. The next best alternative
(Option 9) is similarly accessible.
On the basis of these eight criteria, Opti
on 9 rem ained potentially feasible, although not
preferred, and Options 7 and 8 were eliminated.
Technical/engineering, cost, socio-economic and environmental criteria clearly identified Option
6 as preferable. Subsequently, MELP indi
cated that Option 6 m
ay encom pass greater
biogeoclimatic diversity, and therefore m ay have a higher potential for rare ecosystem s and
species, than Option 9, the next best alternative. Since this criterion was not addressed in the
above analysis, Options 6 and 9 were com pared more closely in term s of their environm ental
values using all of the environmental criteria. This comparison is discussed in the next section.
6.2.5

Further Comparison of Options 6 and 9

To further com pare Options 6 and 9, the environm ental criteria were applied in m ore detail,
specifically considering the following factors:
 Biogeoclimatic diversity;
 Potential presence of rare ecosystems and red and blue listed plants and wildlife species;
 Habitat capability (and suitability where inf ormation was available) f or m ule deer, m oose,
bighorn sheep, and waterfowl; and
 Existing access along Options 6 and 9.
Although a m ore detailed inventory of observed eco systems, vertebrate wildlife, and existing
access existed for Option 6 than for Option 9, de tailed comparison between the two options was
feasible based on existing data at a common scale as well as direct field observations.
6.2.5.1 Ecosystem Considerations
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a) Biogeoclimatic Units and the Potential for Rare Ecosystems
Both Options 6 and 9 traverse several different biogeoclim
atic zones, subzones and variants
(Table 6.2-56 and Figure 6.2-15). Five biogeoclim atic zones are shared by the two options.
Three of these shared zones have a greater re presentation along Option 9 (the IDFxm (Interior
Douglas Fir subzone), IDFdk3 and SBPSxc (Sub-Boreal Pine Spruce subzone) zones total 34,038
ha along Option 9 and 15,501 ha al ong Option 6) whereas two have a greater representation
along Option 6 (the IDFdk4 and Msxv (Montan e Spruce subzone) zones total 19,369 ha along
Option 6 and 11,219 ha along Option 9). The Option 6 alone traverses the BG (Bunchgrass) zone
on each side of the Fraser River (two subzones/va riants covering approxim ately 4% of the total
corridor area), the ESSF zone (Engelm
ann Sp ruce-Subalpine Fir; 2.7%) and the SBPSm
k
subzone (1.5%). Option 6 thus encompasses greater overall biogeoclimatic diversity than Option
9. This difference is attributable to units which com prise 8.2% (or 3,030 ha) of the Option 6
corridor area.
According to CDC rare plant com munity tracking lis ts for the three Forest Districts in the area,
rare (i.e. red listed) ecosystem s are potentially present within the following eight subzones:
BGxh3, BGxw2, IDFxm , IDFdk3, IDFdk4, SBPSm k, SBPSxc, and MSxv. These rare
ecosystems consist of 19 grassland ecosystem s (such as sagebrush, bluebunch wheatgrass, and
junegrass), 22 forested ecosystem s, 11 wetland ecosystems and 2 aspen ecosystem s. Option 9
has a total area of 45,257 ha covering these subz ones, or 7,357 ha (or 19%) m ore than Option 6
(37,900 ha).
Option 6 alone encom passes both variants of the BG zone which m ay contain 11 ecosystem s
determined to be relatively rare at the provi
ncial level. The condition of m
any of these
grasslands is variable, ranging from poor on the accessible east side of the Fraser River to good
on the inaccessible west side. In addition, Option 6 alone contains the SBPSmk subzone with the
potential for one rare forested ecosystem.
Both Options 6 and 9 contain five subzones with the potential for rare ecosystem s. First, both
contain the IDFxm subzone (Option 9 has 5,175 ha, 16% more than Option 6) which may contain
13 rare ecosystem s. Som e relatively rare gra ssland ecosystems of the IDFxm were observed in
the Option 6 corridor, but the condition was poor. In contrast, no grasslands were observed in the
IDFxm of Option 9, but observations were restricted to the centerline of the corridor. Rare aspen
stands m ay occur in the IDFxm , and m ay theref ore be present in both corridor options (som e
were observed in Option 6). Both also c
ontain the IDFdk3 subzone (14 potential rare
ecosystems; Option 9 has 11,281 ha, 146% m ore th an Option 6), the IDFdk4 subzone (eight
potential rare ecosystem s; Option 6 has 13,111 ha, 46% m ore than Option 9), the SBPSxc
subzone (four potential rare ecosystems; Option 9 has 17,582 ha, 173% m ore than Option 6), and
the MSxv subzone (two potential rare ecosyst ems; Option 6 has 6,258 ha, 177% m ore than
Option 9). Suitability data for these four subz ones were not available, although m ost are likely
more degraded along Option 9 because of higher use.
Table 6.2-56
Biogeoclimatic Unit Representation for Corridor Options 6 and 9
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BEC Unit

Option 6

Option 9

BGxh3

713 ha
narrow band along east
side of the Fraser,
including lower benches

none

BGxw2

773 ha
narrow band on west side
of Fraser

none

6 rare grassland
ecosystems, 1 rare
aspen type, and
many relatively rare
plant and wildlife
species.

IDFxm

4,461 ha
narrow bands on both
sides of the Fraser, above
the BG zone

5,175 ha
narrow band along
Fraser and Chilcotin
Rivers

IDFdk3

4,592 ha
low to moderate
representation, east side of
Fraser above the IDFxm

IDFdk4

13,111 ha
moderate to extensive,
east of the SBPS, between
Big Creek and the Fraser,
above the IDFxm
531ha
very limited area west of
the Fraser
6,448ha
moderate in western half

11,281 ha
extensive, present on
both sides of Fraser
above the IDFxm,
mostly on west side of
Fraser
8,963ha
moderate, to the north
and south sides of the
Chilcotin crossing,
above the IDFxm
none

13 rare
communities: 6
forested, 6 rare
grassland types; 1
aspen type
14 rare plant
communities on
CDC tracking list; 7
wetland types, 6
forested, 1
grassland
8 rare plant
communities; 6
forested, 2
grasslands

SBPSmk

SBPSxc

MSxv

6,258ha
some representation near
western end of corridor

ESSFxv

1,013ha
very limited
representation around
Vedan Mtn.

17,582ha
extensive
2,256ha
some representation
near western end of
corridor
none

Potential Rare
Ecosystems
4 rare grassland
ecosystems, and
many relatively rare
plant and wildlife
species

1 rare forested unit
5 rare ecosystems,
including 1 forested
and 4 wetland types
2 forested units

none listed

(Sources: MELP’s Biogeoclimatic Zones of British Columbia Data; CDC Tracking Lists)
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Field Observations
Very hot and dry.
Generally fragile
ecosystems with
limited plant cover
and soil
development, many
lichens
Middle grasslands,
big sagebrush absent.
A bit cooler and
moister than above.
Higher plant
diversity than in the
xh3, vegetation
cover denser.
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Figure 6.2-15
Map of Biogeoclimatic Classifications for Corridor Options 6 and 9
(Sources: 1:250,000 NTS; MELP Data on Biogeoclimatic Zones of British Columbia)
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Wetlands

Wetlands (bog, fen, m arsh, swam p, shallow water, wet m eadow) are present in both corridors
(Table 6.2-56) Both options contain the ID
Fdk3 and SBPSxc subzones with the potential
presence of 11 rare wetland ecosystem s. Op tion 9 has a total area
of 28,863 ha of these
subzones, equivalent to 161% m ore than Opti on 6 (11,040 ha). In the Option 6 corridor, m any
wetlands of various types were observed, especi ally in the plateau areas, including a num ber
extensive wetland/riparian com plexes: Jam ieson Meadows, Big Creek area, Bam brick Creek,
Kloatut Lake area, and from the Tete Angela Cr eek area to the west. Som e are heavily used by
cattle but others appear to have been less heavily impacted (e.g. Jamieson Meadows and wetlands
west of Tete Angela Creek). There are likely
to be several relatively rare wetland types of
variable condition depending upon location.
Many wetlands were also observed along the cen
terline across the plateau of the Option 9
corridor. The great majority appear to be accessible by logging roads, all observed sites had high
cattle use, and m any were surrounded by active logging and young forest stands. Extensive
complexes included the Coyote Lake area; the Na tsy Lake area, Mackin Creek, Ross Lake area,
Zenzace Creek and Tsuh Lake area. The overall dive rsity of wetlands did not appear to be high
but only a lim ited sample were observed. There ar e possibly some relatively rare wetland types,
but these would likely be degraded by cattle.
c)

Rare Plants

CDC has no rare plant occurrence records within either corridor option. Since rare plants are
often (not always) associated with rare habitats, the potential for rare plant occurrences exists for
both Options 6 and 9. Option 6 encom
passes gr eater biogeoclim atic diversity capable of
supporting rare ecosystem s than Option 9 (eight vs . five subzones) whereas Option 9 contains a
larger area capable of supporting rare ecosystem s than Option 6 (45,257 ha vs. 37,900 ha).
However, the degradation of likely rare habitats , such as wetlands, grasslands, and old-growth
stands has been considerable along both corridors.
6.2.5.2 Vertebrate Wildlife
a)

Potential Rare Species

CDC tracking lists were used to assess the poten tial for rare species along the two corridors.
These lists indicate that up to six red and 25 blue listed species may occur within the area of both
corridor options based on capability assessm ents. An analysis of CDC occurrence records and
habitat preferences and ecologies of the various
vertebrate species in the area, as well as
consultation with MELP and CDC specialists, provi des an indication of the suitability of the two
corridors to support these red and blue liste
d species. In Table 6.2-54, the probability of
occurrence for each species has been rated usi ng a six-point scale: know n (1), probable (very
likely) (2), likely (3), possible (4), unlikely (5), and very unlikely (6).
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It should be noted that som e information inconsistencies exist between recent MELP inventory
projects and CDC records for the ar ea. Therefore, som e species are included in one set of data
but not the other. Table 6.2-57 is based
on CDC Tracking Lists for 1997 (W illiams Lake,
Chilcotin and 100 Mile House Forest Districts, March 10 1997). However, there are additional
red or blue listed species, not included on th ese lists, which are known to utilize the CaribooChilcotin Region as wintering areas, foraging
areas and/or breeding, including: Great Basin
Gopher Snake (one recent record in the Cariboo- Chilcotin Region), Trumpeter Swan (wintering),
Sprague’s Pipit (one breeding record - accidental for BC), Barn Owl (record south of Option 6
near Gang Ranch area), Double-crested Cormorant (breeding Stum Lake, northwest of Option 9),
Lesser Golder Plover and Yellow-breasted Chat
(details forthcom ing). Som e of these
occurrences may be considered incidental for the province or area.
Overall, Table 6.2-57 suggests that Option 6 has m ore potential than Option 9 for the occurrence
of red and blue listed species. Of the 31 potentia l red and blue listed species, 13 are m ore likely
to occur along Option 6, and one is m ore likely to occur along Option 9. This difference is
largely due to the presence of the Bunchgrass (BG) habitats (1,486 ha) along the Fraser River
canyon south of the junction with the Chilcotin.
It is also worth noting that:
 Many types of raptors, such as the Prairi e Falcon and Swainson’s Hawk, m igrate annually
along and hunt within the open grasslands bor dering the Fraser Canyon in Option 6. In
contrast, the level of use in the grasslands bordering the Fraser and Chilcotin Canyons in
Option 9, while high, is not as significant.
 Nesting and/or m igrating and staging Sandhill Cr anes are likely to occur within habitats on
both corridor options, especially in the more extensive wetland complexes; and
 Along Option 9, White Pelicans are known to feed and loaf at Natsy Lake, and may use other
lakes in the vicinity for feeding (lakes on th e plateau of Option 6 m ay receive occasional use
by Pelicans for feeding).
Table 6.2.57
Potential for Red and Blue Listed Terrestrial Vertebrates, Corridor Options 6 and 9
(Red-listed species in boldface)
Ranking scale
Known (1), Probable (very likely) (2), Likely (3), Possible (4), Unlikely (5), and Very unlikely (6)
Rare/Vulnerable
Wildlife
Amphibians
1. Great Basin
Spadefoot Toad

Option 6 probability of
occurrence

Option 9 probability of
occurrence

Comments/Habitat
Preferences

(6) Very unlikely

(6) Very unlikely

Ponds, rain filled
depressions within
semiarid sagebrush or
grassland areas, or open
forest with sandy soil. No
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Option 6 probability of
occurrence
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Option 9 probability of
occurrence

Comments/Habitat
Preferences

suitable habitats observed
along lines to date.
Reptiles
2. Rubber Boa

(3) Possible

(4) Possible, less
likely

3. Painted Turtle

(4) Possible

(4) Possible

(2) Feeding,
Migrating
(6) Breeding
unlikely

(2) Feeding,
Migrating
(6) Breeding
unlikely

(2) Probable for
feeding, migrating
(6) Very unlikely
for breeding
No records - closest
records are around
Alkali Lake.
However, Pelicans
could potentially
feed occasionally at
larger fish-bearing
lakes.
(4) Possible in the
larger wetland areas

(1) Known for

Birds
4. Western Grebe

5. American White
Pelican

6. American
Bittern

7. Great Blue
Heron

feeding
(6) Very unlikely
for breeding
Known to occur
around Natsy Lake;
option 9 appears to
have higher values
than option 6.

(4) Possible in the
larger wetland
areas

(3) Likely to occur;
(3) Likely to occur;
breeding possible (4) breeding possible
(4)
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Steep rocky areas, talus for
sunning, wintering, hunt in
low elevation open
grasslands. Records from
along the Fraser River in
this area
Not on tracking list but is a
small possibility towards
eastern end of both routes,
in suitable ponds and lakes
Very localized breeding; 4
active localities known in
B.C. Used to nest on
Williams Lake but have
disappeared.
Need shallow lakes well
stocked with fish for
foraging; will forage up to
150km from nesting
colony. In B.C. nest only at
Stum Lake.

Wetlands and riparian
sites, with cattails,
bulrushes, sedges,
willows. Five breeding
locations known for the
Cariboo-Chilcotin
Nesting in large Fd, Pl and
deciduous. Three nesting
colonies confirmed in the
Cariboo region.
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8. Swainson’s
Hawk

Option 6 probability of
occurrence
(4) Possible

DRAFT
Option 9 probability of
occurrence
(4) Possible

9. American
Peregrine Falcon

(2) Probable,
breeding possible
(recorded breeding
at Williams Lake)

(2) Probable,
breeding possible
(recorded breeding
at Hanceville)

10. Prairie Falcon

(2) Feeding
(5) Breeding unlikely to nest
within corridor as no
cliffs observed, but
may nest in vicinity

(2) Feeding
(5) Breeding unlikely to nest
within corridor as
no cliffs observed,
but may nest in
vicinity

11. Sharp-tailed
Grouse

(4) Possible

(4) Possible

12. Sandhill Crane

(3) Likely to occur
periodically; some
breeding possible in
larger wetland areas
(check Jamieson
Meadows, Kloatut
Lake) but no known
records
(4) Possible

(3) Likely to occur
and could breed at
some of the larger
wetlands. Option 9
is slightly more
likely to support
cranes than option
6.
(6) Very unlikely

(3) Occurrence is
likely.

(5) Unlikely

13. Upland
Sandpiper

14. Long-billed
Curlew
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Comments/Habitat
Preferences

Hunt in open grasslands
and mountain slopes - eat
small mammals,
grasshoppers. Use lower
elevation grasslands with
tree groves nearby for
nesting.
Nest on high cliffs above
rivers and lakes, feed on
small and mid sized birds,
esp. waterfowl and
shorebirds
Recently added to the
tracking list, but nest on
steep cliffs along river
canyons, with grasslands
below; forage in extensive
open country. Use cliffs
along Chilcotin and Fraser
Rivers.
Open grasslands, riparian
areas, recent clearcuts.
Nest in grass or under
shrubs.
Marshes, swamps, bogs,
meadows. Sensitive to
disturbance.

Grasslands, usually above
700m, for nesting and on
migration - forage for
grasshoppers etc. very
secretive
Grasslands, meadows,
hayfields. Prefer large
tracts open grassland.
Mainly feed on insects.
Most birds in province are
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Wildlife

15. Flammulated
Owl

Option 6 probability of
occurrence

DRAFT
Option 9 probability of
occurrence

(3) Possible around
the Fraser - more
likely than in option
#9.
(2) Probable

(2) Probable

17. White-throated
Swift

(3) Foraging likely,
breeding less likely,
but possible

(4) Breeding
possible along the
Chilcotin

18. Lewis’
Woodpecker

(4) Possible

(5) Unlikely

19. Sagebrush
Brewer’s Sparrow

(3) Likely in general
vicinity

(5) Unlikely

20. Bobolink

(4) Possible

(5) Unlikely

Mammals
21. Pallid Bat

(6) Very unlikely

(6) Very unlikely

22. Spotted Bat

(2) Probable

(2) Probable

16. Short-eared
Owl
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(4) Possible around
the Chilcotin

Comments/Habitat
Preferences

in the Cariboo-Chilcotin
area.
Mature, open Fd forests,
especially slopes above
open grasslands. Use old
woodpecker cavities.
Hunt and breed in open
habitats, fields, grasslands,
meadows; nest on ground
in shrubby grass fields
adjacent to grasslands.
Nest in colonies in cracks,
crevices in cliffs, rock
walls, usually over a large
river. Feed along canyons,
over rivers, lakes.
Use solitary, large
diameter part dead Fd
trees within open
grasslands for nesting.
Feed on insects, fruit. Has
nested in Cariboo.
Open brushlands - medium
to high density sagebrush
preferred for nesting and
foraging; southeast facing
slopes best
Tall grass, sedge
meadows, uncut fields feed on insects, grass
seeds etc.
Feeds in grasslands,
parkland, forest, wetland
and riparian areas. Roosts
in warm aspect cliffs and
rock outcrops, talus. Out
of normal range in study
area.
Roost in steep high cliffs
within a few km of feeding
areas - riparian, marshes,
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Rare/Vulnerable
Wildlife

Option 6 probability of
occurrence

DRAFT
Option 9 probability of
occurrence

23. Western smallfooted Myotis

(2) Probable

(4) Possible

24. Fringed Myotis

(4) Possible

(5) Unlikely

25. Townsend’s
Big-eared Bat

(2) Probable

(5) Unlikely

26. Wolverine
(luscus subsp.)

(4) Possible

(4) Possible

27. Fisher

(3) Probable

(3) Probable

28. Badger

(3) Likely to occur
in the general
vicinity based on
records for the area.

(5) Unlikely

29. Grizzly Bear

(4) Possible

(4) Possible

30. California
Bighorn Sheep
31. Woodland

(1) Not on map but
known to occur
(6) Very unlikely

(6) Very unlikely
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(6) Very unlikely

Comments/Habitat
Preferences

fields, open forest.
Dry interior valleys, roosts
in crevices in talus, caves,
cliffs, rocks, mines
especially where near to
lakes. Forage over
grasslands, wetlands,
riparian areas, open
forests.
Arid grasslands. Roost in
rock crevices, caves,
buildings, trees, mine
tunnels. Feed over
grasslands, Fd forests,
wetlands.
Feed over grasslands,
parkland, forest, wetland
and riparian areas. Roost
in buildings, tunnels,
caves. Coastal forests and
arid grasslands.
Likely to occur
occasionally on either
route - quality of ungulate
winter ranges will be main
feature
May occur on either route
but probably very limited
by lack of old-growth
forests
Possible towards eastern
end of either route but 9
appears to have little or no
suitable habitat, 6 has
more potential
Likely to occur
occasionally but neither
route supports significant
grizzly habitats
See below under
capability/suitability
Generally out of the
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Option 6 probability of
occurrence

DRAFT
Option 9 probability of
occurrence

Caribou

Comments/Habitat
Preferences

known ranges

Known (1), Probable (very likely) (2), Likely (3), Possible (4), Unlikely (5), and Very unlikely (6)
(sources: CDC Tracking Lists for 1997 (Williams Lake, Chilcotin and 100 Mile House Forest Districts)
and Madrone analyses)
b)

Wildlife Habitat Values

Wildlife capability m aps (Figure 6.2-16) perm itted an alysis of habitat potential for m ule deer,
moose and bighorn sheep along both options.
Table 6.2-58 sum marizes the am ount of low,
moderate and high capability habitat within each corri dor for these three species, as well as lists
the areas of known winter ranges for mule deer.
Capability is a measure of the potential of an ecosystem to support a particular species and can be
estimated at a broad level from general information about ecosystems. In contrast, the suitability
of particular areas of habitat depends on both the capability of the habitat and m ore detailed
information regarding the current condition of
those areas. Details regarding the actual
suitability or condition of potential habitat have been included where observations were m ade
during the overview assessment, but a detailed analysis of habitat suitability for both corridors is
not possible based on available information.
Overall, Option 9 contains 55,620 ha capable of supporting bighorn sheep, m ule deer and moose,
6,288 ha (13%) m ore than Option 6. Disregar ding low habitat capability, Option 9 has a 91%
larger total area of high and m oderate capability habitat (25,002 ha) than Option 6 (13,087 ha).
Notable differences between the two option in clude the presence of m oderate bighorn sheep
habitat capability in the grasslands and adjacent open forests around the Fraser River of Option 6,
the presence of high m ule deer habitat capability along Option 9, the larger am ount of mule deer
winter range along Option 6, and the m uch larger amount of m oderate moose habitat capability
along Option 9. These capability assessm ents, howev er, indicate potential habitat. Suitability
observations which modify these capability assessments are provided below.

Figure 6.2-16
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Maps of Wildlife Capability for Corridor Options 6 and 9
(Sources: 1:250,000 NTS; Williams Lake MELP Data on
Wildlife Capability and Mule Deer)
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Table 6.2-58
Wildlife Capability (with Suitability Observations) for Corridor Options 6 and 9
Species

Option 6

Option 9

Bighorn
Sheep

high - none
moderate - 790 ha
low - 857 ha
high - none
moderate - 5,162 ha
low - 8,071 ha
winter range: 9,759 ha

high - none
moderate - none
low - 2,423 ha
high - 859 ha
moderate - 3,522 ha
low - 10,214 ha
winter range: 4,737
ha
high - none
moderate - 20,571ha
low - 23,508 ha

Mule
Deer

Moose

high - 1,275 ha
moderate - 5,860 ha
low - 27,317 ha

Totals

high - 1,275 ha
moderate - 11,812 ha
low - 36,245 ha
total - 49,332 ha

Field Observations

Suitability assessments indicate that
Option 6 appears to have better and
more mule deer winter range than
option 9
Suitability assessments indicate that
there is probably not much
difference between the two routes.
Both afford many sedge and
willow/shrub wetlands of similar
value for moose.

high - 859 ha
moderate - 24,093
ha
low - 30,668 ha
total - 55,620 ha

(Source: MELP Wildlife Capability and Mule Deer Data)
Regarding bighorn sheep range, the area around the proposed Option 6 crossing is not optimal for
sheep due to degradation from cattle grazi ng and the lim ited escape terrain, although som e
reasonable forage does exist. Sheep herds are c oncentrated further north (in the Junction Sheep
Range) and south (in the Gang Ranch area), a nd sheep are known to range up and down on both
sides of the Fraser through this area. Along Option 9, habitat suitability is low. As a result, there
is only a very small amount of summer use by rams near Hanceville.
With respect to the high m ule deer habitat cap ability, the suitability of large portions of this
potential habitat appears to have been reduced by agricultural developm ent along the Fraser
River. Sim ilarly, the m ajority of m oderate and low m ule deer habitat capability along both
options seem s to have been reduced by loggi ng, agriculture, access roads and high snowfall,
especially along Option 9. Regarding m ule d eer winter range, som e reasonably good habitat
exists along Option 6, and is concentrated on th
e upper forested slopes of the Fraser River,
especially on the west side. In contrast, the pl ateau areas further west along Option 6 afford little
winter range. The Option 9 corridor also contains some moderate mule deer winter range.
Regarding m oose, Option 6 contains m ore hi gh capability habitat whereas Option 9 contains
significantly more (251%) moderate capability habitat. The suitability of this potential habitat in
both options has been reduced by logging and road access.
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Waterfowl

Data were not available to m ake a detailed co mparison of potential eff ects on waterf owl for the
two options. Both corridors have sim ilar ar eas of lakes (77 ha along Option 6, 79 ha along
Option 9), and have extensive wetlands. It is lik ely that both support a wide variety of breeding
waterfowl.
6.2.5.3 Access
The construction of new roads has a number of direct and indirect environmental effects.
The analysis in Section 6.2.4 above em ployed the first definition of access (the percentage of the
corridor length which can be accessed from good ex isting roads via a rough bladed construction
track down the ROW ) and determ ined that 16 km of Option 6 (equivalent to 13% of the
corridor’s 124 km length) and 16 km of Option 9 (equivalent to 11% of the corridor’s 145 km
length) are currently inaccessible.
The second definition of access (the ratio of the to tal length of roads in the corridor to the total
length of the corridor itself) sim ilarly fails to distinguish between the two options. This
definition required digital map overlays of the corridor options and existing road infrastructure in
the region (Figure 6.4-17). The lengths of different road types in Options 6 and 9 are listed in
Table 6.4-59. Overall, Option 9 contains a ro ad network 3.36 tim es longer than its corridor
whereas Option 6 contains a road network 3.45
times longer than its corridor. This finding
confirms that both options are similarly accessible at present.
However, Riverside (formerly Timberwest) will be actively logging along Option 6 over the next
five years. This activity will entail construc ting logging roads into m any areas of the Option 6
corridor that are presently inaccessible, such as th e western end of the corri dor. By creating this
new access, Option 6 will become significantly more accessible than Option 9.
Table 6.2-59
Lengths of Different Types of Roads in Corridor Options 6 and 9
Road Type

Option 6 (m)

Option 9 (m)

Paved Road, 2+ lanes

n/a

11,073

Main Road

n/a

7,046

Secondary Road

37,796

69,550

Industrial/Logging Road

270,215

229,218

Loose Surface Road

59,984

181,240

Loose Dry Weather Road

59,226

25,873
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Option 6 (m)

Option 9 (m)

Total Road Length

427,221

524,000

Total Corridor Length

124,000

156,000

3.45

3.36

Total Road Length/Corridor
Length

(Source: 1:250,000 NTS; 1:20,000 Forest Cover (Inland Timber Management); Triton GIS
analyses)
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Figure 6.2-17
Overview of Existing Road Access to Corridor Options 6 and 9
(Sources: 1:250,000 NTS; 1:20,000 Forest Cover (Inland Timber Management))

6.2.5.4

Summary
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This further com parison of the two corridor options indicates that the selection of a preferred
corridor option will involve a num ber of tradeoffs between environmental factors. Specifically,
Option 6 has:
 higher accessibility (in light of logging plans for the area);
 shorter corridor length;
 smaller area capable of supporting rare ecosystems;
 lower potential for rare wetlands; and,
 lower wildlife habitat capability.
In contrast, Option 9 has:
 lower biogeoclimatic diversity;
 lower potential for rare grasslands;
 lower potential to support red and blue listed species; and,
 poorer overall wildlife habitat suitability.
Notwithstanding these tradeoffs, Option 6 generally encom
passes higher biodiversity and
potential for rare ecosystem s and associated sp ecies than Option 9. This som ewhat greater
environmental sensitivity, however, has to be considered together with the findings of Section 4.4
above which identified Option 6 as clearly preferable in light of a wider range of criteria. In the
next two sections, four concerns with the Option 6 corridor are presented and discussed, som
e
management and m itigation m easures are suggest ed and a final analysis weighs all of the
evaluation criteria and determines a preferred corridor.
6.2.6

Areas of Concern with Option 6

The additional environm ental inform ation reviewed in the previous section was collected in
response to concerns about potential ecological eff ects associated with a transm ission line in the
Option 6 corridor. Som e specific concerns ra ised by MELP at a Novem ber 3, 1997 m eeting
were:
 Potential effects of the ROW on rare grasslands and sensitive wetlands;
 Potential collisions of migrating waterfowl and ra ptors, as well as residential birds, with the
transmission line;
 Potential creation of access to previously
inaccessible wildlife populations and sensitive
habitats; and,
 Reduction in the amount of key wildlife habitat due to ROW clearance.
This section discusses these concerns, describing the specific issues involved and suggesting a
range of m anagement and m itigation m easures th at can be im plemented to avoid or m inimize
potential effects.

Potential Effects of the ROW on Rare Grasslands and Sensitive Wetlands
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Concern: The f ootprint of the Option 6 transm ission line will im pact m ore rare and sensitive
ecosystems, such as the Fraser River grassla nds and the wetland/riparian com plex at Jam ieson
Meadows, than Option 9.
Response: Sensitive Ecosystem Mapping (SEI) will
precede definition of the 50 m
wide
transmission line right-of -way (ROW ) within the selected three kilom etre-wide corridor. The
results of these studies will be used during the design and construction stages to direct the ROW
away from areas of special interest and valu e, thereby m inimizing potential transm ission line
effects. Aside f rom environm ental considera tions, signif icant engineering dif ficulties exist in
constructing and m aintaining a transm ission line through wet areas. These difficulties will also
motivate an avoidance of wetlands along the ROW.
However, it m ay not be possible to avoid r outing the ROW through som e grassland areas
adjacent to the Fraser River, and a num ber of potential mitigation measures are discussed below.
These grasslands are a particular area of concern for MELP, especially on the west side where the
grasslands are in relatively good condition com
pared to the east side because of their
inaccessibility for cattle. Although it is difficult to speculate on all possible effects, it is clear
that the direct physical footprint of the line
towers will rem ove only a very sm all am ount of
grassland ecosystem. In f act, on the west side, only two towers will be required bef ore the line
reaches the plateau (Figure 6.2-17). Otherwis e, grasses should grow uninhibited around the
transmission line, and therefore im pacts will be m inimized. Access concerns are addressed
below.
In cases where the ROW cannot avoid sensitive areas, a range of m itigation m easures will be
implemented to minimize or avoid adverse effects. These measures may include timing activities
with consideration for winter habitat use, sp ring and early sum mer breeding periods for birds,
and other sensitive periods. Suitable constructi on windows can be identified in conjunction with
MELP.
Suitable buffer zones can be left between th
e ROW and wetlands and stream system s, and
clearing can be restricted to vegetation that w ould be high enough to endanger the line within ten
years of growth. Vegetation below this thres hold should not be distur bed, and cleared areas
should be allowed to regrow. In the case of
grasslands, there should be alm ost no need for
clearing because of the low height. A com bination of helicopters and hand clearing can be used
during construction and m aintenance to m inimize potential effects on critical vegetation areas
within the ROW and to minimize the creation of access.
Conclusion: Through a com bination of the careful routing of the ROW within the three
kilometre-wide corridor and m itigation m easures, ef fects of the transm ission line on rare
grasslands and wetlands are expected to be minor.

Figure 6.2-17
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Tower Arrangement of the West Side of the Fraser River
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Potential Bird Collisions With the Transmission Line
Concern: MELP has stressed the im portance of th e open grasslands along the Fraser Canyon in
Option 6 as a flyway for both m
igratory waterfow l and raptors, as well as residential bird
populations, and the potential for collisions with the transmission line.
Response: Over flat land, a transm ission line typically ranges between 8 and 18 m
eters in
elevation. A cross-section of the transm ission line ROW and a profile of the transm ission line
crossing the Fraser River and grassland ecosy stems are included in Figure 6.2-10. Regarding
migratory waterfowl and raptors, som e species migrate at heights well above the height of a
transmission line (e.g. several hundred m eters or m ore). Therefore, poten tial collisions will be
limited to the subset of species that migrate relatively close to the river or surrounding land.
With respect to residential birds, rare or vul
nerable species such as the Prairie Falcon and
Swainson’s Hawk are likely to hunt in the grasslands adjacent to the Fraser River, and as a result
collisions with the transmission line are possible.
Because of this potential for at least som
e collisions, potential m itigative m easures will be
carefully examined, and appropriate m easures will be proposed. These m easures might include,
but will not be necessarily limited to:
 Increasing the visibility of the towers and lines by using aircraft m arkers and thick 1.5 inch
cables, attaching other conspicuous objects and removing the shine from the cable.
 Constructing artificial perches and nesting sites to prom
ote usage by raptors where
considered desirable.
Conclusion: Mitigation m easures will be designed and im plemented to m inimize potential
collisions of m igratory waterf owl and raptors, as well as residential birds, with transm ission
lines. These measures could be explored in conjunction with MELP.
Potential Creation of New Access
Concern: Construction of the transm ission line m ay involve construction of new roads to allow
access to and along the ROW . In certain areas , this m ay create access for hunters to wildlife
populations or sensitive habitats that were prev
iously inaccessible. MELP is particularly
concerned with the grasslands on either side of
the Fraser, and the western edge of corridor
Option 6 that presently has very little or no access (Figure 6.2-18).
Response: Access, according to the two definitions us ed, is sim ilar overall for the two options.
For currently inaccessible areas, helicopters and ha nd clearing could be used in any cases where
access by road is a concern. Regarding the specifi c concerns of MELP, it should be noted that
the initial costing of Option 6 assum ed that two sections of the transm ission line (nam ely, the
crossing of the Fraser River and Tete Angela drainage by Tete Hill) would be largely constructed
by helicopter and hand clearing because of the terrain difficulty and lack of existing access roads.
Figure 6.2-18
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Transmission Corridor on the East and West Sides of the Fraser River
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In contrast, no assumptions about construction by helicopter and hand clearing were made for
Option 9, therefore construction costs for the corri dor would be even greater than previously
estimated.
In the case of the east side of the Fraser Rive r along Option 6, the grasslands are already fairly
easy to access, and have been degraded by cattle grazing. Regarding the western end of the
Option 6 corridor, the area that presently lack s existing access will soon be accessible due to
imminent logging plans by Riverside. Im plementing this logging schedule will require the
establishment of access roads by Riverside, eith er by extending existing logging roads from the
east or by extending a new road now reaching into the project area just east of Cone Hill. The
transmission line would not add substantial new access not already required to facilitate logging
activities.
Several mitigative measures are available to m inimize or avoid the potential for creating access.
These measures include:
 Avoiding key sensitive areas when defining the ROW and following existing access where
feasible.
 Using helicopters and hand clearing instead of
roads to avoid creating access to critical
habitats and wildlife populations.
 Deactivating, reclaiming or otherwise making roads unusable at any time.
 For roads that will rem ain active, avoiding conn ections with other existing road system s to
limit the connectivity of road networks (i.e. limit the creation of loop roads).
 Controlling and regulating access along the ROW through use of barriers.
 Not affecting vegetation along the ROW if its height plus ten years growth does not endanger
the transmission line. This vegetation will continue to provide forage and cover for wildlife.
Conclusion: Access creation is not expected to create significant wildlife impacts due to the use
of helicopters and hand clearing and various mitigative measures. In addition, access concerns in
the western end of the Option 6 corridor should be minimal in light of current logging plans for
the area.
Reduction in Key Wildlife Habitat
Concern: Apart from the issue of access, the ROW will result in direct loss of im portant habitat,
such as winter canopy cover for wildlife.
Response: Direct habitat loss will occur, although th e specific m agnitude of the loss is hard to
determine. This uncertainty stem s f rom the f act that the width of th e ROW within the three
kilometre-wide corridor will vary, depending on surrounding vegetation, to a m aximum width of
about 50 meters. Within the ROW, only vegetation high enough to endanger the line in ten years
of growth will be cut. In contrast, lower-l ying vegetation should not be disturbed. Along both
corridor options, it is dif ficult to determ ine how this direct loss of som e habitat will af fect
wildlife populations.
Conclusion: Ef forts will be m ade to m inimize any reduction in habitat suitability f or the key
species of interest (mule deer, bighorn sheep and moose) due to the clearing of the ROW.
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Final Analysis and Conclusions

As directed by the Guide to the BC Environmental Assessment Process, corridor evaluation and
selection should consider the following four sets of criteria:
 technical/engineering difficulty;
 cost estimates;
 socio-economic features and effects; and,
 environmental features and effects.
The analyses in Sections 6.2.4 and 6.2.5 dem onstrate that Option 6 is preferred over Option 9 in
light of the technical/engineering, cost, socio-economic and environmental criteria. Table 6.2- 60
summarizes these findings. Overall, Option 6 is preferred with respect to 11 of the 15 criteria. In
contrast, Option 9 is preferred with respect to only four of the criteria.
However, Option 6 generally encom passes higher biodiversity and potential for rare ecosystem s
and associated species than Option 9. This som ewhat greater environm ental sensitivity resulted
in the definition of the following concerns:
 Potential effects of the ROW on rare grasslands and sensitive wetlands;
 Potential collisions of migrating waterfowl and ra ptors, as well as residential birds, with the
transmission line;
 Potential creation of access to previously
inaccessible wildlife populations and sensitive
habitats; and,
 Reduction in the amount of key wildlife habitat due to clearing of the ROW.
Specific analyses of these environm ental concerns indicate that these concerns can be m inimized
by either complete avoidance of sensitive sites or the application of various mitigation measures.
When regarded in the context of the overall com parison of Options 6 and 9, the four concerns
with Option 6 are outweighed by the other eval uation components which support Option 6. The
comprehensive assessm ent of m ultiple f eatures dem onstrates that Option 6 is the pref
erred
option.
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Table 6.2-60
Comparative Evaluation of Transmission Corridor Options 6 and 9
Criteria

Option 6

Option 9

Preferred
Option

Technical/Engineering
Difficulty in constructing 230 kV
off-take
Terrain Roughness (% Easy, Med.)

No

Yes

6

96

90

6

Economic Cost
Construction Costs ($ ‘000s)
Operating Costs (base: Option 6)

22,759
100

29,997
126

6
6

Socio-Economic
Overlap with Private Land (ha)
Overlap with ALRs (ha)

2,850
8,718

3,328
12,083

6
6

124
16
3.45
5, 9

156
16
3.36
3, 5

6
6

37,900
1,486
11,040

45,257
na
28,863

6
9
6

17
13
13,087

17
1
25,002

na
9
6

poor

poorer

9

Environmental
Corridor Length (km)
Length of Corridor Inaccessible (km)
Length of Roads/Length of Corridor
Biogeoclimatic Diversity (zones,
variants)
Potential Area of Rare Ecosystems (ha)
Potential for Rare Grasslands (ha)
Potential for Rare Wetlands (ha)
Potential for Rare Wildlife Species
equal probability in both options
more likely probability in one option
Total High and Med. Habitat Capability
for Bighorn Sheep, Mule Deer, Moose)
(ha)
Suitability Observations
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APPENDIX A
TABLE A-1
FACILITIES

A. MINE DEVELOPMENT

1. MINE

Economic
Criteria Type
Criteria
1. Underground
2. Underground/
open pit combined
3. Open Pit 1

Achievable/ Rank
Unachievable

Fatal Flaw
Fatal Flaw
Value of
Reasonable
minerals> cost of
portion
mining method of ore recoverable
No
No
No
No

Comments

X
X

Yes

Yes



(?)

4. Open Pit 2

Yes

Yes



(?)

5. Open Pit 3

Yes

Yes



(?)

6. Jelly Bean Pit

Yes

No

X

Pit 1: Does not affect Fish Lake.
The mineable reserve is 523
million tonnes. The total pit excavation is 1,102 million tonnes.
Pit 2: Affects part of Fish Lake. The m
ineable reserve is 675
million tonnes. The total pit excavation is 1,859 million tonnes.
Pit 3: Affects all of Fish Lake. The m ineable reserve is 675 million
tonnes. The total pit excavation is 1,735 million tonnes.
Too small a pit with only partial recovery of reserves.

 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
1 = Preferred Alternative
x = Unachievable Alternative
2 = Acceptable Alternative
(?) - Final designation of highest rank not possible until pit is combined with other options.
Economic indicators/criteria for the various pit options are
the only ones considered, as they are the only discrim inating crit eria. The two criteria
considered are fatal flaw criteria, nam ely whether the value of minerals is greater than the cost of the m ining method and whether a reasonable portion of
ore is recoverable by using the specific pit alternative. These considerations are the essence of the feasibility of the proje ct. If either of these criteria
cannot be met the project would not make economic sense and there would be no reason to develop a mine at all.
The results of this analy sis indicate that alternatives 3, 4, and 5 m eet both requirem ents (all are open pit) and thus are desi gnated potentially achievable
alternatives. These alternatives were not ranked as this is not possible until the pit is combined with the other options.

TABLE A-2
FACILITIES

A. MINE DEVELOPMENT

2. ASSOCIATED DIVERSIONS

ECONOMIC
Criteria Type
Criteria

Exclusionary
Reasonable cost
of construction

ENGINEERING

Achievable/ Rank
Unachievable

1. Tunnel

Yes

Exclusionary
Potential conflicts with
haul routes and pit
operations
N/A

2. East Bench
Channel
3. West Bench
Channel
4. Progressive
Bench
Channels
5. Through Pit

No

High

No

Moderate

X

No

Moderate

No

Moderate

X

Yes

High

Yes

Moderate



N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
x = Unachievable Alternative

Exclusionary
Exclusionary
Provides
Risk of
operational design
failure
flexibility
Yes
Low

1 = Preferred Alternative
2 = Acceptable Alternative



1

2

Comments

Cheaper and
risks are
manageable
(see attached
notes)

TABLE A-3
FACILITIES

A. MINE DEVELOPMENT

2. ASSOCIATED DIVERSIONS (DETAILS)

ECONOMIC

ENGINEERING

Criteria Type
Fatal Flaw
Criteria
Reasonable cost of construction

Exclusionary
Provides operational design flexibility

PreLife of Summary Will the
Flexibility to
production mine
diversion expand final pit
capital cost cost
be
limits in
(million (million
situated
response to
$Can.)
$Can)
away
slope stability
from
problems
projected and/or higher
main haul metal prices
routes
Measure
Threshold
1. Tunnel
2. East Bench
Channel
3. West Bench
Channel
4. Progressive
Bench
Channels
5. Through Pit

Achievable/ Rank
Unachievable
Exclusionary
Low risk of failure

Summary

Distance
of
diversion
from final
pit wall
(m)

Will open Summary
pit slopes
be flattened
to minimize
risk of
failures

0

19

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

approx.
200

Yes

Yes

74

76

No

No

No

No

0

Yes

Yes

X

103

138

No

Yes

No

No

0

Yes

Yes

X

0

17

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0

Yes

Yes

-

-

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

-

N/A

N/A

= Potentially Achievable Alternative
x = Unachievable Alternative

Comments

1

Cheaper and
risks are
manageable

2
N/A

1 = Preferred Alternative
2 = Acceptable Alternative

Both economic and engineering indicators are the discriminatory criteria to choose betw een alternatives for this component. En vironmental considerations woul d provide distinction, i.e.
indicate a preference, between potentially achievable alternatives . The economic criteria of reasonable cost of construction of the pit diversions consider the pre-production costs and total
ongoing costs, which are considered fatal flaw criteria. The thre shold for total cost was considered to be $25 m illion. The e ngineering criteria are cons idered exclusionary and include
analysis of risk of failure for each of the alternatives a nd whether the each alternative provides flexibility in its operation al design. F or the form er criteria, consideration is taken of the
proximity of the diversion to the pit and the slope of the pit walls to m inimise the risk of failures. The latter criteria of design flexibility consider diversion locations with respect to m ain
haul routes and the proximity to pit limits in order to have the flexibility to expand the pit walls in response to both engineering and economic factors.

TABLE A -4
FACILITIES


Criteria Type
Criteria

1. Tunnel

A. MINE DEVELOPMENT

2. ASSOCIATED DIVERSIONS (SUMMARY)

ECONOMIC

ENGINEERING

Fatal Flaw

Exclusionary Exclusionary Exclusionary

Reasonable cost of Conflicts with
construction
haul routes
and pit
operations
Yes
Yes

2. East Bench
No
Channel
3. West Bench
No
Channel
4. Progressive
Yes
Bench Channels
5. Through Pit
N/A

 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
x = Unachievable Alternative

Provides
operational
design
flexibility
Yes

Achievable/ Rank
Unachievable

Comments

Low risk of 
failure
Yes



No

No

Yes

X

Yes

No

Yes

X

Yes

Yes

Yes



N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1

Cheaper and risks are manageable
(see attached details.)

2

1 = Preferred Alternative
2 = Acceptable Alternative

The results of the analysis leave alternatives 1 (tunnel diversion) and 4 (progressive bench channels) as the achievable alternatives as they both satisfy all
criteria whereas the other alternatives at the very least do not pass the fatal flaw (economic) criteria. These alternatives are respectively ranked 1
(preferred) and 2 (acceptable). The tunnel diversion is the preferred alternative because it is cheaper and the risks are inherently lower due to its distance
away from the pit. All of the other alternatives are dependent on the final pit arrangement and therefore subject to similar risks as those of the pit.

TABLE A-5
FACILITIES

B. TAILINGS STORAGE SITES
ECONO
MIC

Criteria Type
Criteria

1. Fish Creek
North

1. LOCATION

ENGINEERING

ENVIRONMENTAL

Fatal
Fatal
Fatal Flaw
Fatal Flaw
Fatal Flaw
Exclusionary
Fatal Flaw Fatal Flaw
Flaw
Flaw
Acceptable Topograph Topographic and
Suitable
Maintain a net
Adequate
Final
Fish habitat
unit
ic features hydrogeologic
foundation
deficit in
quantities of catchment area
effects
cost/tonne permit
features of site
conditions to
operational
material
sufficient size compensata
for
efficient facilitate control
allow
water balance available for
to allow for
ble
disposal
storage and collection of development of
during
construction of self sustaining
seepage during
large
operations
starter
water cover at
operations
embankments
embankment
closure
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Achievable Ran Comments
/
k
Unachieva
ble



1

2

2. Fish Creek
South
3. Tete Hill
South
4. Tete Hill
North
5. Cone Hill

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes



No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

---

X

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

---

No

---

X

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes



2

6. Tete Angela
Creek
7. Tete Angela
Creek North
8. Tete Hill East

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes



2

No

No

---

---

Yes

---

Yes

---

X

No

No

---

---

Yes

---

Yes

---

X

9. Beece Creek

No

No

---

---

---

---

Yes

---

X

---

---

Yes

---

Yes

---

X

10. Groundhog
No
No
Creek
= Potentially Achievable Alternative
=
x Unachievable Alternative

1 = Preferred Alternative
2. Acceptable Alternative

Shortest
distance,
lowest head
(see attached
notes)

TABLE A-6
FACILITIES

B. TAILINGS STORAGE SITES
ECONOMIC

Criteria Type
Criteria

Fatal Flaw

1. LOCATION

ENGINEERING

Excl.

Fatal
Excl.
Flaw
Acceptable Within Topograp Adequate
unit
10km
hic
quantities of
cost/tonne of pit features
material
for disposal
permit available for
of tailings
efficient construction
and PAG
storage
of starter
waste rock
embankment

Fatal Flaw
Suitable
foundation
conditions
to allow
developmen
t of large
embankmen
ts

ENVIRONMENTAL

Fatal Flaw

Fatal Flaw

Topographic Maintain a
and
net deficit in
hydrogeologic operational
features of site water balance
facilities
during
control and
operations
collection of
seepage during
operations
Yes
Yes

1. Fish Creek
North

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

2. Fish Creek
South
3. Tete Hill South

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No?

No

Yes

4. Tete Hill North

No

Yes

No?

No

Yes

Fatal Flaw

Achievable/ Rank Comments
Unachievab
le

Fatal Flaw

Final
Fish habitat
catchment area
effects
sufficient size compensatabl
to allow for
e
self sustaining
water cover at
closure
Yes

Yes



1

Yes

Yes

Yes



2

No

Yes

No

Yes

X

No

Yes

No

Yes

X

Shortest
distance,
lowest head


5. Cone Hill
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2

6. Tete Angela
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2
Creek
7. Tete Angela
No
No
No?
Yes
Probably
Yes
Yes
X
Creek North
8. Tete Hill East
No
No
No?
No
Probably
No?
Yes
X
9. Beece Creek
No
No
No?
Yes
Maybe
No?
Yes
X
10. Groundhog
No
No
No?
Yes
Probably
No?
Yes
X
Creek
 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
1 = Preferred Alternative
=
x Unachievable Alternative
2
= Acceptable Alternative
Results of the analysis indicate that four of the ten alternatives are achievable. These include Fish Creek North, Fish Creek South, Cone Hill and Tete Angela Creek. The
rest of the alternatives fail to pass at least one of the fatal flaw criteria. Of the four achievable alternatives Fish Creek North is ranked first while the others are ranked
second. The rationale for this ranking includes the fact that the Fish Creek North location is the shortest distance from the pit and has the lowest maximum elevation
difference for the tailings pipeline

TABLE A-7
FACILITIES


C. WASTE ROCK SITES

1. LOCATION

ECONOMIC

ENGINEERING

Criteria Type

Fatal Flaw Fatal Flaw Fatal Flaw

Criteria

Acceptabl Suitably Topographic Sufficient Foundatio
Waste pile
Fish habitat effects
e unit cost competent
features
surface area
n slope
developed to
compensatible
/tonne
facilitate
foundatio
and
<10%
allow
surface
n
appropriate
segregation of
runoff
materials
height for
overburden and
collection
disposal
waste rock
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

1. Fish Lake

2. Fish Creek Valley
Yes
Yes
(north)
3. Tete Hill South
No
Yes
4. Tete Hill North
No
Yes
5. Cone Hill
No
Yes
6. Basalt Ridge
No
Yes
7. Tete Hill East
No
--8. Area north of Mill
No
--site 2
9. Area east of
No
--Waste Rock site 2
10. Area NE of
No
--Tailings site 2
11. Combinations of
----multiple sites

 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
=
x Unachievable Alternative

Excl.

Excl.

ENVIRONMENTA Achievable/ Rank Comments
L
Unachievable
Excl.

Fatal Flaw



1
2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes



No
No
---------

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
-----

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
--No
-----

Yes
Yes
-------

x
x
x
x
x
x

---

---

---

---

---

x

---

---

Yes

---

---

x

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

---

x

2

Least cost (see
attached notes)

1 = Preferred Alternative
= Acceptable Alternative

Economic, engi neering and envi ronmental cri teria are al l consi dered for t his com ponent, however, t he envi ronmental cri terion (w hether fish habitat effects are
compensable) provides no real distinction between alternatives, as all alternatives satisfy it

TABLE A-8
FACILITIES

C. NR WASTE ROCK SITES 1. LOCATION (SUMMARY)
ECONOMI
C

Criteria Type
Criteria

1. Fish Lake

ENGINEERING

Fatal Flaw Fatal Flaw
Fatal Flaw
Excl.
Acceptable Suitably Topographic features
Sufficient
unit
competent cause surface runoff to surface area
cost/tonne foundatio be directed to main
and
n
collection points
appropriate
materials
height for NR
disposal
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

ENVIRONMENTA Achievable/ Rank
L
Unachievabl
e
Excl.
Excl.
Foundatio Fish habitat effects
n slope
compensatable

Yes

Yes



1
2

2. Fish Creek Valley
(north)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes



3. Tete Hill South

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

x

4. Tete Hill North

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

x

5. Cone Hill

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

x

6. Basalt Ridge

No

Yes

No

No?

Yes

Yes

x

7. Tete Hill East

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

x

8. Area north of Mill
site 2

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

x

9. Area east of Waste
Rock site 2

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

x

10. Area NE of
Tailings site 2

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

x

11. Combinations of
multiple sites

---

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

x

Comments

Least cost

 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
1= Preferred Alternative
=
x Unachievable Alternative
2.
Acceptable Alternative
The only econom ic criterion is that of acceptable cost, which is c onsidered fatal flaw. The engineering criteria consider phys ical features of each location, such as
topography and soil suitability for hydrologic and structural aspects. Two of the criteria are fatal, including suitable soil characteristic for a sound foundat ion and
topographic features that allow efficient surface runoff. The exclusionary criteri a include surface area requirem ents and foun dation sl ope. The t hresholds for t hese
indicators are >1000 ha and <20% sl ope respectively. R esults of the analysis of t he waste rock st orage site alternatives produced two achievable alternatives out of a

possible eleven. These al ternatives were Fish Lake and Fish Creek Valley (north). The onl y way to distinguish between them was by cost, and therefore Fish Lake was
ranked higher than Fish Creek Valley.

TABLE A-9
FACILITIES
D. MILL, MAKE-UP WATER AND ASSOCIATED INFRASTRUCTURE
INFRASTRUCTURE
ECONOMIC
Criteria Type
Criteria
1. East of Pit
2. Basalt Ridge

ENGINEERING

Achievable/ Rank Comments
Unachievable

Exclusionary
Minimize
additional
infrastructure
Yes

Fatal Flaw
Acceptable cost

Exclusionary
Within 2-3 km of
pit

Yes

Yes



No

No

Yes

X

 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
x= Unachievable Alternative
2

1. MILL AND ASSOCIATED

1

least cost ( see accompanying notes measures and thresholds)

1 = Preferred Alternative
= Acceptable Alternative

There are only two alternatives considered for the location of the Mill – east of the pit and at Basalt Ridge. Acceptable cost is the only f atal
flaw criteria considered f or this f acility. Exclusionary criteri a include proxim ity to pit and the need f or additional inf rastructure. The m ill
location east of the pit was the only achieva ble alternative as it satisfies the fatal flaw criteria. In addition, road access and power is from the
east, thus a mill site east of the pit was considered optimal. Any additional cost to move the mill to the west for no measurable benefit was not
considered acceptable.

TABLE A-10
FACILITIES

D. MILL, MAKE-UP WATER AND ASSOCIATED INFRASTRUCTURE
ECONOMIC

Criteria Type
Criteria

Fatal Flaw
Acceptable
cost

1. Taseko River

Yes

2. Taseko Lake
3. Groundhog Creek
4. Tete Angela Creek
5. Groundwater
6. Storage in
combination with the
above

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
x= Unachievable Alternative
2

ENVIRONMENTAL

Fatal Flaw
Fatal Flaw
Exclusionary
Is max annual Can volume be Pipeline routed to
required
extracted and
minimize
volume
reduce surface
additional
available
water flow by
surface
<10%
disturbance
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
--Yes

2. MAKE-UP WATER

Achievable/ Rank
Unachievable



1


X
X
X


2

1 = Preferred Alternative
= Acceptable Alternative

2

Comments

least cost, least potential
impact (see attached
notes)

TABLE A-11
FACILITIES

D. MILL, MAKE-UP WATER AND ASSOCIATED INFRASTRUCTURE
ECONOMI
C

ECONOMIC

ENVIRONMENTAL

Criteria Type

Fatal Flaw

Fatal Flaw

Fatal Flaw

Criteria

Acceptable Is max annual required volume
cost
available

2. MAKE-UP WATER (DETAILS)
Achievable/ Ran Comment
Unachievabl k s
e

Can volume be extracted and reduce surface water flow by
<10%
Low flow month High flow month

1 in 10 year 7
day low flow
(7Q10)
Flow
Flow
Summary
Estimate Averag Is average Flow
%
%
%
e
annual flow rate extractio rate extractio rate extractio
d makerate >
(m3/s) n at 0.3 (m3/s n at 0.3 (m3/s) n at 0.3
up water annual
make-up
)
required flow
m3/s
m3/s
m3/s
3
removal
removal
removal
rate
water
(m /s)
3
(m
/s)
requiremen
rate
rate
rate
m3/s
m3/s
m3/s
%
m3/s
%
m3/s
%
m3/s

Measure
Threshold
1. Taseko River

Yes

0.3

37

>0.3
Yes

4.40

7

105

0.3

3.2

9

Yes



1

least cost,
least
potential
impact


2. Taseko Lake
Yes
0.3
37
Yes
4.40
7
105
0.3
3.2
9
Yes
2
3. Groundhog
Yes
0.3
0.04
No
0.01
100
0.15
100
0
N/A
No
X
Creek
4. Tete Angela
Yes
0.3
0.06
No
0.01
100
0.20
100
0
N/A
No
X
Creek
5. Groundwater
Yes
0.3
0.2
No
0.20
100
0.20
100
0.2
100
Yes
X

6. Storage in
Yes
0.3
37
Yes
4.40
<7
105
<0.3
3.2
0
Yes
2
combination with
the above with 1.
or 2.
 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
1 = Preferred Alternative
=
x Unachievable Alternative
2
= Acceptable Alternative
All criteria for selection of a preferred make up water source are considered to be fatal. One criterion has been adopted for each of the indicator types.
The economic criteria considered is the accep table cost of the pre-production and the to tal cost of establishing and m aintaining an acceptable make-up water supply from
each of the 6 alternative locations. Thes e criteria do not distinguish between alternatives, as each the cost of each alternat ive is below threshold limits. The engineering

criteria consider the maximum annual required flow rate with a threshold 0.3 m3/s (the estimated make-up water required). The envi ronmental criteria address effects on
surface water flows due to extraction of m ake-up water for the m ill in an effort to protect fi sh habitat from unacceptably low flows. Three acceptable alternative m akeup water so urces resulted from this analysis, which include the Taseko River, Taseko Lake and st orage in combination of t he two. The Taseko River was ranked as t he
preferred alternative, due to its low cost and least potential for impact on the fishery

TABLE A-12
FACILITIES

D. MILL, MAKE-UP WATER AND ASSOCIATED INFRASTRUCTURE

2. MAKE-UP WATER (SUMMARY)

ECONOMIC ENGINEERING ENVIRONMENTAL Achievable/ Rank Comments
Unachievable
Criteria Type

Fatal Flaw

Fatal Flaw

Fatal Flaw

Acceptable cost

Is max annual
required volume
available

Can volume be extracted
and reduce surface water
flow by <10%

1. Taseko River

Yes

Yes

Yes



1

2. Taseko Lake

Yes

Yes

Yes



2

3. Groundhog Creek

Yes

No

No

X

4. Tete Angela
Creek
5. Groundwater

Yes

No

No

X

Yes

No

Yes

X

Yes

Yes

Yes



Criteria

6. Storage in
combination with
the above with 1. or
2.

 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
=
x Unachievable Alternative

2

acceptable cost, least potential impact (see
attached details.)

2

1 = Preferred Alternative
= Acceptable Alternative

All criteria for selection of a preferred make up water source are considered to be fatal. One criterion has been adopted for each of the indicator types.
Three acceptable alternative make-up water sources resulted from this analysis, which in clude the Taseko River, Taseko Lake and storage in combination of the
two. The Taseko River was ranked as the preferred alternative, due to its low cost and least potential for impact on the fishery.

TABLE A-13
FACILITIES


E. OVERBURDEN/BORROW PIT AREAS
ECONOMIC

Criteria

1. Sites within pit area

Acceptable
costs
Yes

2. Sites near plant site
No
3. Sites within tailings
No
area
4. Sites along road
No
corridor(s)

 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
x= Unachievable Alternative
2

1. AREAS

ENGINEERING

Achievable/ Rank Comments
Unachievable

Suitable
Suitable material
quantity of available adjacent
to area of
material
construction
Yes
Yes



No
No

Yes
Yes

X
X

No

Yes

X

1

At Oct. 30 Workshop it was
agreed no further analysis of
this element required.

1 = Preferred Alternative
= Acceptable Alternative

Sites within the pit area were determ ined to be the only achievable and preferred alternative. It was agreed at the October 30
workshop that no further analysis of this component was required.

th

, 1998

TABLE A-14
FACILITIES

F. ACCESS ROAD

Criteria Type
Criteria
1. Big Creek via Farwell
Canyon
a. North Verdun Mtn
b. South Verdun Mtn
2. Lee's Corner and
Whitewater Road
a. Cone Hill East

b. Cone Hill West

1. ROUTES

ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENTAL Achievable/ Rank Comments
Unachievable
Fatal Flaw
Exclusionary
Acceptable
Minimize new
cost
disturbance
No
No

No
No

X
X

Yes

Yes



No

No

X

 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
x= Unachievable Alternative
2

1

Least cost and utilizes existing access
corridor (see accompanying notes measures and thresholds)

1 = Preferred Alternative
= Acceptable Alternative

Acceptable cost is the only fatal flaw crite ria for this com ponent, with environmental criteria, namely minimising disturbance, as the
exclusionary indicator to distinguish between achievable alterna tives. The only alternative of th e four that satisfied the fat al flaw
criteria (and exclusionary) was that of the Cone Hill East rout e. This route utilises an existing access corridor and provides the least
cost.

TABLE A-15
FACILITIES

G. CONCENTRATE TRANSFER STATION FACILITIES
ECONOMIC

Criteria Type
Criteria

1. Rail Yard - Williams
Lake

Achievable/ Rank Comments
Unachievable

Fatal Flaw
Exclusionary
Acceptable costs Presence of
of facility
existing
operation
infrastructure
facilities
Yes
Yes



1

Selected due the shorter haul

2

Substantially longer haul distance hence much
higher operating cost.

2. Rail Yard - Prince
George

Yes

Yes



3. Port Facility - Bella
Coola
4. Truck to Vancouver
5. Pipeline to Bella
Coola

No

No

X

No
No

No
No

X
X

 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
x= Unachievable Alternative
2

1. SITES

1 = Preferred Alternative
= Acceptable Alternative

Two economic criteria are considered to select between five alternatives. Acceptable cost is the fatal flaw criterion, while the
presence of existing infrastructure facilities is the exclusionary indicator. The Bella Coola port facility failed to satisfy either of the
criteria.

TABLE A -16
FACILITIES
Option #

H. TRANSMISSION LINE
Achievable/ Rank
Unachievable
(See attached
notes)

210 km

N/A

94 km

N/A

N/A

>46% Easy,
28%
Medium
=26 km

N/A

N/A

X

Not
N/A
adequate*
*
Not
N/A
adequate*
*
Adequate Protected.**

Relative
Operating
Cost
(base:
Option 6)
N/A

142 km

N/A

N/A

31% Easy,
Medium

50%
=71 km

N/A

N/A

X

Adequate Protected.**

142 km

N/A

N/A

30% Easy,
Medium

41%
=58 km

N/A

N/A

X

Adequate Protected.**

146 km

N/A

N/A

68% Easy
Medium

50%
=72 km

N/A

N/A

Adequate Enhanced, Integrated;
Special.
Adequate Enhanced, Integrated,
Special.Passes close
to Protected Areas
and Recreation Sites.*
Adequate Enhanced, Integrated.
Overlaps Recreation
Site.Passes close to a
Protected Area and a
Recreation Site.*
Adequate Enhanced, Integrated.

124 km

22,759

100%

168
km*

30,586*

136%*

175
km*

31,894*

141%*

156 km

29,997a

126%

Option 1: Powell 138
kV

X

Option 2: Tyax Lake
69 kV

X

Option 3: Bridge River
230 kV (via Carpenter
Lake)
Option 4:
kV (via
River)

Bridge 230
Yalakom

Option 5: Kelly
230 kV

Lake

Option 6: Dog Creek
230 kV



Option 7: Soda Creek
230 kV (via Big Creek)

X

Option 8: Soda Creek
230 kV (via Highway
20)

X

Option 9: Soda Creek
230 kV (North Route)



1

2

Power
Supply

1. CORRIDORS
CCLUP-Designated Lengt Constructio
Zones
h (km)
n Cost
($ ‘000s)

 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
x= Unachievable Alternative
2
**
Reason for elimination during screening.

Terrain
(% Easy,
Med.)

Existing
Access
Routes

ALR
(ha)

Private
Land
(ha)

0% Easy,
Medium

0%

N/A

N/A

96% Easy,
87%
8,718
Medium =108 km
88% Easy,
83%
25,171
Medium =139 km*
*
(3% V.
Rough)*
87% Easy,
83%
24,610
Medium* =145 km*
*

90% Easy,
89%
12,083
Medium =129 km

1 = Preferred Alternative
= Acceptable Alternative

2,850
9,649*

10,887*

3,328

*

Reasons for elimination during comparative evaluation.
Estimate does not include any provisions for construction using helicopters and hand clearing unlike estimate for Option 6.
N/A Not Applicable. Criteria were not applied because option was already eliminated from consideration.
access % of corridor length that can be reasonably accessed from good existing roads via a rough bl aded construction track down the
ROW (i.e. roads within a short distance of the corridor that could be connected to the corridor without the need for extensive work and
tree removal).
a

Several corridor options conflicted with specific technical/engineering and socio-economic criteria and were therefore
eliminated from the selection process:
 Options 1 and 2 supply 138 kV and 69 kV power respectively and we re eliminated by the requirement for a 230 kV power source;
and,
 Options 3, 4 and 5 overlap with the Big Creek South Chilcotin
Provincial Park (a Protected Area in the CCLUP) and were
eliminated by the need to avoid protected areas.
In light of these findings, Option 6 emerged as the preferred corridor. In particular, Option 6 has:
1. No foreseen difficulties in constructing a 230 kV off-take for Pr osperity m ine site. Expanding the Soda Creek substation for
Options 7, 8 and 9 may not be feasible.
2. Gentler terrain. The next best alternative (Option 9) covers rougher terrain for an additional 6% of its length, equivalent to 9.5
km.
3. Substantially lower construction costs. The next best alternative (Option 9) costs at least an additional 32%, equivalent to an extra
$7.2 million.
4. Substantially lower operating costs. The next best alternative (Option 9) costs an additional 26%.
5. No conflicts with existing land-use zones. The next best alternative (Option 9) also has no conflicts.
6. Significantly smaller area of overlap with private landholdings. Th e next best alternative (Option 9) covers an additional 17% ,
equivalent to 478 ha.
7. Significantly smaller area of overlap with Agricultural Land Reserves . The next best alternative (Option 9) covers an addition al
39%, equivalent to 3,365 ha.
8. Shorter corridor. The next best alternative (Option 9) is 32 km longer, equivalent to an additional 26%; and
9. Shorter stretches not already accessible from existing roads. The next best alternative (Option 9) is similarly accessible.

TABLE A-17
ACTIVITIES

A. MINING, MILLING and STORAGE of NPAG WASTE ROCK

1. Drilling and Blasting*

Achievable/
Unachievable


Rank

1. CORRIDORS

Comments

1

* only preferred alternative
 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
x= Unachievable Alternative
2

1 = Preferred Alternative
= Acceptable Alternative

Only one method of mining was considered – drilling and blasting. All parties agreed with this selection.

TABLE A-18
ACTIVITIES
PRODUCTS

A. MINING, MILLING and STORAGE of NPAG WASTE ROCK

ECONOMIC
Criteria Type
Criteria
1. Trucking (diesel)
2. Trucking (trolley assist)

3. Crush/conveying

Achievable/
Unachievable

Rank

Fatal Flaw
Acceptable cost
Yes
Yes




2
1

No

X

 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
x= Unachievable Alternative
2

2. TRANSPORT OF MINED

Comments

least cost and most
environmentally-friendly (see
accompanying notes)

1 = Preferred Alternative
= Acceptable Alternative

Selection was made between three alternatives – diesel trucks, trucks with trolley assistance, and crushing and transport by co nveyor.
The only criterion considered was acceptable cost, a fatal flaw indicator. Crushing and conveying was eliminated as unachievable due
to the large capital costs involved. Trolle y assisted trucking was ranked higher than diesel trucking due to a cheaper cost an d the
implication of reduced air emissions.

TABLE A -19
ACTIVITIES


A. MINING, MILLING and STORAGE of NPAG WASTE ROCK
ECONOMIC

Criteria Type
Criteria
1. Froth Flotation

ENGINEERING ENVIRONMENTAL

3. MILLING

Achievable/ Rank
Unachievable

Fatal Flaw
Acceptable cost

Fatal Flaw
Max metal
recovery

Exclusionary
Low risk of
environmental effects

Yes

Yes

Yes



No
No
No

N/A
No
No

X
X
X

2. Leaching
N/A
3. Hydrometallurgy
No
4. Pyrometallurgy
No

 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
x= Unachievable Alternative
2

1

Comments

(see accompanying
notes)

1 = Preferred Alternative
= Acceptable Alternative

All three indicator types were considered for the selection of the preferred m
illing m ethod. Econom ic (acceptable cost) and
engineering (maximum metal recovery) were the fatal flaw criteria, while environmental indicators (low risk of environmental effects)
distinguished between achievable alternatives. The only alternative that satisfied both fatal flaw criteria was froth flotation.

TABLE A-20
ACTIVITIES
STORAGE

A. MINING, MILLING and STORAGE of NPAG WASTE ROCK

ECONOMIC
Criteria Type
Criteria
1. Trucking
2. Crush/conveying

Achievable/
Unachievable

Rank

Fatal Flaw
Acceptable cost
Yes



1

No

X

 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
x= Unachievable Alternative
2

4. WASTE TRANSPORT TO

Comments

least cost ( see accompanying notes)

1 = Preferred Alternative
= Acceptable Alternative

Two alternatives were identified for this component of operations, trucking and crush/conveying. Trucking was selected as the only
achievable alternative, as it satisfied the only criteria consid
ered, essentially acceptable cost. Capital costs associated wi
th the
crush/conveying alternative were in excess of $400 million, where trucking costs are $0.69/tonne of ore (approx.$1.6 million).

TABLE A-21
ACTIVITIES

Criteria Type
Criteria

A. MINING, MILLING and STORAGE of NPAG WASTE ROCK

ECONOMIC

ENGINEERING

Fatal Flaw
Acceptable cost

1. Pipeline

Yes

Exclusionary
Proven technology
at this scale
Yes

2. Conveyor
3. Trucking

No
No

No
No

 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
x= Unachievable Alternative
2

5. TAILINGS TRANSPORT TO STORAGE

Achievable/
Unachievable

Rank

Comments



1

least cost, proven technology
(see accompanying notes)

X
X
1 = Preferred Alternative
= Acceptable Alternative

Tailings transport through a pipeline was selected as the only pref erred alternative, as it was th e only alternative of the thr ee that
satisfied both the econom ic (fatal flaw) cr iteria of cost and the engineering (exclusionary) criteria of proven technology at t
he
proposed scale. The costs associated with trucking or conve ying tailings are above the thres hold of $0.30/tonne and the techno logy
for drying 70,000 tonnes/day has not been proven.

TABLE A-22
ACTIVITIES

Criteria Type
Criteria

B. ARD MANAGEMENT
1. PAG WASTE ROCK
ECONOMIC
ENGINEERING ENVIRONMENTAL Achievable/
Unachievable
Fatal Flaw

Exclusionary

Fatal Flaw

Fatal Flaw

Acceptable
cost

Is it proven
technology at
this scale
Yes

Acceptable
environmental
risk
Yes



1. Sub-aqueous
storage

Yes

Minimal
ongoing
operating costs
Yes

2. Encapsulation
(covers)
3. Interim
storage/pit
4.
Blending/zoning
and/or CaC03
addition
5. Combinations
6. Open storage
with water
treatment
7. Integration

No

No

No

No

X

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

X

No

No

No

No

X

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes


X

-

-

-

-

 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
x= Unachievable Alternative
2

Rank

1

Comments

Proven technology
at this scale (see
accompanying notes)

2

1 = Preferred Alternative
= Acceptable Alternative

The criteria for selection between the alternatives include all
indicator types. Econom ic criteria include m inimal operating c osts
(exclusionary) and acceptable cost (fatal fl aw), which has a threshold of $0.70/tonne. The engineering criterion (fatal flaw) considers
whether the technology has been proven at the proposed scale. The environmental criterion (fatal flaw) is acceptable environm ental
risk.
Only two alternatives of the seven considered are achievable ba sed on the given indicators. S ub-aqueous storage was ranked hig her
than combinations of technologies (i.e. sub-aqueous with pockets of CaCO3 addition).

TABLE A-23
ACTIVITIES

B. ARD MANAGEMENT

1. Sub-aqueous storage
2. Encapsulation (covers)
3. Interim storage/pits
4. Blending/zoning and/or
CaC03 addition
5. Combinations
6. Treatment
7. Integration

2. TAILINGS

INDICATOR
* See note below
* See note below
* See note below
* See note below
* See note below
* See note below
* See note below

* Tailings are known to contain only non-reactive m aterial, there fore ARD management would be irrelevant. This was agreed to by
all parties at the October 30th, 1998 workshop.

TABLE A-24
ACTIVITIES

B. ARD MANAGEMENT

3. PIT

ECONOMIC

Criteria Type
Criteria

1. Accelerated
Flooding (<20
yrs)
2. Passive Care

3. Active Care/
sludge Disposal
4. Flooding
(natural)

ENGINEERING ENVIRONMENTAL Achievable/
Unachievable
Fatal Flaw Exclusionary
Fatal Flaw
Fatal Flaw
Acceptabl
e cost

Minimal
ongoing
operating costs

Proven
technology

Acceptable
environmental risk

No

No

Yes

No

X

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes



No

No

Yes

Yes

X

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes



 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
x = Unachievable Alternative

Rank

1

Comments

least cost, lowest
environmental risk
(see accompanying
notes)

2

1 = Preferred Alternative
2 = Acceptable Alternative

The criteria f or selecting between alternativ es for ARD m anagement of the pit are the sam e as those considered for PAG waste ro ck
(B.1). Two of the four alternatives cons idered are achievable, with the passive care alternative ranking higher than natural f looding
because of lower costs and it provides the least environmental risk.

TABLE A-25
ACTIVITIES


C. CONCENTRATE TRANSPORT

1. TRUCKING

ECONOMIC

ENVIRONMENTAL

Fatal Flaw
Acceptable cost

Exclusionary
Minimize
environmental risk

1. Trucking to Gibraltar
Loadout - rail to Vancouver

Yes

Yes



1

2. Trucking to Williams Lake rail to Vancouver
3. Trucking to Prince George rail to Prince Rupert
4. Trucking to Bella Coola

Yes

Yes



2

No

Yes

X

No

Yes

X

5. Trucking to Vancouver

No

Yes

X

6. Pipeline to Bella Coola

No

No

X

Criteria Type
Criteria


 = Potentially Achievable Alternative
x = Unachievable Alternative

Achievable/
Unachievable

Rank

Comments
(see accompanying notes)

Loadout site is permitted and
will require incremental cost
to upgrade.

1 = Preferred Alternative
2 = Acceptable Alternative

The fatal flaw criterion for this com ponent of project activitie s is acceptable cost. Exclusionary criteria are whether the al ternative
minimises environmental risk. The only preferred alternative from a list of six is trucking to the Gibraltar concentrate Loado ut, with
rail transport to Vancouver. The Gibraltar facility is perm itted and will require incremental cost to upgrade. This alternati ve and that
of the W illiams lake option are the only tw o that satisfied the fatal flaw criterion. The Gibraltar facility was chosen over W illiams
Lake as it is a brown site and has permitting in place for its operation.

TABLE A-26
CHECK LIST OF ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES

Used in MAE

A1 Mining
A2 Transport of mined
products
A3 Milling
A4 Waste transport to
storage
A5 Tailings transport to
storage
B1 PAG waste rock
B2 ARD Mgt. - Tailings
B3 ARD Mgt. - Pit
C Concentrate transport
* only one potentially achievable alternative

Ranked Preferred
Alternatives Used-Common
to all MDPO’s NonDiscriminary

*





*
*



*






irrelevant

*

TABLE A-27
CHECK LIST OF FACILITIES
FACILITIES

A1
A2
B1
B2
C
D1
D2
E
F
G
H
I
J

Mine
Assoc. Diversions
Tailings Storage Sites
Dam Construction
Waste Rock Storage
Sites
Mill
Make-up Water
Sources
Overburden
Borrow/Pit Areas
Access Road
Concentrate Transfer
Station Facilities
Transmission Line
Mitigation &
Compensation
Reclamation

Used in MAE

Ranked Preferred
Alternatives UsedCommon to all MDPO'sNon-Discriminary

To Be Addressed
Following Selection
of PPDP












*




*




*




*



APPENDIX B
SUITABILITY OF WEIGHTING-SCALING-RANKING IN A MULTIPLE ACCOUNTS
EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
November 20, 1998
CELP is presently undertaking a Multiple Accounts Evaluation (MAE) to select a single, preferred Mine
Development Plan from four options. It has been proposed that a system of Weighting-Scaling-Ranking
(WSR) could provide an objective comparison of options. In this report, we explore the suitability of
applying WSR as a basis to compare development options. We conclude that the WSR approach would be
logically inconsistent, could sacrifice transparency of analysis, and may not even be a necessary step to
accomplish the goals of the Project Committee.
1.

MULTIPLE ACCOUNTS EVALUATION

MAE is a tool designed to facilitate the decision-making process and to recognize a range of objectives and
values, in order to provide a broader evaluation perspective than conventional Cost-Benefits Analysis
(CBA).
For decades, CBA has been the standard tool for project selection. CBA's main goal is to assess the social
efficiency aspects of alternate project plans. In CBA, the economic, social and environmental effects of
alternate projects are combined quantitatively in dollar terms. Project Benefits less Project Costs are then
calculated on a present-value (time value of money) basis for each option, and Net Social Benefits (in dollar
terms) is the final and ultimate result. The Social Rate of Return can also be calculated for alternate project
options and be compared with the minimum required social discount rate (e.g., a real, pre-tax return of 8% is
a typical social discount rate benchmark).
MAE explores the distribution of project benefits and costs in order to provide a more detailed sense of
project effects from multiple perspectives (e.g., the communities, the region, the environment, First Nations,
provincial and federal governments, company). Hence, MAE goes beyond CBA in two respects:
 MAE unbundles the CBA estimates of aggregate Project Benefits and aggregate Project Costs. This is
straightforward to do because the dissaggregated information feeding into the CBA (i.e., from the
multiple perspectives) would be available.
 MAE incorporates quantitative information expressed in non-dollar terms and qualitative information that
is not conducive to standard methods of quantification.
In general, MAE estimates are not as simple to interpret as conventional CBA, because unlike the latter,
MAE does not generate a single final decision criterion. MAE provides diverse information organized under
various criteria or "accounts" which enables trade-offs to be identified and examined. In this respect, MAE
lacks the simple elegance of CBA. On the other hand, MAE can potentially allow for a more comprehensive
analysis, providing the decision-maker with as much information as possible.
By design, the MAE framework allows the analyst to organize and compare a wide spectrum of diverse
information. To do so however, MAE often requires large amounts of diverse data. In many projects
including Prosperity, a number of different data measurement forms are required. Certain data converts
easily to currency amounts (e.g., financial return, provincial revenues and employment impacts). For other
data however, conversion may be technically impossible or prohibitively expensive.

In general, data may be characterized into four ascending measurement categories: nominal, ordinal, interval
and ratio. 1 In general, higher categories allow for the use of more sophisticated evaluation methods.
However, higher-level data is often more costly to obtain than lower measurement levels.
 Nominal data is the lowest of the four measurement categories. Data is assigned to mutually exclusive
classes that cannot be ranked in any order. An example of this measurement category is "Regional
District." Application of addition, subtraction, multiplication or division to nominal units has no
meaning whatsoever.
 Ordinal data is the next highest level of data measurement. Data is assigned to categories that may be
ranked in order. However, ordinal units are not separated from one another by any fixed interval. An
example of this measurement category is an impact scale defined as "weak", "moderate", or "strong".
While these labels may be ranked in ascending order of magnitude, it is not possible to determine their
absolute significance levels (for example, does "weak-plus-strong" equal "moderate-times-two?") In
general, it is meaningless to apply mathematical operations to ordinal data.
 Interval data may be ordered, and may be expressed in terms of numbers such that a fixed distance exists
between units. However, the zero point on the interval scale is arbitrary. An example of data measured
in interval units is temperature. When dealing with interval data, amounts may be added or subtracted
(for example, it is appropriate to state "the temperature dropped by two degrees."). Multiplication and
division by a constant is allowed, however it is meaningless to multiply or divide one data point by
another.
 Ratio data is the highest level of data measurement. Observations may be ordered and numbered with
fixed distances between observations. In addition, the zero point on the ratio scale is non-arbitrary.
Examples of ratio data include monetary units (dollars), weight, height and age. Addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division are all permissible when dealing with ratio data.
As noted above, data-gathering costs have the potential to increase substantially with the level of data
measurement. For example, environmental risks of a project are often described in ordinal measurement
units. Conversion from ordinal to a higher measurement level (i.e., interval or ratio) would typically require
special techniques developed by welfare economists. 2 These methods can be expensive and controversial,
and may not adequately capture all impacts.
In practical terms, MAE must include certain data that is only readily available in ordinal terms. Despite this
limitation, the MAE framework can provide a useful framework for organizing and comparing diverse
information, allowing decision-makers to subjectively weigh benefits and costs of various tradeoffs. 3
2.

WEIGHTING-SCALING-RANKING

In and of itself, MAE does not generate a single final result to guide the decision-maker. Instead, MAE
highlights the effects of various project alternatives on individual economic, environmental and social
1

Whitney, J.B.R. and V.W. Maclaren (1985) A Framework for the Assessment of EIA Methodologies. In
Whitney and Maclaren (eds), Environmental Impact Assessment: The Canadian Experience, Institute for
Environmental Studies, University of Toronto.
2

Contingent valuation, hedonic pricing and travel cost techniques are among the methods used by welfare
economists to estimate "consumer surplus" associated with non-market accounts.
3

This subjectivity can be both an advantage and a disadvantage.

indicators. In order to facilitate decision-making, Weighting-Scaling-Ranking (WSR) is a procedure
designed to aggregate indicators into a single final decision rule. WSR involves four steps:
1. Data Transformation: Data is first transformed from its natural unit form into numerical units.
2. Scaling: Transformed values are "scaled" such that they fall within a constant range (e.g., zero to one).
This allows the analyst to apply weights.
3. Weights are applied to capture the relative importance of each account.
4. Ranking: Final results are compared across alternative options.
The goal of WSR is to allow the decision-maker to select between alternative project options by comparing a
single numerical result. In this respect, WSR attempts to replace an elegant feature of conventional CBA that
is lacking in MAE — a final decision criterion that is readily comparable with other projects.
In the context of Prosperity, WSR faces a number of limitations. First, WSR involves mathematical
manipulations that logically cannot be applied to accounts expressed in nominal, ordinal or interval units.
Second, WSR reduces the transparency of analysis. Third, WSR may even be unnecessary in the context of
evaluating Mine Development Plan options for the Prosperity Project.
The following simple example is provided to illustrate these limitations. Consider a project involving three
alternate configurations — Option A, Option B and Option C. Furthermore, assume that the decision-making
framework includes three accounts: Profit, Completion Date and Aesthetics.
The results of our hypothetical MAE are summarized in Table B-1.
3.

PROBLEMS WITH DATA CONVERSION

The reader will note that each of the three accounts are expressed in different measurement unit levels.
Profit is expressed in ratio unit terms (i.e., dollars). As such, there exists a fixed distance between dollarunits, and the zero point is non-arbitrary. As dollars are ratio units, we can divide profit in Option C by that
in Option A to reveal that "Option C is three times as profitable as Option A."
Completion Date is expressed in interval measurement units. While a fixed distance does exist between time
units (i.e., months), the zero point is arbitrary, and therefore multiplication and division of dates is
meaningless. However, we could subtract completion dates to determine that "Option B will be completed
48 months before Option C."
Aesthetics are expressed in terms of ordinal measurement units. While it is possible to determine that
"aesthetics of Option C are better than those of Option B", we cannot determine "how much better", because
ordinal measurement units do not allow us to add, subtract, multiply or divide observations.
Ideally, all amounts in our hypothetical MAE would already be expressed in ratio measurement units.
However, in this example we are faced with ordinal units and interval units. These unit types impose
constraints on the types of mathematical operations that are allowed. This in itself would preclude the use of
WSR.

4.

PROBLEMS WITH SCALING AND WEIGHTING

Assume, for calculation purposes only, that "Aesthetics" can in some way be converted to ratio units (rather
than the ordinal units, "Poor", "Moderate," and "Good.") Assume furthermore that the "Completion Date"
account can be altered such that it is expressed in ratio units. These revised assumptions will allow us to
proceed with a WSR approach.
As noted above, "Aesthetics" is currently expressed as "poor," "moderate" and "good". These ordinal
measurement units do not allow us to add, subtract, multiply or divide. To allow us to continue our
illustrative "analysis," a score of 1, 2, and 3 is ascribed to "poor," "moderate" and "good" respectively.
Another modification must be made to the "Completion Date" account. As this account is stated in terms of
interval units, we cannot apply scaling directly. However, "Completion Date" can be converted to ratio
measurement units by restating as "Project Duration" (expressed in terms of months from start date). In our
illustration, we assume a project start date of January 2000. Project Duration is calculated for the three
hypothetical options in Table B-2.
The second step in WSR involves scaling the data. A number of standardization procedures are available to
accomplish this task. In our illustration, we apply the following formula to each observation:
Scaled Score = Raw Score / Sum of All Scores.
For example, the scaled scores for "Profit," "Project Duration" and "Aesthetics" may be calculated for Option
1 as follows:
Scaled Profit Score

= $100 / ($100 + $1,200 + $300) = 0.06;

Scaled Project Duration Score

= 12 mo. / (12 mo. + 13 mo. + 65 mo.)= 0.13;

Scaled Aesthetics Score

= 1 / (1 + 2 + 3) = 0.17.

Completing these calculations for all options, Table B-3 summarizes the results.
As the third step of WSR, weights must be selected to capture the relative importance of each criterion.
Assume that we determine (i.e., through extensive stakeholder consultation) that the appropriate weights to
be 45 for Profit, 35 for Completion Date, and 20 for Aesthetics.
We now rank the scaled scores by applying the weighting system in Table B-4.
The bottom row in the table calculates the sum of the weighted scores. On this basis, Option B is determined
to be the preferred option. It should be evident that the selection of an alternate weighting system could
generate a different result. For example, if "Profit" were given a weight of zero, then Option C would
become the preferred option.
Perhaps less evident is the notion that the scaling system will also have a direct impact on the final result.
Earlier in this report, we arbitrarily standardized each raw score by dividing through by the sum of raw
scores. Suppose that we had instead selected a different scaling scheme where we divided each raw score by
the maximum score. In this case, the Scaled Scores would be shown in Table B-5.
Applying the same weighting system as before, we calculate final scores in Table B-6.

Under this alternate scaling system, Option C is determined to be the preferred option. That is, the
application of an alternate scaling system can reverse the order of option preference even when the weighing
system remains the same.
We note that our application of WSR required that we convert "Aesthetics" and "Completion Date" to
measures expressed in ratio units. In the real world, it might not be possible to calculate ratio measures for
all data. Such a conversion would be expensive, and for many indicators, may be infeasible.
In the context of the Prosperity MAE, there are a number of indicators that are only readily available in
ordinal terms. Examples of such indicators include wildlife biophysical indicators (e.g., travel corridors and
migratory routes affected) socio-economic indicators (e.g., effects on hay land and range land, recreational
activities affected), and First Nations indicators (e.g., community stability and cultural activities undertaken).
5.

PROBLEMS WITH LACK OF TRANSPARENCY

Another problem with WSR relates to a loss of transparency of analysis when all economic, social and
environmental accounts are "rolled" into one single measure. As noted earlier, MAE organizes and compares
diverse information, allowing the decision-maker to apply subjective judgement with respect to the trade-offs
between economic, social and environmental objectives. In general, stakeholders will be suspicious that in
the process of aggregating objectives, professional judgement could be masked.
Perhaps the most blatant opportunity for the analyst to mask judgement occurs in the selection of weights.
That is, no single set of "weights" will adequately define the views of all stakeholder groups. 4 In addition to
the choice of a weighting system, our earlier example demonstrates the influence that a scaling system can
have on the decision outcome. Certain scaling systems could be perceived to favor specific stakeholder
interests.
Overall, the presentation of MAE results in their natural unit form will be far more transparent than any
single final result.
6.

IS WSR EVEN NECESSARY?

Notwithstanding concerns regarding WSR's technical validity and transparency, WSR may not even be
necessary in the context of the Prosperity Project. It may be that ranking of options flows naturally from the
"raw" MAE results, or that raw MAE results involve very limited trade-off decisions.
7.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the combining of MAE and WSR attempts to replace an elegant feature of conventional CostBenefit Analysis — a single final numerical result that can easily be compared with alternative projects.
Despite its limitations in scope, CBA is mathematically sound and has stood up to decades of expert scrutiny.
WSR, on the other hand, is mathematically and analytically indefensible, non-transparent, and may even be
unnecessary in the context of the Prosperity Project.
As we have demonstrated earlier in this report, many of the problems associated with WSR relate to the
scaling of ordinal data. While alternative methods exist that allow the analyst to calculate a "single final
result" that avoids some of the problems associated with WSR, there remain the issues of weight-selection,
4

We note that a sensitivity analysis could be incorporated into the analysis by calculating a range of results
for alternate weighting systems. However, this once again departs from the intended benefit of applying
WSR in the first place — to derive a single final result.

transparency and overall necessity. 5 In our view, a better approach may be to preserve the natural unit form
from the MAE analysis. This would offer benefits both in terms of methodological validity and
transparency.

One such method is the Concordance Method, which involves a series of pair-wise comparisons between
options. As these pair-wise comparisons are performed on an ordinal basis (i.e., "better" or "worse"), this
method may be somewhat more defensible than WSR when dealing with non-ratio data. While offering
potential improvements over WSR, the Concordance Method essentially converts ratio-level indicators to
ordinal units, thereby throwing away much of the useful information from the MAE. Furthermore, the
Concordance Method distorts transparency, and still requires that a subjective weighting system be applied.

Table B-1:
Raw Scores in Hypothetical MAE
Account
Profit
Completion Date
Aesthetics

Option A
$100
January, 2001
Poor

Option B
$1,200
February 2001
Moderate

Option C
$300
February 2005
Good

Option A
January 2000
January 2001
12 months

Option B
January 2000
February 2001
13 months

Option C
January 2000
February 2005
61 months

Option B
0.75
0.14
0.33

Option C
0.19
0.72
0.50

Table B-2:
Project Duration by Option
Account
Start Date
Completion Date
Project Duration

Table B-3:
Scaled Scores in Hypothetical MAE
Account
Profit
Project Duration
Aesthetics

Option A
0.06
0.13
0.17

Table B-4:
Ranking of Options in Hypothetical MAE
Account
Profit
Project Duration
Aesthetics
Total

Weight
45
35
20
100

Option A
2.81
4.67
3.33
10.81

Option B
33.75
5.06
6.67
45.47

Option C
8.44
25.28
10.00
43.72

Table B-5:
Scaled Scores in Hypothetical MAE (Alternate Scaling System)
Account
Profit
Project Duration
Aesthetics

Table B-6:

Option A
0.08
0.18
0.33

Option B
1.00
0.20
0.67

Option C
0.25
1.00
1.00

Ranking of Options in Hypothetical MAE (Alternate Scaling System)
Account
Profit
Completion Date
Aesthetics
Total

Weight
45
30
20
100

Option A
3.75
6.46
6.67
16.88

Option B
45.00
7.00
13.33
65.33

Option C
11.25
35.00
20.00
66.25

APPENDIX C

Account
Project
Viability —
Engineering
Design

APPENDIX C
Multiple Account Evaluation Framework
Sub Account
Indicators
Measures
Open pit
Buffer zone between the
 meters
open put and Fish Lake

Tailing storage
facility

Fish Creek diversion
around open pit
Duration of open pit
mining
Ore

 type of diversion

Disturbance area (final)

 hectares

Maximum slope angle in
overburden
Maximum slope angle in
bedrock
Minimum slope angle in
overburden
Minimum slope angle in
bedrock
Minimum stability criteria

 degrees

Starter embankment
volume

 years
 tonnes

 degrees
 degrees
 degrees
 ratio (Factor of
Safety)
 million m3

Final embankment volume  million m3
Final embankment height

 meters

Final impoundment area

 hectares

Length of tailings
pipeworks
Length of reclaim
pipework
Seepage control points

 kilometers
 meters
 number

Account

Project
Viability —
Engineering
Design

APPENDIX C
Multiple Account Evaluation Framework
Sub Account
Indicators
Measures
Design flood during
 return period (yrs)
operations
Design flood during
 return period (yrs)
closure
Design earthquake event
 return period (yrs)

Non-Reactive
waste rock storage
area

Reactive waste
rock storage

Fisheries
compensation
facilities

Water and tailing
management

Hazard Classification

 subjective rating

Waste rock and
overburden produced

 million tonnes

Final dump height

 meters

Final dump volume

 million m3

Final dump area

 hectares

Seepage control ditches

 kilometers

Design earthquake event

 return period (yrs)

Pile stability criteria

 ratio (factor of safety)

Waste rock and
overburden produced

 million tonnes

Control method

 sub-aqueous, etc.

Channel length

 kilometres

Channel grade

 percent

Productive capacity

 biomass, density,
count
 percent

Maximum extraction from
flowing stream or river
Duration of pumping

 years

Account

Project
Viability —
Risk
Assessment

APPENDIX C
Multiple Account Evaluation Framework
Sub Account
Indicators
Measures
Mill
throughput

tonnes/day
Mill site
Duration of Mill
 years
operations
Open Pit

Tailing storage
facility

Large south pit wall
failure

Large east pit wall failure
Large other pit wall
failure
Excessive seepage from
Fish lake
Excessive seepage from
deep aquifer
Inter-ramp pit wall failure
(localized)
Vertical depressurization
pump failure
Pit sump pump (and backup) failure
Seepage through
embankment

Seepage through saddle
embankment
Seepage through
foundations
Internal erosion (piping)
Overtopping of
embankment (spillway
failure)
Embankment instability
Insufficient PAG waste

 all indicators were
assessed in terms of
their effect on: human
life, water quality,
fisheries, wildlife/biophysical and
operations

 all indicators were
assessed in terms of
their effect on: human
life, water quality,
fisheries, wildlife/biophysical and
operations

Account

Project
Viability —
Risk
Assessment

APPENDIX C
Multiple Account Evaluation Framework
Sub Account
Indicators
Measures
rock submergence
Seepage collection/recycle
system failure
Excessive sedimentation
(construction)
Excessive sedimentation
(operations)
Release of ARD from
PAG — outside tailings
storage facility
Waste Rock
Instability
 all indicators were
storage area
assessed in terms of
their effect on: human
life, water quality,
fisheries, wildlife/biophysical and
operations
Improper sorting in pit
(PAG to WRSA)
Excessive sedimentation
(construction)
Excessive sedimentation
(operations)
Release of ARD from
PAG — outside WRSA
Fisheries
Failure of diversion
 all indicators were
Compensation
(insufficient flows)
assessed in terms of
Areas
their effect on: human
life, water quality,
fisheries, wildlife/biophysical and
operations
Excessive flows (PMF)
Icing of channels or
habitat areas
Dam instability
Excessive sedimentation
(construction)
Excessive sedimentation
(operations)
Water and tailings Water pipeline rupture
 all indicators were

Account

Project
Viability

APPENDIX C
Multiple Account Evaluation Framework
Sub Account
Indicators
Measures
management
assessed in terms of
their effect on: human
life, water quality,
fisheries, wildlife/biophysical and
operations
Water pump station
failure
Tailings pipeline rupture
Tailings pump station
failure
Tailings distribution
failure — poor pond
location
Excessive make-up water
requirements
 all indicators were
Mill site
Reagent/chemical spills
assessed in terms of
their effect on: human
life, water quality,
fisheries, wildlife/biophysical and
operations
Cost

Economic/
Financial 6

Financial Increased cost and
lost economic
reserves 7

Environment
6

Physical changes

Hydrocarbon spills
Operating cost

 $/tonne

Capital cost

 $/tonne

Total cost

 $/tonne

Increased cost above least
cost option

 $

Value of foregone
economic reserves
Primary watersheds

 $
 number

Includes fisheries compensation costs.
Lost economic reserves represents forgone economic value of unmined reserves of the smaller project (524
million tonnes) relative to the larger project plans (675 million tonnes).
7

Account
— Fisheries

APPENDIX C
Multiple Account Evaluation Framework
Sub Account
Indicators
Measures
to stream/lake
involved
 name
habitat
Length of fish bearing
streams affected directly
and indirectly
Area of fish bearing
streams affected directly
and indirectly
Area of lakes affected
Mitigation Cost
Habitat
Compensatability

Added cost of mitigation 8
above least- cost option
Ability to compensate for
affected lake habitat
Ability to compensate for
affected stream habitat
Satisfies Department of
Fisheries and Oceans
principle of "NO NET
LOSS"

Environment —
Air Quality

CO2

 kilometers
 km2
 km2
 $
 yes or no
 yes or no
 yes or no




PM10




Dust




NOx




Environme
8

Meets government
water quality

During operations

 Yes or no

Defined as changes to location of mine components to satisfy the Habitat Management Policy of the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans

Account
nt —
Water
Quality

Environment
— Wildlife
Biophysical

APPENDIX C
Multiple Account Evaluation Framework
Sub Account
Indicators

Post closure

 Yes or no

Watersheds

Watersheds involved

 Number
 Name

Ecosystem
Analysis

Rare Ecosystems

Listed Species

Red and Blue Listed
species
Routes involved






Travel Corridor
and Migratory
Routes
Key species and
habitats

SocioEconomic
Economic

Measures

standards

Operations
Employment

Known raptors nest

number
type
km2
number

 number
 location (watershed)
 type
 number

Waterfowl habitat directly  rating of area
affected
Winter range directly
 rating of area
affected
Wetlands affected
 km2
Area of mature and old
growth forest affected
Area of lakes affected

 km2

Area of shallow open
water affected
Direct jobs
(local, provincial,
national)
Indirect/induced jobs
(local, provincial,
national)
Total jobs
(local, provincial,
national)
Length of operations
phase

 km2

 km2

 #/year
 #/year
 #/year
 years

Account

Socioeconomic Community

APPENDIX C
Multiple Account Evaluation Framework
Sub Account
Indicators
Direct
employment

Construction
(local, provincial,
employment
national)
Indirect/induced

employment
(local, provincial,
national)
Total employment

(local, provincial,
national)
Operations income Annual amount

and benefits
Construction
Total amount

income and
benefits
Government
Employment taxes/non
revenue —
wage benefits
operations
Government
Employment taxes/non
revenue —
wage benefits
construction
Community
Likelihood of premature

Stability
mine closure

Population

Community
Infrastructure/
Services
Transportation

Measures
person years
person years

person years
$ million/year
$ million
$ million/year
$ million
A lowest, C highest

Length of Operations
Phase
Population change during
construction
Population change during
operations
Capacity

 yars

One way vehicle
movements daily during
construction

 peak number
 average number

One way vehicle
movements daily during
operations

 peak number
 average number

 number
 number
 supply/ demand

Account
Socioeconomic Resource Use

APPENDIX C
Multiple Account Evaluation Framework
Sub Account
Indicators
Measures
Land Use
Compliance with Cariboo  yes or no
Chilcotin Land Use Plan
Hay land
Range land
Drift fencing

Socioeconomic
Resource
Use

Recreation, Tourism,
Visual

Area lost
Area lost
Animal Unit Months lost
Length of drift fencing
required

km2
km2
number
km

Project area

 km2

Valleys affected

 number
 name
 description of activities

Activities affected
Sport Fishing






Quality of experience in
project area - Fish Lake/
compensation areas during
operations and post-closure

 high, medium, low or nofishing



Trapping
Guiding
Forestry

Quality of experience in
Chilcotin during operations
and post-closure

 high, medium, low or nofishing

Ability to replace lost
activity in the area during
operations and post-closure

 high, medium, low or nofishing

Traplines in the project area
directly and indirectly
affected
Guiding Territories in
project area directly and
indirectly affected
Merchantable Timber lost

 number

Mean Annual Increment

First Nations

Community

Current, non-mechantable,
immature lodgepole pine
growing stock

Likelihood of premature

 number
 km2
 m3/yr

 forecast value ($)

 A lowest, C highest

Account
— Socioeconomic

APPENDIX C
Multiple Account Evaluation Framework
Sub Account
Indicators
stability
mine closure
Length of Operations
Phase
Potential for Band
members to return to
their home communities
during
construction/operations
Population Change

 years

Ability of community
infrastructure to handle
population increase
Construction/operations
jobs available to local
First Nations individuals
Potential employment
income
Opportunities for joint
ventures/economic
development

 supply/demand

Archaeology

Archaeological sites
affected

 number

Traditional Use
Aboriginal Claims

Activities affected
First Nations with
traditional territory in the
project area

 types of activities
 First Nations

Population effects

Jobs, Income,
Economic
Opportunity

First Nations
— Culture
and Heritage

Measures

 high, medium, low

 change in population

 number of jobs
 $
 potential opportunities
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